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PLASTERER

the general tendency to economize and the demand for
prices, we have this season made it our earnest endeavor to place
goods at the lowest figures consistent with honest material and

To this

Nhortest Notice.
ES^Out of town work
attended to.

large

assortment

would invite your earliest

we

GARMENTS MADE TO ORDER
FROM

Best

and

and American Fabrics

English

THE

J. P. WESCOTT,
MASON AND BUILDER.
All

and Boiler Setting promptPerfect ventilation in Sewers guar-

First appearance here in 10 years of Prof. Geo.
A. Woodruffe, Prof. C. H. Carling and Company,
with their $50,000 collection of Wonders in Glass,
including the Magnificent Glass

Model of tlic Centennial Corliss Engine,

C.W.

Curtis.Lessee

Frank

and

Manager.

J

And

MR. IN. €. OOODWIIN, Jr.

During the action of the piece Mr. N. C. Goodwin,
Jr., will introduce Ills wonderful imitations of celebrated actors. The performance will commence with
the

Farce,

new

HINDER THE ROSE.
Sale of Seats Saturday, May 24th, at ‘J a. m.
Popular Prices. Carriages may be ordered at 10.30.
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Prices for

SOLE AGENTS FOR

i

Customers

can commence

j|

on

taking

1.25
1.75
2.25

20 cents per hundred by the
“
“
25
single hundred.
ap21

location off Mines:
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Shares

itnc.n,

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Having purchased the

stock of

NO.

7

prices.

We have

Ladies’ Sandal
“

a

Slippers,

SEAMLESS BUTTON BOOTS

“

new

nobby line

and

of

uud Condon

Davis &
210

MIDDLE

The Rest
Store.

Repairing

For City an«l Country Trade.

Wm.

Hennessy & Go.,
IIS CENTER STREET,
Manufacturers ami Dealers in

HARNESSES OF ALL KINDS
Scuoml-hand Saddles Bought and Sold.
dim
iny!2

JOB

LOT OF

mh22eodtf

We,

undersigned, have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name and style of

Conic and see.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.
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CARRIAGES!

all

We

For Sale as Above.

Also Second-hand Store Doors.
etc,

nayG

Good

dtf

Bargains In

I

Ol

CROCKERY

Adams A Robinson,
140 EXCHANGE ST. dtf
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CAS and KFROSFVI

FIXTURES
NEW STOCK CHEAP.

28

Market

Square

2C !

LEVI S. BROW A.
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Why they

preferred
to all other porous plasters, is owing to their iinproved composition; they
act instantaneously, ciu'e
speedily and effectually.
Physicians and the gen-
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porous plaster,
maintain that
their action is not suffi-

ciently prompt, requiring
time, patience and continuous wear to effect a
Benson’s Capcine
cure;
Plaster overcomes this

the only

difficulty by accomplishing in a few hours that

at

f1T?'Mrri7\rxrT
IT
L
H 1 AL
18 7 G.

which it takes any other
plaster as many days.
Although a recent invention, Henson’s Cupcine Porous Plaster has
| been thoroughly tested by
physicians, and have been
pronounced the most

Exchange Street,
on

efficacious
devised.

thoroughly

at

plaster

ever

Its marvelous influence
over the circulation, and
general effect on the systemis almost incredible;
from the moment of its
application to the affected
part, it operates with as-

8®■**-**'■*-*^
\ 88

tonishing vigor, brings relief

CTirRV
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PAP
r IIlu

i>ttr
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mid

enWt-

mires more

ua^Y than any known
piaster, Lmunent or Com-

and prestige of tlio
to subvert or oppose its

the

power

When

fok
I A HI E
BACK
Weak Bark, Rhmimatum, Kidney Uisease, Stubborn and

Cough*

Female
Weakness, and all
local Ache* & Fain*,
it i* specially recoinmended.
Cold*.

you

desire
ask your

Druggist for Benson’s
Capcme Plaster. Avoid
worthless plasters having
a similar sounding name,

has
£™h genuine plaster
^dCa^rne speUed

®0^

Druggists,
^J1.^
Price
2o cents,
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3. To uphold the right of the United States to
nforce its own laws wherever they are to operate,
md to frown doivn and put down the dangerous
1 leresy of the States Right secessionists who have
5 Iready plunged the country into one bloody war,
aent of

•receded the

deadly weapons have seized the polls in many
f the Southern States, driving innocent and de-

enceless voters from the ballot-box and making a
aockery of elections, which war upon free suffrage
] •as been made a distinct political issue by every
)emocrat in the Senate and House voting against a
)

,

designed to prevent and suppress it.
To uphold the financial credit of the Govern-

aeasurtj
5.

assure to the people of all sections a
currency, equivalent to com at all times and
j n all places, and redeemable in coin. And to this
* nd to
oppose all distracting, repudiating aud mis< hievous efforts
against the peace, welfare and in-

1

nent and to
ound

<

ustrial

prosperity

of the

door to
one

City

J. W.
mv 3

Hotel—which is connected to the

People.

6. In these aims and purposes all citizens of
•faine are invited to unite, that the hands of the
] •resident and of the Republican minority in both
1 •ranches of Congress may be strengthened in their
fforts to uphold the honor of the Government and
1 he just .authority of National Law.
By order of the Republican State Committee.
GEORGE C. WING,)

|

Committee.
J. 0. SMITH, Secretary,

lay 22,1870.
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NUTTER BROSA Co.
Offer for sale their entire stock, consisting of Stoves,
goods as are
Ranges and Furnaces, and such other kitchen
furnusually kept in a tirst-class stove and
ishing store.
OBJECT OF SEELING—The managing partner,
Mr. Ames, intends going West.
Address all communications to

The Democrats are seeking to conciliate
lie President. Hope they may have as hard
time with him as he has had with them.
New Orleans is to he cleaned much
he same manner as the Augean stables.
s

tf

vicinity that he

THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK OF

GAS FIXTURES!

Peering, Maine

*

can

be found at

CLEVELAND & MARSTON’S,
128 Exchange Street.
New Designs and Patterns are constantly being
added, making it the most desirable place to obtain
good bargains and to select from.

Gas and Water Piping and Repairing
work

faction.

is now ready to give his whole attention to the care of lots in
Evergreen Cemetery,
Orders respectfully solicited,
promptly executed,and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Also, Roiiiimetit* and €<*rnve-*toue* cleaned hi the uicot nialiner without ucid.
Residence on Oak St., directly opposite the Cemetery gates. P. O. address, Box 37, Morrill’s Corner,

my2dtf

Cow for Sale.
Enquire of NUTTER BROS., 29
Market Square.
dtf
my!4

largest and best stock in Maine to select
a nice hard-wood, first class
refrigerator
for the.same or less money that the cheap
pine,
dead air are selling for.
This refrigerator is fully
established and they give universal satisfaction.
It

—AND—

warranted to give sat-

Cleveland A Marston,
my 17

128 Exchange Street.

codim

OAK SHIP TIMBER AND PILES
B.

and

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.
mill!)

C.

of all

to

sale.

JORDAN

Mliip Timber, Pile*, Ciu* and Carriage
tttock.

I shall continue to run the Biddeford mill and thus
be able to fill all orders at shortest possible notice.

oddly

and

NO. OO CROSS

dtf

ST., PORTLAND,

1879.

Tiie determination of the Ways and Means
committee not to consider any revenue bills
effectually kills the income tax scheme for
:liis session.
Maine is losing her prestige in the leg
business. Little Rhode Island beat her at
die bean-pot contest Tuesday. The State
-‘an’t afford to permit this defeat to go una-

venged.

SIZES FOR

PALMER’S STORE
Ms

so

Generously

1st—Customers
'•ill'll boots as

are

Patronized ?
SURE to find

they want, in quali-

ty. price and fit.

2d—Mo oilier store in this city receives Burt's Boots direct from
Mr. Burl.

Send for
my 13

Soi.on Chase has decided not to call his
paper “The Eye-opener.” We suggest “The
Cataract” as an appropriate title. We don’t
mean the water-fall kind but the kind that
blinds people’s eyes.
The Massachusetts Greenbackers are gothe boys for the boom” for
Butler on the fifth of June, with Peter Cooper, Wendall Philips, Congressman Weaver,
and our own Solon Chase.

ing “to whoop up

USE,

51 pound..

SALE BY

—

eod3w

Ciiadhourii&Kendall
Have just received and offer

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
Also

a

Full Line of

HATHAWAY’S SHIRTS

and Calcined Plaster for sale by
A. B. WH1BBEN A CO.,
l!{ Union Wharf.

apldOm
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OLIVER GERRISH,

dtf

WATCH AMD CLOCK MAKER,
informs his friends and patrons that he
Respectfully
will
ness

I.aud

The Democrats
their senses.

It is

are gradually coming to
reported that an under-

exists between the Southern and
Western congressmen of that party in favor

standing
of

passing

home

as

the

bills and

appropriation
possible.

going

soon as

HTiik sea-serpent has made its appearance
thus early in the season. It will spend the
summer in Lake Champlain.
The man who
saw it has a reputation for strict veracity.
It is a very singular fact that a man who
hasn’t a reputation for strict veracity never
a

sea-serpent.

The Boston Herald thinks troops will be
Walker.

puicLt

luc

dciiiUB

unable to

put her out she threatens

they

irurn xji.

iu«uy

iloor-keepers of that body are
manage her. If they attempt to
The

to

scream

allow her to remain she

and if

pounds

the

floor with the end of her umbrella.
Dr. Walter Baxley of New Orleans
got a real yellow fever germ.
If the doctor would like to have a genuine
Asiatic eholora germ we think we shall be
able to accommodate him during the Summer.
There’s been one about here for a
number of years—just one.
thinks he has

Of course the Legislative bil 1 will meet
with the same fate as the Army bill—a
veto from the President.
Of the two bills it

repeals

all the legislation wlii eh has made it impossible, or at least difficult, for New York Democrats to stuff the ballot boxes and vote as
often as they chose on election day.
The New York Public makes a

compari-

transactions of the
clearinghouses in the principal cities of the United
States, which shows that there has not since
1873 been so extensive transactions as during the first half of May, 1879. Deducting
of the

required for unhealthy speculations,
remaining is still of a cheer-

and the amount

ing

natui'e to those who

are

steadily improving.

believe

The Indiana Democrats

DOZEN

apB

LIME AA1> EE REST

give the

are

the times

turning

over

the State institutions for the unfortunate
to incompetent men simply because the

In proof of these facts please call

mho

to

are.

son

Portland, Me.
Descriptive Catalogue with prices.

loo

designed

Government the profits of coinage. They
wanted to give them to the bloated bullion
holders. Nice friends of the poor man, they

the sum

4th—Mo other store has so excellent an assortment of low and medium priced boots for Men, Women and Children.

convinced.

HAND

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

3d—Mo other store ATTEMPTS
to keep a full line of first-class
stock and work.

at 230 MIDDLE STItEET and be

to

three sizes for horse power.
FOIt

be
at

pleased to serve them in the line of his busithe store of

WM. SENTEIl & CO.,
my20

Tiik call for the Republican state conven;ion, published in another column, is adlressed to qll those who would maintain the
lower and prestige of the Union against all
ittempts to subvert or oppose its just
luthorlty; to those who discountenance and
■eprobate the treasonable and revolutionary
:ourse of the Democrats in Congress; to
hose who believe in the right of the United
itates to enforce its own laws wherever they
uc iu

NO. 51 EXCHANGE ST.

3w

present superintendents of them are Republicans. Drs. Everts and MacIntyre have
just been dismissed from the asylums for
the insane and for deaf mutes and replaced
by Democrats without any experience. The
man who succeeds
Dr. MacIntyre is a
dentist and has

never

asylum for deaf

mutes.

tu

upeituu,

muse

wiiu ucuevc

uuit

flections should be free, not only from Naional military interference, but also from
he interference and violence of so called
hate militia and the assassins who with
leadly weapons have seized the polls in
nany of the Southern States; and to those
vho would uphold the financial credit of the
Grovernment and assure to the people of all
a sound currency, equivalent to
min at all times and in all places, and redeemable in coin. The men who are not
nvited are those who still believe in the
hate rights doctrine, allegiance to which
'ave rise to the rebellion; those who think
die course of the Democrats in Congress has

sections,

Harper’s Bazar.
New York Fashions.
PLAIN

SKIRTS.

prevalence of trimmed
skirts in the present styles, some of the richest
and most elegant costumes worn on Fifth Avenue have plain skirts without a single flounce.
Notwithstanding

the

These skirts are plain and round in shape, conof five breadths, viz, a gored front

been inside of

an

The cases against S. J. Tilden’s agents,
Thomas Harland of New York and W. P.
Healy, of Marquette, Mich., who stole the
books of the New York mining company
from the court room last fall, to prevent Mr.
Tilden’s getting his deserts for cheating the

a

side gore

each side,

on

aud two

straight back breadths of single width goods.
They are usually lined throughout, and have
stiller crinoline facing at the bottom than
trimmed skirts have
firmly in place; the

to lie kept
the skirt are
turned up two inches on the facing instead of
Ladies who. are
being bound with braid.

1PAA1ftf

li n

as

they need

edges

nmiirlit

nrwl

of

dim

ovnnno/i

skirts, such as corduroy, plain satin, cloth, or
velvet, but the simple cut is also seen in

striped goods, especially
of moire.

silk

Both

with stripes of
bouffant and

very

very plainly draped over-dresses are seen with
such skirts.
For instance, a black plain skirt
of silk in half-inch stripes alternately of silk
and satin is worn with a black cainel’s-liair
in Marguerite shape behind,
polonaise
While the fronts slope sharply open from the
waist line to disclose the striped skirt front its
entire length. A gayer costume has a very
cut

dark wine-colored satin skirt entirely without
flounces, above which are a very short bouffant
pauier over-skirt and basque of the new tan.
colored mousseline de laine. There is no effect to conceal these plain skirts by long over-

dresses, on the contrary, they are often worn
with polonaises that have scarcely any front
below the wide belt worn at the waist.
Corduroy plain skirts are worn with long straight
paletots or redingotes that have no drapery
either in front or back; these redingotes are of

light

drab or tan-colored camel’s'hair or cloth,
else dark brown is chosen. This costume
is very handsome for travelling dresses, and is
liked for its severe style.
or

Pleated skirts

are

the

leaders of fashion.

kilts, beginning

at

and universal
yet only worn

popular

fashion, while plain skirts

by

are as

These are the regular
or else attached to

the belt

a yoke, and the preference is for loose looking
pleats suspended front the yoke, without being

mounted on a plain skirt: tapes at intervals
pass around the skirt and hold it in place, and
many thin woolen kilts, such as mousseline de
laine and bunting, are lined throughout with
paper-muslin. Large loose looking kilt pleats
Someare more stylish than small close ones.
nines a

large pieai

ami

a

smaii

uiie

uucumit,

while other skirts are box-pleated all around.
In all these skirts a wide box-pleat is in
front from the waist down, and many skirts
that are not pleated all around have the front
width laid in a great box pleat, with side
pleats turning back from it. This is a great
deal used in tho hlack silk skirts that women
of small means use with various over-dresses.
The religieuse pleating of fine, small pleats
the whole length of tho front is also much
used. Woolen kilt skirts—and tilts fashion iB
most

appropriate

for wool

goods—have

a

border

of the trimming throe inches wide placed near
the bottom. Where greater economy is con
sidered, and the weight of a kilt is too great,
box pleats or wool goods, of satin, or of silk,
are set at wide intervals down the whole
length of the front of tho skirt, and tlieso are

shortened

on

rows.

Still simpler suits, all in one piece, are the
box-pleated princesse blouses made with a yoke,
from which

hangs

the remainder of the gar-

ment, forming three wide box pleats in front
and three behind; a belt coniines the back, but
is not extended to the front. In imported
blouses of this kind thero is another box pleat
on each side of the skirt, beginning at the waist

line under the arms. A bow of ribbon or of
bias spotted satin is used for a cravat bow for
these little fellows. Warm flannel drawers
under short muslin drawers, with perhaps one
petticoat, should be worn beneath kilts: more
than one petticoat makes too much bulk, and
the kilt will not hang gracefully.
A

A#

WAthAW

A.fA«

1a<.«

..-A.'.A.t

U.A..

this is a princesse coat that may be used either
for boys or girls of three years of age. It has
long plain sacque fronts buttoning down the
middle, while the back is formed of three box
pleats held in at the waist by a wide belt that
is buttoned on the seams under the arms. Large
square pockets trim the plain sides.
Long dark-colored stockings are worn at
present by small l>oys. Their hats are rough
straws of mixed colors in sailor shapes, or else
small Derby hats with high square crowns.
Their boots, buttoned on the side, have no
heels, or else very low ones. Wheu an overcoat is needed, it is a long
sacque of drab or
blue cloth of light quality, costing from $3.50

upward.

Strippings.

tho sides and back.

Short

basques are again revived on account
of the panier drapery of the over-skirt, which
must he very near the belt. Basques are also
much worn with belts that may pass all
all around, or else confined merely to tho
front. The bouffant scarf-like panier draping
is usually sot on the upper part of tho lower
skirt, but may be attached to the basque, beat the end of the second dart, and
threo or four folds on the hips, or else
the basque may be cut longer and draped in
folds. So parate vests are now not so much
used as those sewed in with tho basque, and
seen only on top and bottom.
Sashes are suddenly revived in rich brocaded
ribbon, satin, and watered ribbon. Worth
drapes a brocaded sash permanently around
the hips and fastens it by a very large gilt
buckle on the left side. A brown brocaded
sash is very handsome on the tan and creamcolored wool costumes. Sometimes wide black
watered ribbon is passed around the waist as a
belt, and hangs down tho front with one very
long flat loop and two longer ends; this on a
black silk costume. With other black dresses
gay Watteau and Homan sashes are worn in
the careless Oriental style, loose about the hips
and with a large knot and long ends hanging
down on one side.
Suits of bunting trimmed with polka dotted
satin of contrasting color are greatly in favor
with young ladies and misses. They are made
with basque and overskirt usually, and pleated
kilt. The over-skirt has pleatings down the
front and sides, if the skirt is not a kilt, and is
trimmed with a box-pleated fiounce that shows
the satin between each pleat. Blue or brown
satin with polka dots is most used on tan. white
and cream-colored buntings; the navy blue
Tho more expensive
bunting has lost favor.
French buntings have a kilt skirt and a
bouffant apron over-skirt that is caught up

ginning
forming

_

What the Funny Men Give Down.

NOT IN THE BIBLE.

A resident on Brush street who had a horse
to sell was directed to a citizen on Ninth avewho wanted to buy, and after a little talk
the two made a trade.
The Ninth avenue
man give an old horse and $28 in
cash
for the other, and everything seemed to be
satisfactory. In a day or two, however, the
Brush street man returned and said:
“You and I made a trade the other day?”
“Yes,” replied the other.
“You are a member of the church I understand?”
“I am.”
“Well, that horse you traded with me has
a spavin, and you never said a word about it.
What sort of trickery is this for a Christian
man to engage in?”
The other entered the house without a
word, but after a minute reappeared with the
family Bible and said:
“Mr. Blank, here is my guide and consolation. I have read this book through and
through, and if you will take it and find where
a Christian man is required to point out spavins in a horse trade Ifll buy you a better horse
than you ever owned!”
The Brush street man went home with new

nue

l.:.. i_.i

about the

_i

i_

exchange.—Detroit

i__

Free Press.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF WESTERN MULES.

rxf

flounced skirts welcome the revival ol this
simple fashion. At present thick self supporting fabrics are most used for these walking

or

SMALL BOY’S SUITS.
Small boys and girls are dressed alike—in
white or colored
slips with yokes, pleated
Fronts, and Spanish flounces—until they are
two and a half years old; then boys are
put in
kilt suits, sailor suits, or box-pleated princesse
and
continue
to
wear such garcoats,
they
ments until they are six years old, when they
put on trousers. The kilt suit is the favorite
for nice wear, it is worn at present in corduroys of light weight, ladies’ cloth, Middlesex
and domestic flannels, and light cassimeres.
The colors are drab, gray navy blue, blue,
brown, blue-black and dark green. These
woolen suits are worn through the greater part
of the summer, as thin woolen stuffs is found
to be almost as cool as linen, but thero are also
kilt skirts of pique, white or colored linen
duck, buff linen, gingham in small checks,
and also twilled drillings mado up for midsummer wear. The kilt skirt is now made
quite short, and is almost stylish when made
in large pleats. The fronts are widely lapped
to look like great box pleats, and are buttoned
down on the right side by four or six buttons,
and there may be a corresponding row on the
left.
The sailor suit is more used for every day
The kilt skirt is shaped like that just
wear.
described, and may be suspended from a
sleeveless under waist of silcsia, or else it may
be buttoned to a short waist. The sailor blouse
is now most often made quite high and close at
the throat; but When it is slightly open thero is
a square plastroue of the blue flannel, or other
material of the suit, fused on the silesia waist,
broad
so that nothing white is shown but the
shirt collar. Dark blue, black, gray or light
brown sailor suits are shown in flannel and
cloth. Those of blue flannel may have pale
blue braid doubled in narrow bindings, or else
they are trimmed with thick white braid on
the collar and down the fronts of blouse and
kilt in one row on the right, or else with two

good of the coundeny to tlic general

:ry; those who would
Grovernment the right to enforce its own
laws; those who would allow Southern bulldozers aud ruffians and Nortliern repeaters
to work their own sweet will at the polls;
ind those who would deluge the country
with a currency based on notliing and redeemable in nothing.

breadth,

very high on the sides by lengthwise shirring.
Others have the apron of the bunting made
like a scarf, with the selvedge across the bottom merely turned up and hemmed by blind
ditches. Machine sticking is rather heavy for
this light wool goods. Watered silk, slurred
lamessd silk for bosom drapery, belts and
(ashes, and much polka-dotted satin are used
For trimming these soft, graceful fabrics.

and for the

patriotic

satin

is much the more misc hievous, for it

The Philadelphia Lawn lower

—

this direction or of any marked success in
taxes, either with or
irithout new legislation, is not very brilliant.

sisting

ME.

AHEAD OF ALL COMPETITORS

Weighing from 32

Why

Manufacturer,

_myl'1__dtjyl

PORTLAND.

Block,

them before
and second-hand
see

MERRILL,

Proprietor

M. «. PALMER.

has removed to Alfred where he has improved facilities for the manufacture and sale of

Large stock always on hand.
P. O. Address—Alfred, Me.

for

J. F.

Ever Shown in Maine,

Do You Ask
eod3w

promptly (lone, and all

WlEKINti would take tliisopporinform the citizens of Portland and

MERRILL’S LATESTJMPBOVED DRY AIR.

The

PRICES,

OF—

xf•

The Largest aiul Best Stock of

PIANOS

It

Tiie Concord, N. H., women are patterns
>f modesty. One of them was heard to renark the other day that she hadn’t had a
voolleu hoe on her limb this winter.

iu

from,

in

doubtless the only effective way.

sees

l<lk

my20__d2w

SEVEN

Bean,

in the State

Mr
««

REFRIGERATORS !

Bought Low, tobe Sold Low!

549 CONGRESS STREET.

Notice.

\|

BT
ijmj

Just Received!

ilamiels, Ac., Ac.,

FOR SALK.

R* A1; II.
tunitv to

II H.''

ITndcr-

Woolens,

Portland.

lUE.

dim

ones

GOODS,

—AT STORE

PORTLAND,

manner.

Having purchased tile retail
stock of Sweetser & Merrill, tile
undersigned will open on Tuesday, May 20lli at 529 Congress
street, a new stock of Faces and
Embroideries, Buttons and Trimmings, Cloves and Hosiery. Corsets and Underwear, and all other
goods that are called for in a first
class Fancy Coods Stock.
We shall be happy to see all customers of the old linn and a great
Remember the
many new ones.
place 529 Congress St., nearly opEastman
Brothers.
posite

buying. Refrigerators exchanged

Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets, Handkerchiefs, Table Linens,
Towels, Shir! Fronts,

Congress Street,

mhll

superior

EXCHANGE STREET.

02

Proprietor.
dim

ROBINSON,

j

n

The Senate adjourned over until Thnrslay to go to the Baltimore races.

ment to .the silver bill

FANCYJOODS

will be for the interest

DRESS

PIKE'S,

One of Hie Oldest and Best
Places in Portland.

NO.

new

"seasonable

Sliding Screen

Street,

very

COME AND SEE ME.

screens!

diCMtnut

a

by telephone.

■

is the newest and best Screen in the market. It
slides from top to bottom of window independent of
the sash. It is the cheapest as well as the most durable sliding Screen yet invented.
We also sell the ISOlJttllTON EXTENSION SCREEN which Ills any window.
5g§f*Headquarters for all kinds of Screen and
Screen Goods. Orders tilled without delay at

B.

City.

my5

equalled,
State, where lie is ready to furnish
FIRST-CLASS LIVERY OR HACK TEAMS at
short notice. Special attention is called to its light,
ventilation and drainage, as a home for hoarding
horses.
{E5^N. B.—1 still retain my old office—No. 4, next

the im-

.lie collection of these

ieen

Miritcii and Ladd voted against the amend-

NEW STOCK

his counters the Largest and Best
Assortment of

JOSEPH” LEVY,

in the

technicality

irospect, however, of any helpful legislation

_

pound/

BER PLASTERS

mid

and made up in

STABLE,

a

According to Secretary Sherman’s reiponse to a recent Senate resolution there is
tow $2,725,104 of direct tax due and uncolected from the States which participated in
lie late rebellion, while the balances due
rom all the other States and Territories
imount to only $455,228. The larger items
ncluded in the latter total given above are
lie taxes of Wisconsin and Kansas, and for
hem offsetting war claims have been preiented but not adjusted. From the Southmi States from which direct taxes are now
lue, Alabama heads the list with $529,000,
md Georgia follows with $502,000. Secreary Sherman says that the laws of the
United States give him no alternative but the
lollectioii of these taxes, as to leave them
incollected will be an unjust and inequitaile discrimination against those States which
lave paid their share of the $20,000,000 leved in 1801. He therefore wants Congress
o decide whether any additional legislation
s
necessary to enable the collection to go on,
md if so to give it as soon as possible so that
here need be no further delay in attempting
lie collection of these taxes. The present

are

ordinary
however,

MEDALS

Neglected

This stock embraces the very best goods that can
purchased, and Clothing will be cut in the most

35 AND 37 GREEN ST.,

SOMETHING NEW!

The Excelsior

O A. JFt. 33

NEW AND SPACIOUS

kinds of

Nutter Bros. A: Co., 29 Market Sq..
X PLATED W ARE *

/’iTHTTl

\J\

iTHAijxa jia h

also agents for the celebrated BROWXV1LLE SLATE QUARRIES, and are prepared to
furnish either tlieir slate or those of the MONSON
QUARRIES, at any time in quantities as desired,
my 8dtf

my 10

2 & 3 Seat Platform Spring Democrat Wagons

Federal street to

The subscriber takes this opportunity to thank his
many friends for former patronage, "and informs
them and the public that he has opened his

are

Opposite

511 1-2 Congress Street.

TAILOR,

To be Found iu the

TO TIIEPUBLIC.

and Finishing Lumber
and Fancy Woods.
F. IT. Widber,
H. E. Bacon.
Portland, April 28,1870.

JOHN S. RUSSELL,

Windows,

BACON,

Building

New and Second-hand,
—FOB SALE BY—

A

prompt relief,

COATS, PANTS, VESTS AND SUITINGS

eodtf

Jk.

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS,
and

SHIR.TS! screens!
15 1-2.

I

T\

B ELL li\OW\

—FOB—

the

/N

The best bargains ever offered.
Sizes 13 1-2, 14, 14 1-2,15,

A

Manufacturers

COMMODIOUS

of the Gold Boot.

Sign
mylO

at

and have taken the premises lately occupied by
CuinmiugN, Eenvitt A Widber, where we
shall continue the Lumber business in all its
branches; will keep on hand a large and varied assortment of

HOUSINGS, &c.

eod2w

At n°time in the histo_
ry of medicine has an article appeared which has
met with greater approval and success than Benson’s
Capcine Plaster.

^

Manager.

FASHIONABLE STYEE

STREET.

of all Kinds done

WIDBER A

—A LISE OF—

and Gen.

FASHIONABLE

92

DRUGGISTS.

| /■ i\ | |i K eral public who ackowlJ| JUilkJ Jl 11 ll'f edge the great benefits derived from the use of the

THE

Specialty.

The Shoe I>esiler,
421 CONGRESS Street.

Cartland,

dtf

Just Received of the Manufacturers

a

BROWN,

Toes)

FOK GENTLEMEN’S WEAK.

requirements of all
patronage.

myG

-D-EjIi kjvrll

I) I 1

CONNOR,Yice-Prcs’t

maintain

<

A

kindly granted me. Accepting the privilege, I
now inform
my friends and the public that it shall
be
best endeavor to meet the

GEO. E. THOMPSON.

the disease.
SOLD BY ALL

--—-

$100 Each.

of

Opp. Portland Savings Bank,

is

by

my22

|

LadiesSide Lace Boots in all the different widths. If
you wear Side Lace Boots, please call at Sign of
Gold Boot, where you will find all the different I
widths; SS, AA, S, A, M, C and F. Fancy Slipwhere he has
pers and Newport Ties in all widths and styles.
French Kid, and Imitation French Kid Button 1
Boots, Opera toe, Box toe, French heels, New
York last.

Button Shoes,
Low-cut Kid Slippers,
Seamless Kid Button Boots
Side lace Kid Boots.

(Derby

their

Value

JOSEPfT LEVY,

LADIES’

of

Newport

“

name,

me

Par

cures

ThATft ATTn

lias removed from No. 211
and for sale at LOW

Large Line

the old stand so long occupied by its well-known
founder and proprietor, Mr. John G. Hayes, the
right to continue the business under the old firm

ray
who will favor

this

REMOVAL!

NEWARK LOW STRAP SHOES in all tlie different widths. Also a Full Line of Cheap and
Medium Low Strap Shoes, ^liie Best Low Strap,
Hand Sewed (Custom made) shoe for $5.00
ever shown or sold in Portland.

Newport Ties,

“

“

CO.,

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
get the system into a healthy condition so that the
digestive organs can do their legitimate work, and
you won’t be troubled after eating. Dyspepsia is the
fruitful mother of many sad diseases resulting from
the torpid condition of the stomach, and this aperient carries off easily and pleasantly the cause, and

d3m»

MEN’S

Goods.

hand

now on

PRICES,

SQUARE,

JOHN G. HAYES &

“It feels like a ball of fire rolling up and
down the chest,”is a common expression among sufferers from indigestion. Then use

EXPOKTTTON

ap29d2m

Spring

AT—

MARKET

the Celebrated

LAiuoiiivJ-i

N. B.—REPAIRING in all its branches at
reasonable

HATS, CAPS, FURS,
GLOVES, &c., Ac.,
—CONTAINED

the

To

rith

P. E. CONNOR, Vice-President and General Manager.

mk5

/

Special

of

Nevada.

The Mines of the Company, of which there are four, are situated on Prospect Mountain, Eureka County,
State of Nevada, near the now noted EUREKA CONSOLIDATED and RICHMOND MINES. The tunnel
will cut no less than five ledges known to exist along its line, now producing some of the richest ore
being extracted in the State. The four mines purchased by the Company are known to contain rich ore. which the
tunnel will cut at a great depth, and the Property of the Company bo made as valuable as any in the district.
The tunnel is now in six hundred feet, and is being run day and night, and will soon strike the first of the
series of ledges spoken of above.
The Trustees have set aside a limited number of shares as a working capital, which will be disposed of for
a short time at the low price of $1.15 per share, and the names of the Officers should be a
guarantee to the
stockholders that the money will be judiciously expended. The stock of the
Company is made forever m(assessable, and is so designated upon its face.
A. <*. (JROMBY, No. 70 High (Street, ISoMtou. Mass, .will act as Agent for the sale of this stock,
and also that of the Charter Tunnel and Mining Company, in the New England States.
Parties wishing to purchase may address him, or the undersigned, at the principal place of business of the
Company, Eureka, Nevada.

ALSO a general assortment of lower priced work
from “CELEBRATED NEW ENGLAND
MANUFACTURERS,” which must he sold.

dtf

!

the Union with the same measures that
rebellion of 1861.
4. To insist upon free elections—not only free
1 rom National'military inference, which no one deires, but also free from the interference and vio1 ence of so-called State militia and the assassins who

Uri.1

E. J. BUTLER, Secretary and Treasurer.

No., Congress St.

492 & 494, New

|

<

SOUPS,

Mining Company.

ElIBUKA,

Hon. AV.AY. BISHOP, President. Gen. P. E.

ready and for sale a very fine assortment of
Carriages in ALL TDK POPULAR AND
LEADING STYEES-tlic product of my own
factory—all of first-class material and workmanship.

myl7

for

AWARDED

iWAii cj

KRANICH & BACH

$10,000,000.

SEASON OF 1879.

Now

|

FOR

OFFICERS:

MAINE,

Catalogues mailed free.

Stock

Capital

dtf

Son,

installments of 25 cts. per day.

STOCK

a success

Eureka Tunnel and

any time

Ice at

Is

o’cl’k A. ill.

or

Jnion against all attempts
ust authority, and to insist that the Government of
he United States shall be controlled by loyal men.
2. To discountenance and reprobato the treasonS ble and
revolutionary course of the Democrats in
1
Congress, who threaten to cripple and destroy the
1 mictions of the Government if constitutionally preented from enacting their partisan meausures into

f

and boon for which Nations should feel
grateful. —See Medical Press, Lancet, Brit. Med. Jour.,&c. p a * nr niOUTO 9 CAIIPTO
Consumption in England increased tdnfold in ten years.” IVIAUt Uluntu OC oAuutu.
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and Ch?mists.
CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only), fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Bine Ink across Label.
^
CA iJu-fid & Co.. 43. Mark Lane. London. England^

they desire, and delivery will be continued until
notice to stop is received attbe office.

Farrington Block, Portland.
Organs sold

“

Families ami Offices.

lO lbs. daily, per month,
“
“
“
15 “
44
44
44
20 44

ORGANS
W. M. Furbush &

CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING

FINEST AND

CARRIAGES.

SMITH AMERICAN

s

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

Co,

IN

the purpose of nominating a candidte for Gov< rnor, and for transacting whatever business may
•ropcrly come before it.
The basis of representation will be one delegate
or each city, town and
plantation, and an addition.1 delegate for every seventy-five votes cast for the
] tepublican candidate for Governor in 1870. A
aajority fraction will be entitled to a delegate.
The State Committee will be in session the evening
•receding and at 9 o’clock the morning of the Condition, to receive the credentials of delegates.
In selecting the Delegates the Republicans are
irged to assemble in full numbers and to invoke the
id and co-operation of all voters who are willing to
1 mite with them to the
following ends:

:

eodtf

COMPANY’S"

liebig

NO. 53 MARKET ST.

Weatherly’s Froliques

Agency

Temple Streets.
A

HE IIELD

riiiir*<lay, Juut* 36,1879, at It
1

1.

%

1ST9

D. W. Clark &

TiiCMday Eveuiitg, May 27th, 1870,
GHAND HILARIOUS EPOCH.

Eliza

of

All work done in a superior manner, and
at the low price of 2 CENTS PER PIECE.
dtf
my20

COMPANY,

apl7

LAKE

SEBACO

WALSH, Manager.
my22dlw

PORTLAND THEATRE.

stand—junction

SACCABAPPA, MAINE.

eut, 15 C’cutw. Saturday, May 31st, Grand Baby
M. H.

&

229 Middle and 6

ReferencesS. C. Gordon, M. D., C. W. Bray, M.
dee23tf
D., J. Swan, M. D., J. H. Kimball, M. D.

tion. In addition to witnessing the entire exhibition all visitors will be presented with an elegant
specimen of Glass Work.
JLcvee* each day from 2 to 5 P. M. nml
7 So lO P. M. Ad miction, including pre*-

WILL R. BROWN, Agent.

light Spring

cheap at $2.00.

M.

BAILEY,
D.,
Physican and Surgeon,

built of 5,000 pieces, the largest Glass Steam Engine ever constructed, which will be in full opera-

Show.

ALLEN

d3m

my 13

Glass Blowers!

com-

NOROMBEGA HALL, BANGOR,

TROY LAUNDRIED COLLARS AND CUFFS. 1

Masonry, Jobbing

ly attended to.
anteed.

new

and would be very

GEO. L. WARREN,

LOWEST PHICES!

Office and Residence No. G Hill Street.
Order Box 128 Exchange 8l., Portland.

BOHEMIAN

publica-

MIDDLE AND FEDERAL NTS. ;

AT

xuvy.

mencidg Monday, May 2Gtli,

THE

shades,

at tlic old

mylGdtd

Positively
WT.,

1.37 1-2 PER PAIR,
This lot contains all the

BOYS.

only at 545 CON<»RESS
Tolmau Place, com-

inspection.

Having purchased direct from the Importers, at an immense sacrifice in price,
we
will offer then to our customers (in
siugle pairs) for

IN OUR CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

admirable distribution.
Wcduenulay and Thursday Evening*,
Iflay 21 st and ££d, first time here of the new and
intensely amusing farcical comedy in four acts,
adapted from the German and amplified for the
American stage hy V. 1A -MacKay,

one week
corner

for

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
‘ullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
aanagers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
( redentials of every person
claiming to represent our

WILL

Ornament* of every Description

Center and

ever

Tour,

offers for the next few days

workmanship.

AND

H. J.

Annual

necessarily

; rmrnal.

our

GOSCUE.Manager

Thirty-third

not

Recognizing

solicited and immediately
mh3d3mteod3m

applause.

indispensable,

but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
] aunications that are not used.

lower

constantly on hand.
Whitening, Tinting.
Whitc%va*hing and Cementing done at

Received everex^lienj with^iproaHmi^^uighter

cases

SPECIAL BARGAINS i

NT.

Comedy Company.
I Acting Manager and sole Stage

an

11

pith

Residence 17 High .Street.

Criterion

oun

We do not read anonymous letters and communiations. The name and address of the writer are in

Removed from So. 8 Oak SI. to

Plain k Ornamental Stucco Worker

Presented with

of

H.OSS

Commencing Tuesday, May 20.
Limited Engagement for Three Nights Only of the
Famous New York

Tuesday Evening, May 20th, only time of
Byron’s Brilliant Comedy, (the most popular
known in the annals of the English stage, having run for over 1200 nights in London)4

Elegant Stock

an

Wheel* and Axle* on hand and for sale.
C3P*Please send for Circular.
ap3eod2m*

PORTLANDTHEATR E

J.

to show

prepared

are now

ieted, though tlirough

ilication of fraudulent intent was stricken
rom the indictment.
Tilden’s agents are as
>ad as his nephews. It looks as if they might
lave had the same teacher.

ion

car

Saturday Eveiling—Railroad Men’s walk. 1st
prize, $16; 2d prize, $7; 3d prize, $3. No walk to
exceed 15 miles.
Entries made of $1.00. except the scholars 50
cents. Entries can be made with Mr. .John F. Richmond at Miss Sherman’s rooms, at No. 257V* Middle street.
mylGdtd

Director.

_

Manufacturers of Elevator, Hoisting Machine* and Mill Work <»c ucrnlly. l*n*h-

entries made under 15.

J

1

JORDAN & WARREN,

MACHINISTS,

Tliur-iluy Afternoon—Exhibition walk by
Miss May Belle Sherman and Mr. Halpin, 12 miles
for a purse of $5.
Thursday Evening—Ladies’ walk. 1st prize1,
$5 in gold; 2d prize, King.
Friday Afternoon—Walk by professionals.
Provision Dealers’ and
Friday Eveuimg
Butchers’ Walk.
Maturday Afternoon—School Girls’ walk. No

F. F. M \CK VY

—

government out of his income tax, came up
it Marquette Monday, and Healy was con-

PRESS.

THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 22.

1

BROWNS

SACCAKAPPA,

:

THE

1'ORHERI.V

TO BEGIN MONDAY, MAY 10th.

TERMS $8.00 PEK ANMM, in ADVANCE

GEO. L. WARREN

CLOTHING!

examined. Address.
No. Waterboro, Me.

my21d3\v*

22, 1879.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
_

MAT BELLE SHERMAN.Lesser.
.JOHN F. RICHMOND.MANAGER.

MAY

Two miners were seated on a bowlder alongside the road to
Sutro, says the Virgina

City Chronicle, discussing the kicking powers
of the mules. One had just returned from
Sutro, and the other was on the way there,
and having met near the rock they sat down to
for a talk.
“Have you quit over there?”
who was eastward bound,
“Yes.”

said

the one

“Why?”

“Mules.”
“Fraid of ’em?”
“You bet. I
saw o ne yesterday alongside an old boiler kickin’ off the rivet-heaus
one by one, never
missed one. I was just going on shift, and when I saw the mule and
heard there was mure of 'em inside, l threw
up my job. I’ve got a wife and three children
depending on me, and I don’t take no
chances.”
“The worst mule I ever saw,” said the other,
“was in Pioche some years ago. It was one I
owned. One day it rubbed against somo nails
sticking out of a post, and it turned round and
drove them nails one by one, using a single
blow of the hoof, with the iron shoe on, for
each nail. It never missed its kick, and alThen it
ways drove ’em just in to the head.
saw a few tacks
on the
post a little lower
down, which were only half driven in, and it
drove them in, too, with light tans of the hoof,
just as gentle and easy as could be. One day a
man came
along and set out a can of nitroglycerine and giant powder. He wanted to
get the mule to kick it and get killed. I saw
him about the corral with the can, and knew
what was up. At first I was going to stop him,
but then I thought if my mule was any kind of
a mule at all he would take
care of himself,
so I just watched. Well, the mule saw the
can and walked
smelt
of it, and then
up,
squared himself for the kick. The man was
sneaking off, and just as the mule was going
to kick the can, he caught sight of the fellow and change d his position so that his tail
was toward the man.
He let fly his right
hoof. The can went flying through the air
and hit the man square between the shoulders
just as he was gettin’ over a fence about a
hundred feet away. The thing exploded, and
I never saw the man again. But next morning Pat Holland came out in the Record and
said that the town had been visited by a shower of blood.”
THE TRIALS OE

AN

ARJ; CRITIC.

“Your charge against Mr. Barker, the artist
here,” said the magistrate’ “is assault and bat-

tery, X believe?”
“Yes, sir.”
“And your name is—”
“Potts. I ani art critic of the Weekly Spy.”
“State your case.”
“I called at Mr. Barker’s studio upon his invitation to see his great picture, just finished,

‘George Washington cutting down the cherry tree with his hatchet.’ Mr. Barker was expecting to sell it to Congress for $50,000. He
asked me what I thought of it, and after I
pointed out his mistake in making the handle
of the hatchet twice as thick as the tree, and
in turning the head of tho hatchet around so
that Georgo was cutting tho tree down with
the ham mer end, I asked him why he foreshortened George’s leg so as to make it look as
if his left foot was on the mountain on the other side of the river.”
“Did Mr. Barker take it kindly?” asked tho
of

justice.
“Well, he looked

a
little glum; that's all.
And then when I asked him why he put a
guinea pig up in the tree, and why ho painted
the guinea pig with horns, he said that it was
not a guinea pig, but a cow, and that it was
not in the tree, but in the background.
Then
I said that if I had been painting Georgo
Washington I should not have given him the
complexion of a salmon brick;! should not
have given him two thumbs on each hand, and
I should have tried not to slew his right eye
around so that he could see around the hack of
his head to his left ear. And Barker said, ‘Oh,
wouldn't you?’ Sarcastic, your honor. And 1
said, no, X w'ouldn’t, and I wouldn't havo
painted oak leaves on a cherry tree, and I
wouldn't have left the spectator in doubt as to
whether the figure off by the woods was a factory chimney, or a steamboat, or George Washington’s father taking a smoke.”
“Which was it?” asked tho magistrate.
“I don’t know. Nobody will ever know, So
Barker asked me what I thought he’d better
do. And 1 told him I thought his liest chance
was to abandon the Washington idea and fix
1
the thing up somehow like ‘the boy who stood on
the burning deck.’ I told him he might paint
tho grass red to represent tho Haines, and daub
the mast,
over the tree so's it would look like
and pull George’s foot to this side of the river
so's it would rest somewhcro on the burning
deck; and maybe he might recoiLstruct that
factory chimney, or whatever it was, and make
it the captain, while he could arrange the guinea pig to do for the captain's dog.”
“Dul he agree?”
“He said the idea didn't strike him. So then
I suggested that he might turn it into Columbus discovering America. Let Georgo stand

>

THURSDAY MORNINW, MAY 22.
for Columbus, and the tree be turned into a
to answer for a
native, and the hatchet made
liae, while the mountain in the background
would answer for the rolling billows of the
He said he’d be hanged if it should.
ocean.
So I mentioned that it might, perhaps, pass for
the execution of Mary, Queen of Scots. Put
George in black for tlie headsman, bend over
the tree and put a frock on it for Mary, let the
hatchet stand and work in the guinea pig and
the factory chimney as mourners. But Barker
said there would lie somebody worse hurt than
Mary, Queen of Scots, if I kept on.”
“Didn't like it, hey?”
“I s’pose not. And I said that while I did
not want to force my advice upon him, I would
tlie best
s&x, if my opinion was asked, that
hope of that picture would be to make it a representation of the deluge. Build in an ark
around George, put a shirt on him and call him
Noah, crowd in other animals with the guinea
pig, let the factory chimney do for Mt. Ararat,
and the tree for the stove-pipe projecting from
Just as I had got the
the roof of the ark.
words out of my mouth, Barker knocked me
clean through the picture. My head tore out
Washington’s near leg, and my right foot carried away four miles of the river. We had it
over and over on the rioor for awhile, and finally Barker whipped. I am going to take the
law of him in the interests of justice and high
art.”
So Barker was bound over, and Mr. Potts
went down to the office of the Spy to write up
his criticism.—MaxAdelcr in the New York

The second day of the trial of Dr. Witliam
for murder, was taken up mostly with the testimony of medical experts.
The Executive Council unanimously recommend the pardon of William D. Blake, who
has been in tlie state prison 10 years for murder.
William Lloyd Garrison is not likely to recover from his illness.

ments.

The previous question was seconded.
Mr. Weaver moved an amendment directing
the Secretary of the Treasury to pay out standard silver coin in liquidation of all coin obligations of the government. Agreed to.
The section as amended was then agreed to.
The seventh section, providing that several
silver coins be legal tender not exceeding $20

The President will veto the legislative bill.
Schooner Ida E. Baker of Gloucester, last
heard from at Eastport, March 14th, is given
up as lost. Her master was M. Adams of

Speaker

was

Ran-

tlie President.
The Indiana Prohibitionists got into a seriThe
ous fight yesterday and a
part bolted.
trouble arose over the question of nominating
a separate ticket.
The Senate was not in session yesterday. In
the House the morning hour was occupied by
the bill providing for tlie transfer of cases from
stateoto natinal courts, but no action was taken. The silver bill occupied the rest of the
session. The fourth section, as amended by

fusing to vote.

Marsh,
adopted. The fifth, sixth and seventh sections were agreed to. Warren moved

previous question

on

issue

the

eighth section,

Finallv

of com and bunion cer-

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 22, 1 A. M. 1
For New England.
rapidly rising barometer, north winds and
cooler, clear or partly cloudy weather.
Cautionary off shore signals continue at
Eastport, Portland and section 7 to Baltimore.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

by

Abel Shaw in Hampden, together with ten
tons of hay and farm implements, was struck

by lightning this morning and totally destroyed.
Loss $300; insured for $150.
Pardon of a Murderer Recommended.
Augusta, May 21.—The Executive Council
have unanimously recommended
to
the
Governor the pardon of Wm. D. Blake of
Camden, who has been 10 years in the prison,
charged with the crime of murder.
The Broken Dam.
Bangor, May 21.—Word was received in
this city to-day that it was impossible to repair
the North Trim dam Which gave away one
week ago Sunday night, and from 20 to 25
million of

logs

the West
remain over until another year.
on

Branch will

THE BBAN POT.
The Colored Pedestrian Distances all his

Competitors.
Boston, May 21.—The third day ef the beau
pot contest was the most exciting of the tournament. There was a very large attendance.
The following is the result:
DeForest, Boston, 24 miles 2 laps.
Hichborn, Boston (colored), 39 miles 5 laps.
Taylor, Augusta, 33 miles 2 laps.
Rounds, Saccarappa, 33 miles 5 laps.
Haskell, Portland, 32 miles.
Levery, Providence, 37 miles 1 lap.
The following are the totals:
mame,

Section X.

zuu mnes om teet.

by repealed.
VILLAINOUS OUTRAGE.

A Man for Whom Hanging is Too Good.
North Attleboro’, Mass., May 21.—Yesterday morning, while two children of John
E. Marcliant, a little boy of seven and a girl of
ten, were on their way to school from what is
called the Fales place, about two miles from
here, they saw a man, who, it was afterwards
ascertained, was one John Quinn, who had
been an wprk for Mr. J. G. Barden in his coal
yard, sitting at the side of the road, who stopped them and entered into conversation. After gaining their good will by offering them
some small amount of money, he proposed to
the little girl that she go over into the field
with him, which she refused to do, whereupon
he took the child in his arms and carried her
over the wall, where he committed a flagrant
outrage upon her. After making a more violent attempt he desisted,
being no doubt
alarmed at the cries of his victim and her little brother, who remained in the road,
telling
the girl he would meet her after school and
give her more money, and left her. The children, instead of proceeding to school, at once returned home when they informed their mother
of what had transpired. The authorities were
notified and the scoundrel, who has already
served a seven years’ sentence for larceny, was
arrested and committed for trial.

MARINE NEWS.
Missing Vessel Given up as Lost.
Gloucester, Mass., May 21.—No tidings are
received of the missing schooner Ida E. Baker.
Her owners, Geo. Harwood & Son, have given
her up as lost. She sailed on a bank trip, and
was last heard from March 14,
at
Eastport,
Me., where she took bait and sailed on her
trip. She has not been seen or heard from
since. It is supposed she was either run down
or sunk in the April
gale. She had twelve
men: M. Adams, master, of Belfast, Me.,

family;

John Benson of this

city, leaves a wife; Robert Mclnies of Cape
Breton, Joseph McDonald, George Major,
Frank Oscar, W. F. Long, Charles Johnson,
John McNan, Hugh McCormick, John Jerriwa and Charles White, mostly natives of the
Provinces, but have followed fishing here for
several years. So far as can be ascertained all
are single.
The vessel was built in Boothbay,
Me., in 1870, was 03 69-lOOth tons, valued at

83180 and insured in the Gloucester Mutual
Fishing insurance Company for 82783, besides
$1000 on outfits.
An Abandoned Schooner.
New York, May 21.—Brig Clara from Newcastle reports May 10, lat. 41.49, Ion. 61.09, fell
in with schooner Waldoboro, lumber laden
and abandoned. Her masts were gone, house
stove and deck broken up.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Another Editor Absconds.
Brockton, May 21.—Isaac H. Folger, senior proprietor and editor of the Brockton Advance, has absconded leaving debts including
mwi

»gglCg»WJ

A

Villi-

able assets about $5000.

NEW YORK.
William Lloyd Garrison not Likely to Recover.

New York,

May 21.—Wm. Lloyd

Garrison
is not growing better. The nature of his disease is such tliat there is little hope of his recovery.
Indicted for Appropriating Money for
Decoration Day.
The Staten Island grand jury indicted the
supervisors for appropriating money for decorating soldiers’ graves.

WASHINGTON.
Speaker Randall Red Hot,
New York, May 21.—The Herald’s Washington special says Speaker Randall tells his
friends that Congress will sit until the 1st of
July, and the Speaker’s friends say that he
encourages a prolonged session, and holds that
the Army Appropriation bill
ought not to be
passed, and the struggle with the President

ought to
possible.

be made

as

pronounced and bitter as

Another Veto Coming..
There is good authority for stating that the
President will veto the legislative bill as it
If it reaches him Friday
passed the Senate.
or
Saturday the veto message will be sent to
the House Monday.
The Attorney General
lias already furnished the President his objections to the supervisors sections.
It is expected the message will be brief and will hold that
supervision by supervisors and deputy marshals is necessary to ensure free elections.

Presbyterian Missions.

Saratoga, N. Y., May 21.—A report made
to the
Presbyterian Assembly to-day by the
committee on Foreign Missions show's the rethe year $427,031; expenditures,
itiii
$15,203; which added to last
u),

C, je5clt

makes

a

»cetebThich

debt of $02,532.
A
is t0 bu Paid this year-

All laws and n.nrts of laws here.-

Section 5. All laws and parts of laws heretofore passed by the Congress of the United
States regulating the matter of holding elections for Representatives in Congress are here-

Maine—Barker and Dunkenson.
Rhode Island—Henry Redding, J. J. Smith
and unknown.

wife and

the Re-

pealed.

competitors by one mile and four laps.
The following start to-morrow night:
Massachusetts—Cardin and Shirley.

a

on

tofore enacted which are in conflict with any
of the provisions of this act are hereby re-

Rhode Island, 174 miles 2 laps 235 feet.
Massachusetts, 192 miles 4 laps 308 feet.
Hicliborn and Levery both have beaten the
best score yet made. Both Rounds and LevHicliborn
®ry were a little off at the start.
has made the best record thus far and leads all

leaves

lancditer

motion to adjourn,

Measure that the Democrats Hope
the President Will Sign.
Washington, D. C.,May 21'—The following
is the full text of the bill offered by Senator
McDonald for introduction in the Senate to-day
but which, in consequence of an objection from
Senator Edmunds, was not received.
It will,
however, be introduced hereafter:
Be it enacted, etc.
That whenever the
United States shall be invaded or be in imminent danger of invasion, or whenever the laws
of the United States shall be opposed or the
execution thereof obstructed in any state by
combinations too powerful to be suppressed by
the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, or
by the power invested in the Marshals by this
act, and official information shall be furnished
thereof by a Judge of the Supreme Court, or
Judge of any Circuit or District Court of the
United States, sitting or exercising judicial
authority, within the limits of any such state;
or in case of any insurrection or domestic violence in any state against the Government
thereof, and tho Legislature of such state, or
the Executive (when the Legislature cannot be
convened), has made application therefor, it
shall be lawful for the President of the United
States to call forth such number of the militia
of the state or states most convenient to the
place of danger or scene of action, as he may
deem necessary to repel such invasion or to
suppress such combination, and to cause the
laws to be duly executed, or to suppress such
combination or put down domestic violence in
such state; and the use of tho militia so called
forth may be continued if necessary until the
expiration of 30 days after the commencement
of the next session of Congress.
Section 2. In all cases of invasion, insurrection and domestic violence, or obstruction to
the laws either of the United States or of any
individual state or territory where it is lawful
for the President of the United States to call
forth the militia for the purpose of repelling
such invasion or suppressing such insurrection
or domestic violence or of causing the laws to
be duly executed, it shall be lawful for him to
employ for tho same purpose such part of tho
land or naval forces of the United States as he
shall judge necessary, having first observed all
the pre-requisites of the law in that respect,
but it shall not be lawful to employ any part of
the army of tho United States as a posse comitatvs or otherwise, for the purpose of executing tho laws except in such cases and under
such circumstances as such employment of
said force may be expressly authorized by the
Constitution or by act of Congress.
Section 3. The Marshals of the United
States in their respective districts shall have
power to execute all lawful process and precepts to them directed and issued under the
authority of the United States, and in the execution thereof shall have the power to command all necessary assistance.

TWENTY-FOUR

Struck by Lightning.
Winterport, May 21.—A barn owned

a

A

METEOROLOGICAL.
THE
NEXT
HOURS

amid

MCDONALD’S BILL.

clining to accept the nomination for Governor
of Ohio.
FOR

Warner,

publican side, made
which was carried.

tificates and making them receivable for all
dues to the United States, hut the Republicans
filibustered and the House adjourned without
action, v
Secretary Sherman has written a letter de-

INDICATIONS

to.

The call of the House showed 289 present and
all further proceedings under the call were
dispensed with.
Question then recurred on seconding the demand for the previous question,
pending
which an amendment to lay the section on the
table was rejected.
Several motions to adjourn were voted down.

was

providing for the

agreed

The eighth section, providing for the issuance
of coin and bullion certificates and their acceptance for all dues of the United States was
then read.
Garfield and Haskell made points of order
which were overruled by the Speaker.
Warner moved the previous question on the
eighth section, refusing to permit debate.
The Republicans in retaliation refused to
vote, breaking the quorum.
Mills (Dem.) appealed to Warner to yield.
Cox (amid defiant laughter on the Republican side) said he would offer an amendment to
the rules deducting a day’s pay of members re-

dall is in favor of continuing tlie struggle with

the

HOUSE.

The French Chamber of Deputies.
Paris, May 14.—Radical members of tho
Deputies on Saturday propose the following
order of the day: ‘'The Chamber, regretting
that the government in the distribution of
pardons lias not made an application more
public and more conformable with the amnesty law, and hoping that in the future the government will so apply it as to avoid electoral
conflicts and give the country the pacification
it needs, passes to tho order of the day.”
This
is practically a resolution of censure and would
involve the fall of the Cabinet, which will,
therefore, it is believed, demand the order of
the day, pure and simple.
The University of St. Patrick.
London, May 21.—The Catholic hierarchy
and newspapers of Ireland maintain profound
silence respecting the bill for the establishment of the University' of St. Patrick at Dublin, introduced by O’Connor in the Commons
the 15th inst.
In the absence of knowledge
whether it would be the end or only the beof
the
ginning
difficulty the Protestants of Ireland look unfavorably on tho measure.
They
say they must bo certain of its acceptance by
Rome before they can do any good. Protestant dissenters and the church liberation society bitterly oppose tho measure and arc organizing public agitation against it.

The House resumed the hill to repeal and
amend the laws relating to the transfer of
cases from the state to the federal courts.
Mr. Frye suggested to Mr. Townshend who
has charge of the bill whether in view of the
importance of the measure and the lack of attention given it, lie would not consent to have
it referred to the judiciary or recommitted to
the committee on revision of laws, and not to
be brought back this season.
Mr. Townshend declined to accede and insisted in his demand for the previousTquestiou.
The Republican side thereupon refrained from
voting, so there was no quorum, and then the
call of the House was commenced, by which
the morning hour was used up without making
progress with the bill.
Mr. Cox introduced a bill for an international exhibition of arts, manufactures and products
in New York city.
Referred to the committee
on foreign affairs.
House at 1.40 took up the silver bill.
The fourth section as amended yesterday
was on motion of Mr. Marsh
adopted.
A motion to lay on the table a motion to reconsider the vote adopting the fourth section
as amended was carried.
This keeps the fourth section in the bill irthus defeating one of the main obrevocably,
At the last moment
jects of its supporters.
Mr. Springer, who sustained the Marsh amendment at all stages, changed his vote from aye
to no, which left it in the Speaker’s power to
defeat the motion by making a tie vote, but he
did not exercise his privilege.
The fifth section which directs the payment
of small silver coins to the extent that may be
required in exchange for gold coins or for
standard silver dollars or for U. S. notes at par
in sums not less than 50 cents was agreed to.
Warner demanded the previous question on
the sixth section which makes gold coins and
standard silver dollars legal tender for all pay-
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Iowa Democratic State Convention.
Council Bluffs, May 21.—The Democratic
State Convention effected a temporary organization, Jas. R. Hagerman president.
On reassembling Gen. Dodge was made
chairman.
He denounced the Republican
party for forcing resumption and advocated a
union of all elements opposed to the Republicans.
H. H. Trimble was nominated for
Governor by acclamation, and Moses Bloom
for Lieut. Governor.
Bloom having declined the nomination J. O.
E. Yeoman was nominated instead. Reuben
E. Noble was nominated for Supreme Judge;
Irvin Baker superintendent of public instruction.
Resolutions were adopted denouncing the
Republican party and President Hayes on the
veto question; laudatory of the
Democratic
attitude in Congress; in favor of the abolition
of national banks and substituting treasury
notes for their issue; favoring unlimited coinage of 4121 grain dollar and making bullion
oortifiootn,.

4.1,,,. t,—

_

That part of the delegates favoring a prohibition ticket nominated It. S. Brown of Indianapolis for Governor, and ltev. J. V. R.
Miller for l.t. Governor.
An Eloper Lynched.
Cincinnati, May 21.—Wm. Allen, alias
Storey, of St. Louis, who eloped with Jennie
of a farmer at Batavia,.O., a few
Atchley, wife
days since, was captured in this city and
placed in jail at Batavia. This morning a mob
entered the jail, seized: Storey, placed a rope
around his neck and hung him on one of the
timbers of a bridge over Little Miami river.
After hanging a few minutes the rope broke.
Storey dropped into the river and succeeded in
gaining the shore, where he lies in bed in a
bruised condition.

A Split in the Indiana Prohibitionists.
Indianapolis, May 21.—The Prohibition
Temperance League met this morning to nominate a state ticket. Quite a number opposed
such nominations, and failing to control the
organization withdrew, indulging in such
noisy demonstrations as to necessitate the calling of the police. They retired to an anteroom and agreed to meet in separate convention in the afternoon. The regulars selected a
nominating committee.

Foreign Notes.
Herr Seydewitz,
Conservative, has been
elected President of the Reichstag in place of
Herr Forckenbeck, resigned.
A Berlin correspondent says that the clericals, evidently inspired by the Vatican, are
now friends of tho government and have hauled down the Liberal flag.
Tho Italia of Rome contradicts the statement that the Pope lias consented, in return
for concessions by the King, to consecrate a
chapel in the Quirinal.
The reception of Henri Martin, historian, by
the French Academy has been indefinitely
postponed, because Emile Ollivier, who was to
make the reply to M. Martin’s speech, lias refused to expunge from it his defence of tho
Napoleonic regime and ministry of 1S70.
Owing to advices from the south of France
and Italy reporting the rapid destruction of
silk worms, the silk market in London is greatly excited.
It is stated that Eastern Roumelia will be
entirely evacuated in June.
The Emperor of Austria refuses to accept
Audrassy’s resignation granting him three
months furlough.
After an animated discussion in the English
Commons on the Irish University bill tho debate was adjourned.
The French tariff committee adopted a report urging an average increase of 50 per cent,
duties on cotton threads.

CHINA AND JAPAN.
How the Veto of the Anti-Ohineae Bill
is Regarded—Preparations to Receive
Gen. Grant.
Hong Kong, April 9.—News of the veto of
tho Anti-Chinese bill excites conflicting comments.
Americans throughout China express
satisfaction at its rejection. Europeans merely
evince surprise; having in most cases anticipated different action. The Chinese take
contradictory views even among themselves.
In the immediate neighborhood of Hong
XT
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is shown. Around Shanliai the feeling is indifferent and officials are reticent.
Advices
from Pekin w arrant the supposition that the
veto will not be received with unmixed pleasure. The government had prepared for a contrary result and intended to take advantage of
the bill as a precedent for strong measures
here. Many foreign residents of Pekin are
convinced the government would welcome the
passage of the bill as an excuse for the institution of an extreme anti-foreign policy.
The Commander-in-Chief of the army is
preparing a grand review of all the troops for
the enlightenment of Gen. Grant.
Yokohama, April 23.—The Japanese government repudiated the scheme for a convention to alter the scale of exactions instead of
revising the treaties, and arrangements are
No
now in progress for a complete revision.
important result is hoped for, Japan having
betrayed fear to confront European states.
The Chinese envoy to Japan has been recalled on account of mismanagement on the
Loo Choo subject.
The new local administration of Loo Choo
as a Japanese
prefecture is accepted without
remonstrance of the people.
The imperial residences of various cities are
undergoing preparations for occupation by
General Grant.

AFGHANISTAN.
The Treaty with India.
Simla, May 21.—Among the stipulations of
the treaty between India and Afghanistan is
the cession of Ali Kheyl (Pelwar Pass), Lundi
Khotal (Khyber Pass), and the Pislieen Valley
beyond Quetta. The British will restore Candaliar and Jellabahad and

ultimately

Dakka.

INDIA.
The Trouble in Deccan Over.
Simla, May 21.—All fears of serious disturbance in Deccan are dissipated.
Many ringleaders have been arrested.
A City Treasurer Sent to Prison.
Newfort, R. I., May 21.—Win. Stone, ExCity Treasurer, was convicted of making in-

returns and sentenced to a year in the
penitentiary. Motion for a new trial.
correct

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
B. H. Berdell, ex-president of the Erie road,
has been committed to jail on a charge of

perjury.
Supervising

Architect Hill will be rein
stated.
There was an advance in the price of 1 per
cents yesterday.
The Russian Consul in New' York has been
warned by the Nihilists.
It is now stated that Judge Dillon’s resignation of the United States Judgeship has been
accepted, to date Sent. 1. and that Secretary
McCrary will succeed lnm.
The confirmation of nominees for important
New York city commissions Tuesday was consummated by a combination of Republican and
Tammany Aldermen. Heretofore the Republicans have voted with the anti-Tammany
Alderman.
At a meeting of the Republican General
Committee of Brooklyn Tuesday night exSheriff Daggett made a reply to charges against
his fealty to the party, completely disproving
said charges.
Gertie, a three year old child of John ShanIcy of Manchester, N. H., was burned to death

Secretary Sherman Declines to Run for
Governor of Ohio.
Columbus, May 21.—A letter from Secretary
Sherman is published by the chairman of the
State Committee in which he declines to be a
candidate for Governor of Ohio.

Young Men’s Christian Association.
Baltimore, May 21.—The Young Men’s

Christian Association of the United
re-elected Dwight L. Moody President.

States

preferred. 89
Chicago* Alton. 84
Chicago & Alton preferred.110
C.. B. & Quincy, j....117%
St. Paul

California Mining Stocks.
San Fhancisco, May 21.—The following are the
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alpha..23% Hale & Norcross... .15%
Alta. 814 Julia Consolidated.. 414
Belcher. 6% Justice. 3%
Best & Belcher.19% Mexican.38
Bullion. 7% Northern Belle.... 6%
Ophxr.39
California. 7
Overman
8%
Chollar. 7
& Ely.... 3 ~i
7
Va....
Raymond
Consolidated
Sierra Nevada.47 Va
Crown Point. 614
Eureka Con.17% Union Con .72%
Exchequer....1. 9% Aellow Jacket.19%
Gould* Curry.10% Rodle....16%
Grand Prize. 3% Imperial. 1%
SavagoT..13% Potosi. 4%
Chicago Cattle Market.
CHICAGO, May 21— Hogs—Receipts 28,000 head:
shipments 6,5tlO head; market opened quiet and
weak closing moderately active and higher; mixed
lmcking 3 80 o 3 50; choice 3 55® 3 00; light bacon
at 3 40/13 55; fall butchers pigs 3 55«3G0, all
sold.
Cattle—Receipts 4,100 head; shipments 2,000
head; market slow and dragging; best 4 80(5)5 00;
prime held 5 25 iliglit in fair demand at 4 00^)4 60;
feeders and stackers weak at 3 10(8)3 65.
Sheep—in fair demand and %c higher; sales 3 50

@5

25.

No

receipts or shipments.

Domestic Market*.
New York, May 21—Evening.—Flour—Receipts
13,066 bbls; in buyers favor ami dull; sales 11,800
bbls; No 2 at 2 60@3 25; Superfine Western and
State at 3 25(23 75;
extra Western ami State
at 3 05(23 85; good to choice at 3 90g4 50;
White Wheat Western extra at 4 55(8)5 25; fancy
do at 5 3026 50; extra Ohio at 4 0026 00; extra
St. Louis af3 80 u 6 00; patent Minnesota extra at
6 0026 00; choice to double extra at 6 95(27 75,
including 500 bbls City Mills extra at 3 87%(25 25;
350 bbls low extra at 3 70@3 75; 2900 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 402)6 25; 5800 bbls Minneso-

closing dull and heavy;
70@7
Southern unchanged and drooping. Rye flour firm
Cornmeal is steady; Yellow at 2 00@
at 3 152)45.
2 35.
Wheat—receipts 55,350 bush; No 2 Red a
firmer with fair inquiry, mainly for filling May contracts; Spring in moderate requirements for export
and steady; White Wheat shade lower; sales 419,000 bush, including 241,000 on the spot: rejected
Spring at 80c; ungraded do at 99c@l 04%; No 3 do
94294%c;No 2 do at 1 05@1 06; ungraded Winter
Red 1 17;No 2 do at 1 17(21 17%;ungraded White
at 1 11221 14; No 2 do 1 11%@1-12; No 1 do, 4,75.

at 3

ta extra

800 hush at 1 13%21 14; White State at 1 12%@
1 14, mainly 1 14; No 2 Spring for June, 32,000
at 1 14% 2 1 15; No 1 White for May, 64,000 busli
at 1 14, closing at 1 13% bid, 1 14% asked; do for
June, 32,000 bush at 1 14, closing at 1 13% hid,
1 14 asked; No 2 Red for May, 20,000 bush at 1 17,
closing at 1 16% bid, 1 18 asked; do June, 32,000
bush at 1 16%@1 16% ; Jury, 8000 at 1 15%,closing 1 15% bid, 1 15% asked. Rye dull and lower;
State 63%c. Corn—receipts 75,900 bush:%@%c
better and fairly active; sales 358,000 bush including 198,000 bush on spot; ungraded at 43g47c;
steamer at 44%@44%c; No 2 at 46@46%c; old do
to arrive 46cc; steamer for May at 43% c bid, 44c

asked; No 2 for May 45c bid. 45%c asked; June
at 44%@44%c,closing 44%c bid, 45c asked. Onts
—receipts 22,868 busn; %(ffilc higher and more
doing; sales 130,000 bush; No 3 White 36@36%c;
No 2 at 34@84%e; do White 37@37%c; Mixed
Western 34@@34%c; White Western 36%@39c;
Mixed State 34@34%c; White State 36@38c; No 2
Chicago 34%c in store, including 5000 No 2 June
at 34c. Sugar quiet, steady and unchanged; refining at 6%o% ; prime 6%c. I?Ioln*Nc» is steady
and dull. Rice firm. Petroleum dull and easier;
50.000 bbls united at 73% @74%; crude in bulk is
quoted at 4%@4%; in bbls 6% @7%; refined 8%.
Tallow steady at 6% c. Pork opened weak and
closed trifle lower; 750 bbls mess on spot at 9 00
for old; 10 00@10 25 for new; 1000 for August at
10 05. Beef steady. Cut Meats quiet and steady;
middles dull and easier; long clear at 5; short clear
at 5 05; long and short clear 5 02%. Card shade
firmer and more active; prime steam on spot 6 30@
6 32%; 750 tes June at 6 30@6 32%; 3000 for
July at 6 37%@6 40; city steam 6 20. ButterState at 6@19c; Western 5@19c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; Wheat per steam 5@
5%.
Chicago, May 21.—Flour steady. Wheat active
and higher; No 2 Chicago Spring rat 1 00%c for
cash; 1 01% for June; 99%c for July; No 3 do at
82c; rejected at 65%c. Corn active and higher at
36c casn;3G%@36%c for June; 373/8@37%c for
for August; rejected at 34c. Oats
July; 38@38%c
moderately active and higher at 28%c cash and for
June; 29%c for July. Rye is scarce and firm at
51 %c. Barley is firm and unchanged. Pork in
good demand and a shade higher at 9 62% cash;
9 62%@9 65 for June; 9 72%@9 7S July; 9 82%

Lard in good demand and shade
9 85 for August.
higher at 6 07%@6 10 cash; 6 10 for June, 6 15@
6 17% for July; 6 20@6 22% for August. Bulk
Meats are easier. Whiskey steady at 1 02.
Freights active and firm—Corn to Buffalo 2%.
Receipts—13,000 bbls flour, 104,100 bush wheat,
185.000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 3,600 bush
rye, 3,600 bush barley.
Sliipments-12,000 bbls flour, 89,000 bush Wheat,
349.000 bush corn, 50,000 bush oats, 4,100 bush
rye, 7,000 bush barley.
Wheat closed strong and higher at 1 01% for
June; 1 00 bid for July. Corn is firmer, not higher.
Oats steady. Pork and Lard 2% higher.

St. Louis. May 21.—Flour is unchanged; double extra fall at 4 G0@4 70; treble do 4 80@4 90;
family at 5 15@5 35; choice to fancy 5 40@5 90.
Wheat advanced but fell off at close; No 2 Red Fall
at 1 12%@113 cash;l 12%@1 13% for May; 1 11
@1 1% for June; No 3 Red Fall 1 09. Corn higher
at 34%@34%c for cash; 34%c for May; 34%@
34%c June. Oats higher; No 2 at 30% c cash; 30c
for May.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat,
64.000 bush corn, 6,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye,
50.000 bush barley.
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat,
14.000 bush corn, 25,000 busn oats, 1,000 bush of
rye.
Savannah, May 21.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 12% c.
New Orleans, May 21.—Cotton is nominal; Middling uplands 13 Vac.
Mobile, May 21.—Cotton irregular; Middling uplands 12% c.
Memphis, May 21.—Cotton nominal ;Middling uplands 13c.

European markets.
London, May 21—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 98%
for money and account.
London, May 21—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds 67s, at 104; new 5s,
105% ;new 4%s, 1109; new 4s, 105%; 10-40s, at
103%.
Liverpool, May 21—12.30 P. M.—Cotton firm:
uplands at 7Via; Orleans 7Via; sales 10,000 bales,
including 2000 for speculation and export; receipts
2850

bales, including

2559 American.

Liverpool, May 21—12.30 P. M-—Flour, 8 6@

10; Winter Wheat, 8 10@9 5; Spring do, 7 0 dS 6;
California average 8 G@9 2; club do 9 1@9 5; Corn,
4 4; Peas, 6 2. Provisions, &c.—Pork, 47 G; Beef,
74 G; Bacon, 25 9@26 3; Lard, 32 G; Cheese 42;
Tallow 34 G, at London 35 G.
Paris, May 21.—Rentes

114 GO.

Portland Wholesale Price* Current.
Corrected for the Press to May 21,1879.

Bread.

p.5 50@7
Ship.3 50@4
do

ex

100

for the week ENDING may 21,1879.
quiet the past week and few changes to
report. Chestnut coal is 50c less, and also Lehigh.
In cordage manilla has advanced 14c. In drugs and
dyes, opium has advanced 10c, morphine 15c,potass
bromide has fallen 5c, cardamom seeds advanced
25c, and vanilla beans 1 00@5 00. The past week
of fog has been very hard on the shore fishermen
and they have lost a fare tliev depended on. Large
bank cod have fallen 25c, lialce 25c and No 3 mackerel same. Flour is firm with a tendency upward:
Cast steel has fallen lc. Heavy leather has
lc. Molasses is firm and unchanged. There is a
great surplus of Palermo lemons in the market and
they have dropped 50c. Peanuts are upward, advancing 15c. Linseed and boiled oil has advanced
lc. Teas dull and unchanged. Tobacco quiet. Provisions unchanged and quiet. Sugars firm and unMarkets

dropped

changed.

Cleaving IIoiikc

Transactions.

Portland, May 21.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transactions of business as follows to-day:
Gross

Exchanges.$113,550

Net Balances.

37,294

31
07

Receipt* of Maine Central R. R.
Portland,* May 20.
For Portland, 22 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, G7 cars miscellaneous mer•
chandise.

00
00

Crackers lb

100.

25@

30

Candle*.
Mould, plb.. 121/2 @13
Sperm.30 @31
Charcoal.
Pine.
Hard Wood,
Oak.
Birch, Ma-

Pig. 4V2@

casks heading, 125 hoops,
packages mercandise.

2

horses,
|

1

carriage,

18

Foreign Import*.
Brig E W Chase—444 hluls 50 tcs
molasses to Phinney & Jackson.
KEMPT, NS. Schr Bonetta—210 tons plaster to
CARDENAS.

order.
PICTOU.

Schr E W R—249 tons coal to G T It.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Cohuneal

to

W. True & Co.
[Sales

Boston Stock Market.
of the Broker’s Board, May

G.

21.]

York,
Light.19
Mid Weight 20
Heavy.22
Slaughter... 2 7
Gd.J)am’g’dl8

New

@
@

Am.

Eastern Railroad. 14%@15
Boston & Maine Railroad.li%

$1,000

Sales at Auction.
Railroad 3%s. 71%
Second Board—Frst Call.

Eastern

250 Eastern Railroad.
100 .do.b 3

..

15

15

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, May 21—Evening.—Money market
easy at 3@4 per cent, on call; prime mercantile pa-

3%@4% per cent. Sterling Exchange at 487
@487V2 for long and 488%@489 for short sight.
Governments strong and higher; 4 per cents ad-

vanced to 103%.
Railroad
market closed
steady.
Transactions at ine Stock

fairly

234.000 shares.
The following

are

bonds active.

Stock

Exchange aggregated

to-day’s closing quotations of

Government securities :
United States 0’s, 1881, reg.107%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.107%
United States new 5’s, reg.’_104
United States new 5’s, coup.
104%
United States new 4%*s, reg...!... 106%
United States new 4%’s, coup.107%
United States new 4’s, reg..”.... 103%
United States new 4’s, coup.......' 103%
Pacific 0’s of ’95.
.124%
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks :
Western Union Tel. Co..
New York Central. 119%

Erie..
*28%
Erie preferred. 52%

Calf—70

@20
@21
@24

@30
@19
@90

Lime.
Chestnut).4 00@4
Rockland c’sk
Franklin’..5 50@G
@
Lumber.
&
W.
Lehigh
Ash.4 50@5 00 Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2.45 00@55
Coffee.
No. 3.30 00@35
Java, plb....25 @27
Rio.13
Shipping ..15 00@20
@15
Spruce.10 00 @12
Cooperage.
Hemlock... 8 50@11
Hhd. Shooks
50
00

Mol. City.. 1505)
@180
Sug. City..
85
@
Sug.C.
Pine Sugar
box shooks
45@ 47
Hhd. Headings,
Spruce,
35in.
20
19@

..

Herring,
Shore. £bbl..3 50@4
Scal’d box. 18@
No. 1. 13@
Mackerel, Vbhl.
Bay No. 1.12 50@14
Bay No. 2. 6 75@ 7
5 50@ 0
Large 3
Shore No.1.15 00@17
No. 2. 0 25@ 7

15®

Antimony...

ig

60 Zinc. 7 00® 7 50
22
Tobacco.
15 Fives and Tens,
Best brands. 65 a 75
50 Medium
55 ®
GO
75 Common....
48®
52
50 Half lb.
50 ®
55
00 Nat’l Leaf...
90® 1 00
55® G2
75 Navy, lbs....
No. 3. 3 25 @ 4 00
Varnish.
Small.I 2 25 ® 3 00 Damar.1 25® 2 50
Clam bait... 3 75@ 4 25 Coaoh. 2 25@ 5 50
1 25® 2 50
Furniture
Gunpowder.
....

...

...

Blasting
Sporting....

3 50@ 4 00
Wool.
5 50® 6 50 Fl’cewashed.
30®
31
do unwashed
20® 22
Hay.
Pres’dptonlO 00@13 00 Pulled Super 33 ® 43
Loose.10 00@13 00 Lamb Skins.
®
Straw. 7 00 ® 9 00
Flour.
Grain.
Superfine.3 50@4 00, Yellow Corn,
Extra Spring. .4 75f®5 25
car lots
50
NX Spring.... 5 25@5 50 H. Nr.
49
Patent Spring
48
Mixed,
Wheats.7 50@8 50 Oats,
40
Michigan WinSacked Bran..
17 00
ter best.5 50@5 75
Mids... 19@21 00
Low Grade
Corn, hag lots.. "7 53
50
50@5 50 Meal,
St. Louis Win- m
40
Oats,
ter fair.525®5 50 Bran,
20
Winter good..5 75®G 00 Mid’ngs,
20a22
Winter best.. .6 25@6 50 Rye,
'_7G
Produce.
Provi"iou".
Mess Beef ..10 50@11 00
Turkeys. 20@22
Chickens. 17@25
Ex Mess. .11 25@11 50
Fowl. 15 a 18
Plate.11 75@12 00
Ex Plate..12 25 ® 12 50
Eggs. 12@13
S\y. Potatoes. .3 25@3 50 Pork—
Irish potatoes. 1 00@1 10
Backs.. ..13 25® 13 50
Clear.12 25@12 50
Onions, bbl.
@
Bermuda,crate1 75@1 85 Mess.11 50 ® 12 25
Round Hogs... 4 V2@ 5
Hams. 8 Va @ 11
C'hecHC.
l.ard.
Maine.
6@ 8
Kegs,
lb....7Vs@ 7Vt
Vermont.
lb
G@ 8
Tierces, |>..6%@ 7Vs
N. Y. Factory.
G^ 8
Pail.83/s@ 9Vs
Fruit.
Beau".
Pea.1 50@1 75
Oranges.
3
50
c:3
75
50a 1 65
Mediums.1
Palermos.pbx
4 00@4 25 Yellow Eyes. .1 75@1 85
Messina.
8
00
Butter.
Valencia,case 00@9
Lemons.
lb.. 18@ 20
Family,
Messina.3 25®3 50 Store. 10@ 15
Palermos.2 50®3 00
Apple".
Nuts.
Green.2 00@2 50
Peanuts—
Dried Western
3@ 5
do Eastern..
3® 5
70
Wilmington.1 G0@1
Sugar.
Virginia.1 40@1 75
Tennessee...1 20® 1 35 Granulated....
@ 8%
lb..
(@ 8
8@ 9e Extra C.
Castana,
....

Michigan....4

..
..

..

..
..

C.G%@ 7Vs

12@14e
ll@12c Syrups.40a45

Walnuts,
Filberts,
Pecan,

OglOc

Dry Good" Whole"ale Market.
Corrected weekly by Lql'KE, Twitchell & Co.
Browu C

otton*.

price.
71/fe@ 8

width,
Sheetings,
Standard, 36 inch.
TToavv

3G inr>li

In

Medium,

36 inch.
36 inch.
28 inch.

6%®
5%@
4Vi®

Fine

Shirting
Good,
Medium,
Light,
Sheetings,

71/,
7
6
6

9
6

36 inch.
36 inch.
36 inch.
i>-8.
5-4.

@

11 Vi
8
7
12 Vi
14
25

@

5Vf@

8%@

10 Vi®
20
@

10-4.
ITIigcellaneou*.

Deiinns, good.
medium.
Corset Jean, bleached and slate_
Brown.
Sateens, bleached and brown.
Cambric.
Ginghams, good.

13
11

@

15
14

(®

6%@
6%®
7Vi®

4

7Vi
7 Vi
8Vi
6

(®

8Vi®

Ticking, good.

14
10

Medium.

Light.
Bags, good.
Prints, best.

16

@
@

19

13%
10

@ 22

5Vi®

Medium.
Common.
Pink and buff.

6
5 Vi
5
6

5
@
4 Vi®

5 Vi®

Blankets.

Camp, 7 ft. 85
Colored, » pair.1 75
White, 10-4.1 50
Cotton Batting.
501b bales, life rolls.
8
Warp Yarn. 18

@1 00
@2 50
(®9 00

@13

18
22

@19
@ 20
@ 25

-7-8.
Crash.

45

@

60

Heavy.

12%®

16

Twine.

Wicking.
Crocking*.

State of Maine Bonds.113
Portland City Bonds, M unicipal.105
Portland City Bonds, aid R. R.106
Bath City Bonds.100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.105

Calais City Bonds —\...102

BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, brig Geo Burnham, Staples, Matanzas.
Cld 20th, ship Aneroid, Wade, Waterford, Ire;
sch Stephen Harding, Harding, Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, barque Colin E McNeil, Crowell, Havana.
Ar 20tli, brig Ellen H Mimroe, Moore, Cienfuegos;
sells Howard Williams, King, Kennebec; II Brewster, Jordan. Cardenas.
Cld 20th, urig Edith Hall, Thayei*, for Cienfuegos;
sch Clara W Elwell, Long, Bath.'
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barque J II Chadwick,
How, Matanzas 12 days; schs Eva May, McDuffie,
Cardenas 16 days; Liglitboat, Wood, Richmond;
Nellie Clark, Clark, Windsor, NS.
Cld 20th, schs John Mayo, Bragg, Portland; Herald, Hall, Boston.

Passed the Gate 20th, barque Sami H Nickerson,
from New York for Buenos Ayres ; sch Mahaska,
Harrington, do for Portland; Martha Weeks, Rondout for Boston.

Sid 20th, schs Pusliaw, Alley, and Pulaski,,Tones,
New York; E & G W Hinds, Hill, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 19tn, sch Clias Comerv, Oram,
St John, NB, for New York.
In port, schs Susan, Ross, and
Castilian, Means,
for Round Pond, ldg fish; Northern
Light, Harper,
for do, do; L B Sargent, Sargent, from
Calais; Fannie & Edith, Chapman, from
Hoboken; Abby Thaxter, Hutchins, Providence for Boston; Express, Emery, Fall River for New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 19th, schs
A Taylor,! Dodge, Dighton for New
York;! S D Hart,
Burgess, Fall River for do; Nellie Eaton, Townsend,
Calais for do; Huntress, Curtis, fm Warren fordo;
Prospect, Haskell, Machias for Stonington; Kolon,
Brookings, Portland for New York; Mars Hill, Torrey, Calais for do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19tli, schs Sinbad.Ginn
from Rondout for Boston: Veto, Stevens, fm uo for
Haverhill; Enterprise, Mitchell, Baltimore for Camden; Caroline Knight, Dyer, from Rockland for New
York.
Sid, schs Jas Warren. Sinbad, and others.
In port, schs C Matthews, Caroline
Knight, T W
Allen, Veto, and Enterprise.
BOSTON-Ar 20th, sch Mary J Lee, Hagerty, fm

Weehawken.

21st, barque Tremont, Carlisle, Rosario.
Cld 21st, brig David Owen, Chadbourne, Machias;
schs Wm Connors, Austin, Charleston; Czar, Hammond, Kennebec, to load for Richmond, Va.
Sid, barques J S Winslow, and Escort; brig David
Ar

Owen.
• BANGOR—Ar

Portland.

20th,

sch

..114
..110
108
105

art of dying the hair in five minutes so
deceive the whole world, has been discovered.
The

FOREIGN FORTH.
Maulmain April 9th, ship S F Hersey, Water
house, for France.
Cld at Akyab Apl 12th, ship Carondelet, Stetson,
Kangasnthoran.
In port Apl 14tli, barque Jas G Pendleton, Nichols, from Bombay, ar 9th, for Europe.
Passed Anjier Mch 26, ship Annie Fish, Hoftses,
Manilla for New York.

At Batavia (coast) March 29, shin Danl B al lies,
Stover, unc; barque Evvor. Brown, do.
At Singapore April 12, ship Norris, Barstow. unc.
At Sourabaya 15th inst, ship Farragut, Small, for

Manilla, to load for New York.
Ar at Berbicc Apl 28, sch Abbie Dur.n, Fountain,
New York.
Ar at Genoa 17th inst, barque P C Merriman,
Young, New Orleans.
Ar at Antwerp 20th inst, barque Lorinda Borstell,
Borstell, Pisafua.

( RISTADOROVS HAIR

wv

iv

.a,

April 27, ships John D Costa, Hamilton,
Lincoln, Lombard, do; barque Mendota,
do.

At Port Spain April 21, brig Arcot, Small, from
Fernandina, ar 18th; schs Clara Fletcher, Sargent,
from Baltimore via Barbadoes, ar 18th, for St John;
White Sea, Storer, from Savannah via Barbadoes,
ar 23d; Welaka, Perkins, from Mobile, ar 18th.
Ar at Savanilla Apl 23, brig Nellie Mitchell, Jackson, Baranquilla, (and cld May 7 for St Jago); sch
Stephen Bennett, Douglass, do.
Cld May 3. sch W GMoseley, Bellaty, for St Jago;
8th, Flora E McDonald, Kane. Mansanilla.
At Cienfuegos 10th inst, sch A L Butler,
Eaton,
for Boston, ready.
Cld at Cardenas 10th inst, barque Norton Stover,
Sherman, North of Hatteras.

Yokohama; Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton,

April 7th, Belle

106

103%

Cumberland National Bank.. 40_ 50
52
Canal National Bank.100—140
..142
First National Bank.100_129
..131
Casco National Bank.100_129
131
Merchant’s National Bank... 75.... 104Vi. .106
National Trailers’ Bank.100_129
..131%
Portland Company.
50
Portland Gas Company. 50_ 70
72
Ocean Insurance Company
100_ 98
100
A. & K. R. R. Bonds.102
104
Maine Central R. R. Stock
15
100_ 14
Maine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s t. 97
99
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100_ 97
99
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100.... 102
104
Rumford Falls & B R. R. Receiver,
1st 7s. 97
98

90

00
00
00
00
00

Santa Clara, Tobey, fin San

SPOKEN.
April 9, lat 10 S, Ion 32 W, barque Mabel, Hallett,
for
York
Dunedin.
April 11, off St Helena, barque J H lngersoll,
Dow, from Hong Kong for New York.

exchanged

lor nl>ovc Securities
Purchased at Highest Market
Rates.
tf
np25
or

Prepared by

SCHLOTTERBECK,

A. G.

Apothecary, 501 Congress Street.
STORE OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.
sutf

ap22

L.P. HoUaiHler&Co.,
BOSTON.

FRESH

NEW DEPARTMENT.

ARRIVAL!

Ladies’Dressmaking

We have Received our French
Costumes for the season from the
leading Parisian houses. Also, a
complete line of New Materials
and Trimmings. We have secured
the valuable services of a wellknown French Fitter, and shall he
pleased to show our Styles to those
desiring to order.

CHILDREN’S STRAW HATS,
15c to $1.50
BOYS’ STRAW HATS,
15c to $2.00
MEN’S STRAW HATS,
20c to $3.50
CENT'S NOBBY,
LICHT HATS,
STIFF HATS AND
FINE SOFT HATS,
FROM $1.00 to $3.00.

LADIES’ RIM HABITS,
and
ERS
TO

Fresh from New York and

Philadelphia Markets.

ORDER.

492 and 494 Washington St.
aplo

MERRY,

eoU2iusn

BOSTON.

THE

Extraordinary
Bargains

00
do No. 1.12 00a 15 00
Clear.... 14 00@21 00
Pine.25 00@50 00

237 MIDDLE STREET.

!

Sign o£

Spruce....

Copper.
Cop. Bolts...
@28
Sheathing.

Y.M.

Bronz do Y.
M. Bolts...
Cop. bottoms 2G

@14
@20
@28

Muscovado.
NewOrleans
new

crop..

Rarbadoes..
iSagua

50
00
10
4G

30@

33

37@

45
33
32

31 @

30@

Nail*.
Cask. 2 205) 2 25

Naval Store*.
Tar, $> bbl..
@11
@ 2 G2
@13
Pitch(C.Tar)
@ 3 00
Manilla.12%@13% Wil. Pitch..
@ 2 75

Cordage.^

Amer’u plb. 10
Russia.12

nwui.

Rope.
@14%
Drug* and Dye*.
Acid, Oxalic... 15® 20
tart.
@ 55
Alcohol pgal.2 20®2 25
Alum.
5
4®
Ammonia,
carb. 20® 23
7
Ashes, poj—
6®
Bals copabia.. 45® 50
Beeswax. 36® 40
Bleaching
5
powders....
3®

a uuffi

Turpt’ne.g’l
Oakum.

33®

38
@10 00

Oil.

Kerosene.
Ref.P’tr
DevoeBrilPt..
Pratt’Astral.
Port.

@16
@ 11
@ 19
(@ iy

Trimmed and Untrimmed
Hats for Ladies and Misses
in all leading shapes and va• rieties of straws. Trimmed
Hats from$1.50 up; real,
Fine Leghorn GOc.

I

Chip $2.00;

Flowers, Ostrich Tips, Silks,
Gauzes and Satins, at prices
to suit all.

STUDLEY.

Satin & fir. fir. Ribbon,
• "I
/T1
IL 1/1 |l| AITAT1
IV
III
ItIII
I (i\
I v/KJt
lVIU

most
celebrated
The
makes and at most reasonable prices. A good 3
Button Kid 30c a pair.

at 36, 45, GOc a
bones 00c a pair.

pair;

our

Great mark-down on
all our
Dress Goods.
W. F. STUDFEY,
No. 3*3 middle St.

150

nosiery aud Gloves in great variety, and prices lower than the
same goods can be bought
at
wholesale. W. F. STUDFEY,

inZenilla, Serge
Silk, and variety

and TwL.ev
of candles.
Silk Twilled and Pearl Inlaid
Handles, $2.00; others at
same low prices.

I. O. O. F.
special meeting of Portland Encampment,

will

be held at Encampment Hall, Friday evening, 23d
inst., at 7.30 o’clock. A full attendance is requested.
J. S. CONLEY, C. P.
sn2t
my22

No. 2*3 middle St.

French
and
Breton
Laces 10c a yard and up;
Grass Fringes of latest
new designs, 3inch wide

35c

Trimmings 40c and

a

Parasols in great variety, cheaper
thau the cheapest, at

Marabout

yard;

STUDFEY’S, 253 middle St.

up.

Styles

100 New

at

A large lot ol' Woolens Cor men's
and boys’ wear just received at

Remarkably

Low Prices.
Inspection wifi
satisfy you that our prices
are the Lowest.

..

STUDFEY’S, 2*3 middle St.

..

Customers

...

Shore.

Porgie.

28®

35®

Borax.
Brimstone...
Cochineal.

11®

Cream Tartar.
Ex. Logwood
Gum Arabic
Aloes cape

30 Neatsfoot_1 lofal
17 Elaine.
52 5
Paint*.
25® 65
15® 25 P. Pure Lead. 7 60S8 00
® 33 Pure Gr’d do. 7 00@8 00
® 45 Pare Dry do..
@7 50
Am. Ziue. 7
00®
50@y 00
28® 30 Rochelle Yel.. 2y2@
3
90® 1 25 Eng. Yen. Red 2V25
3
7 5
@6 00 Red Lead.
y

13 Linseed.
(5 3V> Boiled do.

@
(®

70® 75 Lard. 60 a)
Copperas. iy2® 3 Castor.1 35@1

...

Camphor.
Myrrh.
Opium.5
Shellac.

28 ®
12 ®

w

Indigo.
Iodine.
Plaster.
Ipecac.1 50®1 60
@3
Licorice,rt.... 15® 20 White, ton..
Cal ex. 34;® 40 Blue.2 50@2
Ground, in bis 7 00® 7
Morphine.3 90®
Oil bergamontS 25 @3 50 Calcined, bis. .2 25®
w

00
75
50

Riec.
Cod liver.1 25@1 60
Lemon.
@3 00 Rice, P lb— 63/s 5 8
Salerntu*.^
Olive.1 25® 1 75
Peppt.2 50®3 25 Saleatus, ^ lb 6 @7
Salt.
Wintergreen.2 25®2 50
Turk's Island,
Potass
brobush, (bd.) 2 00@2 25
mide.
® 40
Chlorate. 28® 30 Bonaire.
Iodide.4 35 a4 50 Cadiz, du. pd. J2 00@2 25
Quicksilver..
@ 65 Cadiz,inb’nd. 1 87®2 12
w

Quinine.

@3 75
75@1 50

Liverpool.

Duty paid... 1 50@1 75
In bond.l
25@1 50
Gr’nd
16
butter.. 16 *>box
Saltpetre. 10®
Senna.
15® 25 Liv. fine sack. 1 50@1 60
Seed*.
Seed, Canary..2 25®2 75
Cardamons ..2 50@3 75 Clover, lb
7V2@ 8V&
Red
7
Top, bag. 1 90 a 2 00
Soda, bi-carb.. 3V2 ®
H. Grass bu.. 1 50^.1 60
Sal.2V2@ 3
Rt. Rhubarb..
Rt. Snake.

35®

—

Sulphur.3y2®4y2
Soap.
Sugar Lead... 22® 25 Ex.St'mR'f’d
White Wax... 55® 60 Family.
Vitrol, blue...
@ 10 No. 1.
Spices.
Vanilla,
bean.12 00@17 00 Cassia, pure .30
Cloves.43

Duck.

No. 1No. 3.

@31
@28

..

..

..

..

..

LIB LIGHT SffllS.

Ginger.10

@6%

@ 7 «
® 6i/z

@32^
@45

@12
Mace.1 00® 2 00

LATNER,

539

Congress Street.!

Ap22

eodtf

We shall offer today
After the birth of my babe, one of my limbs
became fearfully swollen.
Giles' Liniment Iodide
Ammonia, after all the K. Brown remedies failed,
effected a rapid cure.
Mrs. B. Lask,
160 East 66//t St., N, Y.
Solu by all Druggists.
my20T,Tli&w

EXTRA BARGAINS
IN LIGHT SACQl’ES.
ONE EOT AT $3.50.
ONE EOT AT $3.75.
ONE EGT AT $4.00.

MARRIAGES.

May 17, John C. Wakefield, Jr.,

and

Oliver.

Portland, May 2, Harlan

Miss

liegan.

P. Norton of

In North Berwick,
Amy S. Grant.

May 3, Charles S. Cook

Tlie Garment we sell at $4.00 is
the best at the price ever shown
in this market.
We have also in stock

and

In this city. May 21, Nath’l B. Walker, aged 45
son of Nathaniel and Eliyears 6
zabeth Bradford Walker.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
in Boston, May 20, William W. Knight, formerly
of Portland,
42 years.
In West Bridgwater, Mass., May. 21st, Sewell
of
Mitchell,
Standish, Me.
[Services on Friday forenoon, at UVa o’clock, at

months,—oldest

a

Large Variety

of

Ulsters
Circulars.

Dolmans,

Talmas,

DEATHS.

H. I. Nelson & Co.
443 CONCRESS

having sold their

entire stock of

Hosiery, Corsets and Underwear
to George F. Nelson, 441 Congress street, will now give thenwhole attention to the

and

my 17

10 months.

Bros.,

Congress

St.
dtfsn

|

Moon sets.

MARINE
PORT OF

trade, and Ladies can rely on finding at their store, 443 Congress
street, the most complete line of
these goods to be found in the
mylO

9.15

Look at

Arrived.
to

If You do not want a Hood Hat
fora Little Money*

PORTLAND.
21.

BAIEEY

Steamship Chesapcako, Mangum, New Pork—mdse

New

Henry

Fox.
Steam-coaler Allentown, Mills, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Brig Geo W Chase, Clark, Cardenas—molasses to
Phinney & Jackson.
Sell E W R, (Br) Viueo, Pictou,—coal to Grand
Trunk Railway Co.
Sch A L Mayo, Higgins, Eden for New York.

&

If©YES,

England Agents for the

Cycloid,

Sell Ella Frances, Bulger, Bangor, to load brick
for Newfoundland—D Gallagher & Co.
Sch E G Willard, Simonton, Philadelphia—E G

Square and Upright

WEBER J>IANOS !

SAILED—Barques Megunticook,
Lopez; brig
Liberty; schs C E Paige, Congress, Alaska, Teaser,
Olive Elizabeth, Franconia, Maggie
Ellen,
Hortensia,
Sea Bird, J B Knowles, Abby
Weld, J H Butler,
Traveller, Eliza Frances, and others.

Chickering

#

J R

for Fall River:

Helen G

King, Aylward; Dolphin,

Chadwick; Wm Doming, Hutchins; Hudson, Coleman; Mott-Haven, Collins, Calais for New York; J
F Carver, Walls, do for New Haven; Game Cock,
Robinson, do for Weymouth; Delia Hinds, Wells,
ilo for Boston.
The new ship built by Messrs Blanchard of Yarmouth, will be launched about the 30th of this
month,—not the 21st.
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

New York 21st, barques Jos Baker, Ryder,
^ienfuegos; J H Chadwick, How, Matanzas; brig
Lizzie Zittlosen, Cardenas; schs Eva May, McDuffie,
lo; Fred Jackson, Andrews, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 21st, brig T
Remiek,
Rose, Sagua.
Ar at Antwerp 20th, ship Columbia, Fernald, fm
Marseilles.
Cld at Savanilla 3d inst, sch M C Moreley, Bella;y, St Jago.
Ar at

MEMORANDA.
Ship Union, from New Orleans for Liverpool, which
mt into Hampton Roads leaky, was towed to Baltimore 19th, where she will discharge and dock for
Ida E Baker, of Gloucester. Capt
Adams,
(ailed from Eastport March 14. fishing, and has not
jeen heard from since.
She had a crew of twelve
most
of
whom
in
lien,
belonged the provinces. The
master was a resident of Belfast.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN 1RANBISCO—Ar 13th, ship Baring Brotli:rs, Thorndike, Nanaimo.
PENSACOLA—Ar 17th, sch Lizzie lleyer, Harington, Galveston.
KEV WEST—Ar 19th, sch Charlotte Jameson,
Jameson, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 20th, sch Sarah Eaton, Dix,
sew

\ ork.

CHARLESTON—Sid 17th, sch L A Lewis, Pendlea N orthern port.

ou, for
®

^\°hard III, Hubbard, Liverpool.

SAVANNAH—Sid 20th, sch LT Ivnight, Griffin,
! >t Marys.

got 100 NEW

Styles

WE
ARE THE HEADQUARTERS
for Pianos in the State of Maine, and cordially invite
purchasers to see our large assortment,which we sell
at VERY LOW TRICES.
E. B. Robinson
removed his stock
of Pianos to our Warerooms,will be in attendance to
exhibit our large stock of instruments to all who desire to purchase.

Also, we

sell the

sneodlm

my3

245

KNABE,
Makers.

This array of leading pianos cannot be found elsewhere, and they will be sold at extremely low prices.
sneodlm
my3

CARD.

To all who are suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,

manhood, &c.,

receipt

that

will

I will send a
jure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
was discovered
in South America.
by a
Send a self-addressed
to the Rev. Joseph
I\

Inman,

no2C

missionary
envelope

remedy

STATION 1>, NEW YORK CITY.

sneod&Aiyl

Dyer,

73 and 79 CROSS STREET,
Having

stored

a

Full Stock of Pl'RK ICE, will
furnish

Families,

Stores and Vessels

Any

desired qumntity, nt the lowest prices#
Nensou INI9. Customers Solicited.

10 lb». daily,
“
1J “
“
90 «
30 ceut- per hundred by the rake.
“
“
35
.ingle hundred.
f el) 18

91.33

...

l.»5
9.95

t,tf

Owing to the death of the Senior Member, the ENTIRE BUSINESS IS NOW OFFERED FOR SALE
of the old and well-known firm of

STREET.
and Retail.
eodtf

Importers,

DOUGLASS,

Jobbers an<l Retailers
OF

China, Crockery

and Glassware.

Tlieir large acquaintance with Foreign and Home
Manufactures gives superior facilities for
selecting,
buying and selling at lowest prices. Moderate capital required. I.oraiion Unsurpawed.
Enquire
at old stand.

HAYES

A

DOUGLASS,

242 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.
my21
B

Have just been appointed

for PINE & HAMBLIN,

Igcnts

TROY,

N.

Y.,

?or the sale of their Linen Collar* and Cuff*)
md

rade

prepared

to offer their
at manufacturer*’ Price*.

are

now

Dealer

CIIICKERING & SONS,

Burnham &

HAYES &

CHADBOURN& KENDALL

S. S.

loss of

more
name

Linen Collars Knit's

NOYES, Exchange St., where he has the pleasure to announce for stile the
largest assortment of
Sandard Pianos in New England.

And oilier Well-known

to

Coal,

itill continues In the business and solicits the patouage of bis friends and former customers, for the
lest qualities of Coal at lowest market prices
Address by Postal, Portland, Mo.

u'y-1__dlw
TRY ALLEN GOW’S

PURE CANDIES,
Fresh

NO.

Every Day

566

ap28

anil

Strictly

CONGRESS
PORTLAND,

Purr.

STREET.

ME.

dly

I
is to certify that at the request of my son
Ernest H. Mitchell, 1 have this day given him
1 iis time and shall claim none of his
earnings and pay
lo debts of his
contracting after this dvte.
MAJOR W. MITCHELL.

rHIS

Freeport, May 19,1879.

Foreign

and Domestic

SPUING

OVERCOATINGS

MOOXEY,
in

AV ill open this day a very Fine Line of

goods to tho
ap8d

A CARD

EINDEMAN & SONS,

ICE !

PURE

real

MIDDLE

REMOVAL.

A

only

E. N. PERRY,

E. B. ROBINSON has removed liis stock of
Pianos to the Ware rooms of BAILEY &

WEBER,

il&wtf

Knox Silk Hat

OF

Me.

in Light

room

IN PORTLAND. Call and see the difference
and judge for lfour*clve*.

having

BAILEY & NOYES,

^

STYLES
have

myl7

Knabe Pianos.

epair.
Sch

them.

& Sons and

Exchange Street, Portland,

nll-li.a-

VIOMIII.V KATES.

be Opened To-day.

Styles_w|

Hammocks, Wholesale

Also Agents for

(P^Prof.

iiliv

Scale of Prices for the Season:

HATS,

Hut we have got
Styles in Straws.
than we

Sole Agents in Maine for the

Willard.
Sch J P Merriam, Dean, Bangor—S W Thaxter.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—C A B
Morse & Co.

LUBEC, May 18—Ar, sch Huntress, Brown, from
Gloucester.
May 19—Ar, schs Fannie Mitchell, Boyd, Calais

All the Nobby
Hats

PIANOS.

Cleared.
Brig City of Moule, Crosby, Moule, (Guadaloupe)—

u

cn crashes at G 1-4 cents, usual
retail price lO cents, at

E. X. Perry’s Xew Line of

LIGHT SOFT AND STIFF
We have not
or 50
New and Fresh

LINDEMAN & SONS’

Celebrated

Another lot of tlio«c

dlw

“DO NOT READ THIS”

INTEWS.

WEDNESDAY, May

The best line of Cloakiugs for
ladies aud children in the city
can be found at
STUDFEY’S, 253 middle St.

WORSTED

State.
MINIATURE ALMANAC...MAY 22.
Sun rises.4,27 I High water. noon
Sun sets.7.26

STUDFEY’S, 253 middle St.

■ny!5_

Our assortment of Fringes, Headings, Ornaments
and Buttons is very full.

534

0

If you want to liud a nice assortment of Faces of all kinds and
low prices go to

A nice assortment oi' Black and
Colored Silks just received at
STUDLEY’S, 353 middle St.

AND

OR MADE TO ORDER.

Eastman

tell us we have the
greatest variety of Buttons, at
the lowest prices.
STUDFEY'S, 253 middle St.

STEDEEVS, »53 middle St.

aged

Evergreen Cemetery.
In Bath, May 10, Margaret C., wife of Samuel
Whitehouse, aged 45 years 3 months.
In Bath, May 19, Nellie A., daughter of Dr. Jas.
W. Savage, aged 22 years 10 months.
In Bath. May 17, Mamie Belle, daughter of P. A.
and.L. J. Trull, aged 2 years 8 months.
In Saco, May 14, Dr. N. C. Dollift, aged 61 years.
In Limerick, May 7, Daniel Knights, aged 74 years

ST.,

GARMENTS CUT AND FITTED

FROM Ol'R CORRESPONDENT.
30
75
40
35
37
i;i
64
65
50
30
54

F.

..

Ligonia.18V2®

Sperm.1 25®1
Whale. 70®
Rank.
33®

Gold Hat.

the

IN ALL OUR DEPARTMENTS.

..

Shingles,

Hard Pine.24 00 520 00 Laths,
14ft22 00@25 00
1 35@ 1
Short do 8ftl0 00:5:12 00 Pme.
@2
7ft 8 00@
UEatehe*.
Pop’rStaveslG 00@17 00 Star,pgross 2 00@ 2
@14 00
Ulolaswe*.
Spruce, r’gli
Porto Rico..
R. O. Hhd.
37@
Staves... .25 00@28 00 Cienfuegos.
none

Hoops,

HATTER,

—OFFERED—

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Clapboards,

Spruce, ex.18 00@21

5s
Os
Os

preparation

from this trouble.

..

..

4*

Quebec (Gov't)

Oov't Cal led Bond*

This Tooth Powder is jis pleasant in its application
The Medical and
it is efficacious in its action.
Dental Profession acknowledge that only those who
use a Dentifice containing a Saponaceous ingredient
are free from animal and vegetable parasites upon
is
the teeth and gums, hence the above
recommended to all those who desire to be exempt

..

..

IT. S. Gov’t
Portland
...
Bath iNIauici|>al)

as

¥T

A

194 M11)1) UG STREET.

Bath, Whitte-

of

Passed Anjier Mch 14, Ladoga, Pierce, from Sin-

Francisco.

Banker & Broker

j

Saponaceous J'ooth Powder.

Penarth Otli inst, Gen Shepley, Springer,

gapore for Samarang.
Ar at Havre 8th inst,

PRESERVATIVE,

Sclilotterbeck’s

for Co-

quimbo.
•Sid fm Flushing Roads 3d inst, P Pendleton, Nichols. Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Hull 9th inst, R B Fuller, Pendleton, Port-

Ar at Rangoon
more, Bombay.

TTh&S&wlyM

SAMUEL HANSON,

sneod&wlm

Sid fm
Barcelona.
Sid fm Penarth Gth, Undaunted, Dinsmore, for

Havre.

fel4

the fibres from decay under all circumstances and
under all climes. Manufactured by .1. CRIST ADORO, No. 93 William St.,New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by all Hair Dressers.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Cardiff 7th inst, Sarah Potter, Wall, for

Ar at

Address

|

uwiii, iiauc, uvottiiw,

2Gtb, barque Jas McCarty, do.

land,^.

to

as

a valuable adjunct to the Dye, in dressing and promoting the growth and perfect health of the hair and
of itself, when used alone—a safeguard that protects

myfi

in Wall St. Stocks makes
every month. Book sent
free explaining everything.
BAXTER & CO, Bankers. 17 Wall St, N. Y.

iJIU IU VP

tains the fibres.

Ar at Buenos Ayres Apl 11, barque Sarah A Staples, Bartlett, St Marys.
Sid 6th, barque Tatay, Pettis, Barbadoes.
At Rio Grande March 29, sch Jennie A Stubbs,
Stubbs, for New York.
Ar at Pernambuco prev to 19th inst, brig F I Henderson, Henderson, New York.
■ri
At Santos Apl 30, barque Caro, Gray, unc.
Ar at Rio Janeiro April 23, brig Carrie
Purington,
In port
unc; J B

(Rif) tn $mflminve*t€d
IUUU fortunes

CRISTADORO’S IIAIR DYE
Ls the only chemical combination in existence which
changes the color of the hair without injuring the
living principle which feeds, moistens and sus-

Railroad, Webster, from

At

FINANCIAL._

ARtT^

NOVELTY IN

PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch Geo Arey, Rogers,
Alexandria.

from New

Medium.
6 Vi® 10
Drill*.
9Vi
Brown, heavy 30.
8Vi@
Medium
30.
7 Vi®
8%
Portland Daily Pres* Stock List.
Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.
Government 6’s, 1881.107% 107 Vi
Gold 4s, 1907.103%.. 103V2
Gold 4%, 1891 .107%.. 107%

SPECIAL NOTICES.

GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 17th, sch E Birdsell,
Birdsall, Philadelphia, (and cld for Portland.)

9Vi

-pVi®

sch John Somes,

WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 20th,

Walls, Martinique.

Whitmore,

Cotton.

Bleached

Cedar ex.. 2 70@ 3 00
CedarNo.l 1 75@ 2 00
Pine.22 00 d 23 00 Spruce. 1 15@ 1 50

..

First Call.
$15,000 Eastern Railroad*%s. 71
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R. R.08

5

Leather.

@

pie.
@
burned,
rS)
Maple.
Coal—(Retail.)

Cumberland..

Shoe Steel...
@ 3Va
Sheet Iron,
Common.... 3Ve@ 4
H. C. 5
@5
Russia.12 Ve @ 13 Va
Galv. 7 @10
Sheet & Pipe 4%@ 5V2

@

ji»uii/

MOULE. Brig City of Moule—128,894 ft lumber.
40.000 shingles, 147 rum shooks and heads, 15

w

Norway. 4V2@ 5
@17
German Steel 8
@10

Lead.

Pit

Pictou.

Review of Ihe Wholesale market.

95

20

Lexington and Miss Patience R. Abbott of Skow-

Pilot Sup.7 00@9 00 Cast Steel.. .13

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

90.®

18@

Starch.
Pearl. G ^
Dyewooil".
8
^
Bar wood.
@ 3Vj
Shot.
Camwood....
Drop. GVt® gVq
@ 7
Fustic. 23/i@ 3
Buck. 714® 7Vo
Logwood. 2 0 2V2
Tea«.
2
2Va
Campeachy..
@
Souchong.... 25® 45
St. Domingo. 1%@ 2
Oolong. 25 ® 30
Peach Wood.
do choice.
a, 5Va
35® 45
a 2V2 Japan.
Red Wood...
25® 30
do choice.
Fiih.
30® 45
Tin.
Coil, per qtl.,
L’ge Shore .3 50@3 75 Straits.1 6 Vs® 17 V*
L’ge Bank....3 75®4 00 English.16 ®18
Small.2 75 a 3 00 Char. I. C... 7 00« 7 50
Pollock.2 35@2 75 Char. 1. X... 9 00® 9 75
Haddock.1 75 a 2 00 Terne. 7 00® 7 GO
Hake.2 00 a 2 25 Coke. 0 00 ® G 50

In Bath.
Hannah E.
In New

badly injured.

The President has approved the bill “for the
removal of political disabilities of John S.
Saunders of Baltimore.”
Justice Hunt is rapidly improving.
Cambellos 3, Chotonfi}, Amhersts 15, Trinitys
5, Uticas 2, Springfields 8.
Mary Ann Carrigan.for attempted murder of
Anna Daley at Newburyport, Mass., was yesterday sentenced to two years in states prison.
An Englishman named Clark en route to
Arisona has been killed by the Indians.

Nutmegs.
Pepper.

...

A*lie*.
Iron.
Pearl, pib..ll @11 Vu Common. 1%@ 2Vs
Pot. GVa ") 8
Refined. 2Vs@ 23/s

The Anderson High School of Petersburg,
Va., was struck by lightning Tuesday, and a
teacher and several children shocked but not

@20
@16
@20

No. 10.
8 ox.
10 oz.

..

_

yesterday.

per

The Isthmus Canal Project.
Paris, May 21.—The committee on the
Darien Canal Congress abandoned all projects
except one for canal via Nicasagva with docks
and and connecting Leman Bay with Panama
between which the Congress will be asked
finally to decide.

Michigan Central. 81
Union Pacific.—. 74%
LakeShore.t74V8
1 llinois Central. 86%
Northwestern. 6314
Northwestern preferred. 1)4%
New Jersey Central. 48%
Chicago & Rock Island.139
Milwaukee 4t St. Paul. 48%

d3t*

And

Suitings,

And will offer them to the trade
VERY

low

PRICES

or

ap8

William S.

Engraver

Casco Bask Block,)

retail at
CANS!.
dtf

LoweST

and Plate

191 MIDDLE

at

FOR

Printer,

STREET,
PORTLAAD. MK.

lYfddins, Reception nnd
Visiting Curds, Kusinrsa l ard.,
Bill nnd Letter lien,lings,
(srurrnl lifltpriui; and lluKraviog,
Door Platen aud Number*.
"V our attention is called to this new business in
] 'ortland, such work heretofore having been sent to
J loston and New York.
Old Plates retouched, when necessary, without
< barge, and made to
print as well as when new.
mb 2 5
d2m*

MORMX^

THURSDAY

MVY 12.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
The Bohemian Glass Blowers.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. O. O. I*'.—J. S. Conley.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
II. I. Nelson & Co.—3.
C. Day, Jr. & Co.—3.
A Word to Business Men.

Insolvency,

^Desirable Rooms—Mrs. Albert

Way.

S.

Let—Mrs. J. W. Swett.
Let—CG Danforth Street.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Sale of Real Estate.
Carriage Mart.

headquarters

1■

1

'■

—

A Word to Business Men.
Business men who are prostrated by over exertion, or whose nervous vitality is gradually
being impaired, will find Dr. Geo. L. Austin
& Co.’s Phosphatide an excellent remedy to
stop the wasting away and repair the first inroads of disease. Well known business men
of Boston, who do not generally countenance

anything outside of the regular prescriptions,
are loud in their
praise of this discovery. The
linn furnish an interesting
pamphlet from
their office at 79 Milk street, Boston.
_!_

)

jjunufis.—Lome

x»L.ixur»iB,

meeting

furnished with carriages this year so that the
afternoon’s parade will be less fatiguing.
At 1 p. m. the comrades will assemble at

At—Owen, Moore & Co.
Manure for Sale—C. L. Jewell.

•

Proceedings of the Second Day.

The game of base ball yesterday afternoon,
between the Bates College nine and the At-

chaplain; Calvary, under Comrades Maloney
and Mullen, escorted by Chandlers Band and
the Montgomery Guards, with Father McKenna as chaplain; Forest City, under Comrades Pennell and Day, with Rev. Mr. Wcatlierbee as chaplain. The comrades will all be

f' Stejun Power—Box 935.

Assignee’s

The Bates College Nine Beat the Atlantics by One Run.

squads as follows: Eastern Cemetery and
Lincoln Tree, under command of Comrades
Greeley and Dunn, with Rev. Mr. Wright as
chaplain: Western’ under Comrades True and
Fitzgerald, with Rev. Mr. Soutliwortli as

Dr. Cumming’s Sarsaparilla and Dock.
The Food Remedy—Phospliatiue.
City of Portland.
Seaside House—Ottawa House.
Furnished House to Let—Percival Boimey.
Corsets—Carlton Kimball.
Room Papers—Hall L. Davis.
House for Sale—187 Middle Street.

Horse and

TRIAL OF DR. WITHAM FOR MURDER.

there will receive decorations to be placed on
the soldiers graves. They will be divided into

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Economizers—Fi9k & Co.

To
To

Programmes for its Commemoration.

The comrades will report at.Grand Army
Hall at 8 a. m. on Friday, the 30tli inst. and

Split Bamboo—Bailey.

n

BASE BALL.

of Bosworth Post, G. A. R. committee on the observance of Decoration Day
was held
Tuesday evening and the following
programme agreed upon in all its essential
features. Some slight changes may be made
at the last meeting of the committee.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Warrant

THE WITHAM CASE.

A

CITY AND VICINITY.

aim

the new Dress Buttons (bean shape) only
20c per dozen, prettiest stylo ever shown in
this market.
H. I. Nelson & Co.
443 Congress street, Farrington Block.

see

_my22d3t
Carriages, Feather Dusters, Bird
Cages, Base Balls, Bats, Lawn Tennis Games,
Hammocks, fron $1.00 upwards.

and the procession formed in
front of Grand Army Hall at 1.30 p. m. in the
the following order:

Aides.

Montgomery

Guards.
Portland Cadets.

Mechanic

my22dlw

Bretonne Laces at 50c per yard.
Elegant
Also Paspatterns lor Sacques or Dolmans.
sementeries for headings, at H. I. Nelson &

Co.’s,

443

Congress street, Farrington Block.
my22d3t
Archery.—We have just received a large
_

stock of Bows, French Arrows, Strings, Targets, &c., at reduced prices.
C. Day, Jr. & Co.
187 Middle St.
my22dlw
New Chenille and Tape Fringes,
and $1.00 j>er yard, choiee styles.
443

75c, 87Jc,

H. I. Nelson & Co.,
street, Farrington Block.

Congress

my22d3t

_

F. O. Bailey & Co. sell today at 3 o’clock
estato
287
p. m., the valuable real
Spring
street. This sale is made by order of the assignee and offers extra inducements to purchasers of real estate. See auction column.

Croquet, 75c, 88c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00,
$3.00 per set; also the Tennix Indestructible
C. Day, Jr. & Co.
Croquet Balls.
187 Middle St.

my22dlw

F. O. Bailey & Co. sell at 10 a. m. today at
their rooms, about 550 volumes of choice miscellaneous works, being the library of the late
Ammi R. Mitchell.
orui

nauiuyu,

Fly Rods,

at

*■ R^'uiii’arL ana

utuicewuuu

Bailey’s, 48 Exchange

street.

pound contains by actual measurement, more
than a dollar bottle of any other similar preparation, and the quality is unequaled.

maylO_tf
Good assortment of

bedding

out Plants As-

tern, Verbenas, Phlox, Petunias, Pansies, &c.,
fresh from the

garden

every

Also

morning.

Tomatoes and Cabbage Plants, Roses, Shrubs,
&c.

Wm. C. Sawyer & Co.
22 Market Square.

mayl9-lw
Miss

Sawyer's Salve, the original and
genuine, 25 cent size, beats all others.
eod&wGm

myl3

$500 REWARD.
They cure all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Blood, Liver, Nerves, Kidneys and Urinary Organs, and $500 will be paid for a case
they will not cure or help, or for anything imTest
pure or injurious in them—Hop Bitters.
it. See “Trnts” or “Proverbs,” another column.

For local intelligence from Biddeford,
Saco, Bath, Augusta, Hallowell, Rockland
and Lewiston see fourth page.
Court of Insolvency.
BEFORE JUDGE

CLEAVES.

Wednesday.—Assignees were appointed upon the
estates of IJwight C. Golder, Charles H. Brewer,
Albert Billings and Wm. J. Merrill of Portland, and
John W. Libby and Wm. F. Libby of Gorham, insolvents.
A composition of 40 per cent, was proposed hi the
of Wm. J. Merrill.
In the case of Cornelius V. Mausise of Deeriug, an
opinion was given that an express wagon belonging
to the insolvent used for the trucking of merchandise was exempt from attachment and could bo retained by the debtor.
A discharge was refused Martin McDonough of
Portland, in jail upon execution, examined under
case

38 of the insolvent act, it appearing that his
debts exceeded $300, and only debtors owing less
than that amount being entitled to its benefits.
A discharge from arrest was granted Greenfield
“Weston of Freeport under the same section.
sec.

Municipal Court.

A-jiin aim VA1UIU

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Brief Jottings.
Hot yesterday, with a slight shower at
noon;
Mercury 58° at sunrise, 78° at noon and 70° at
sunset; wind south-west.
Miss Maria Beckett received $50, at an auca

nf niptiirpa hv ’Rnefmi

nrHota

in

fliot

city Tuesday,

for the painting of a pine tree.
The Eastern Express Company have made a
decided reduction in their charges for carrying
money which will be seen on consulting the
advertisement.
The only way to procure a Sunday Herald
next Sunday and thereafter will be by sub-

scription at Chisholm Bros., 309 Commercial
street, or S. G. Early’s, 501 Congress street.
Ascension Day will be observed in the Catholic and Episcopal churches today, and at St.
Paul’s they will commence at 10 o’clock and
the Holy Eucharist be celebrated. There will
be

lecture at 7. 30 p. m.
The directors of the Portland Water Company yesterday took carriages from Portland
and inspected all the proposed routes (from the
terminus beyond Saccarappa) for bringing the
a

new

main into the

city.

A freight-train over the Rochester Road got
off the track at Cumberland Mills, yesterday.
When the passenger train from New London
came along, it pulled the train on again, but
the express trains were delayed a half hour.
Real Estate.
transfers of real

The

following
reported yesterday:

Westbrook—Wm. W. Lamb

to

estate were

Ansel Stev-

25 square rods of land.
Casco—Solomon Mayberry to Luther Peracres of land and
buildings.
Freeport—Samuel Thing et al. to C. C. Hannaford, lot of land.
New Gloucester—Caleb S. Haskell to James
Jordan, 2-3 of an acre of land.
Brunswick—Maria E. Townsend et al. to I.
L. Skolieid, lot of land.
ens,

kins, 7(1

Abandonment.

Tuesday evening the bell of the Catholic Orphan Asylum on Free St. rang violently and,
on going to the door, the servant found two
children carefully dressed—one a female about
3 months, and the other a boy about 3 years old
—in a basket. A man was seen running at the
top of his speed down street.
Plymouth Church.

meeting of Plymouth Sunday
School, held Thursday night, the following
were elected officers for the ensuing year:
Superintendent—Aslxbel Chaplin.
At the annual

Assistant Superintendent-Edwards.
Treasurer and Collector—V. B. Leavitt.

Librarian-Clark.

Feast of the Ascension.—Today is the
Feast of the Ascension of our Lord into
heaven. Appropriate services will be held at
the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception.
High mass will be celebrated at 9 a. in., after
which Et. Rev. Bishop Healy will administer
the sacrament of confirmation to a large num-

ber of candidates.

IU X

lUUltJ,
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depot.

A special train will leave at 2.45 p. m.
At tlie cemetery after tlie decoration of tlie
graves, the following Will be the order of exercises:
Dirge,
Prayer by Key-. Mr. Hutchins.
Music.

Benediction by Kev. Mr. Hutchins.
In the

evening the following
programme at City Hall:

will be the

Music by the Band.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Hutchins.
Poem, Mrs. T. P. Beals.
Music by the Band.
Oration, Hon. C. \V. Goddard.
America, by the Audience.

Sunday afternoon next, the Tost will attend
services at India Street church, in full uniform, and listen to a memorial sermon from
Rev. Mr.

Hayden.

Portland Gas-Light Company.
meeting of the Portland Gas'
Light Company was held at their office yesterday afternoon at 3 p. in., the president, Edward H. Daveis, Esq. in tlie chair.
The annual

The directors’ report states that the gas consumed during the year amounted to 43,449,000
feet against 45,908,000 for 1877-78, a falling-off
of 2,500,000 feet, owing to depression of business, and the use of kerosene oil, Gas cannot
compete with kerosene in price and will be superseded by it to some extent so long as economy is the first consideration required by tlie
times. With better times the superior advantages of gas will call for its more extended use.
The quality of the gas is kept up to the highest
standard and when good burners are used it
shows in favorable contrast with oil.
The new scrubber has been put up and has

proved

most satisfactory.
It purities the gas
thoroughly, and enriches the gas by
breaking up the globules containing the rich
hydrocarbons which were washed away in the
more

old scrubber: and, by the use of ammonia water in the east section, much of the sulphur is
1,1V 1
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lime in the purifying boxes. The cost, with
connections, is about $5,500.
Tlie coal-tar has always been a product difficult of disposal while the coke finds a ready
market. Mr. York, the able engineer has concluded to try burning tar under the retorts instead of coke, not an easy thing to do, and
abandoned in many other works. Mr. YTork’s
experiment has been in use three months and
seems a complete success. About two-tliirds
of the yield of coke had before been used in the
bench furnaces leaving one-third for sale. The
product of tar heats more than half the benches, leaving two-tliirds of the yield of coke for
sale.

Forty

have been purchased, the
old ones taken out and the new ones will bo
set and ready for use next winter if required,
but it is not exjiected to use them until the
autumn of 1880. Tliero have been 4081 tons of
coal carbonized during the year yielding 40,785,000 feet of gas, or 5 11-100 feet per pound.
new

sentences who could not get admission.
TESTIMONY

The percentage of gas lost by leakage, combustion, &c., is 7 0-10 per cent. The number
of meters in use is 2082 a decrease of 175 from
last year. There are 442 street lanterns, a gain
of three, and 022 feet of main pipe laid, making the total length of street mains, 25 miles.
Treasurer McCobb’s report gives total receipts for the year ending April 30, 1879, in-

cluding cash on hand, May 1, 1878, was $163,739‘63; expenditures, $145,731.98.
The reports were accepted and ordered placed
file.
At the election of directoas the whole num
her of votes cast, 5,891 (being over 2,000 more
than a majority) were for the old board! viz:
Messrs. E. H. Davies, Tlios. Cummings, Ezra
Carter, C. B. Merrill, W. W. Thomas, Jr., and
Samuel Rolfe. On the organization of tlie
board, Edw. H. Davies, Esq., was re-elected
on

McCobb, Esq., Treas-

President and Jas. T.
urer.

--

Personal.
We regret to hear that A. K.
is seriously ill.

TESTIMONY OF

Sliurtleff, Esq.,

and came back on the tug.
Geo. M. Brooks, of this city, a brother of Dr.
Brooks and a graduate of the Portland High
School, class of 1875, has been selected as one
of three, to speak for the Townsend Prize of
commencement

exercises oi tne

senior class of Yale Law School, June 2o.
The following delegates will probably attend
the meeting of the It. W. Grand Lodge of the

World,

Good

Templars, at Detroit, leaving
this city Saturday: B. Kingsbury of Portland,
A. J. Chase of
Deering, II. A. Shorey of
Bridgton, and C. A. Farwell of Pittsfield.
Frank H. Bacon, formerly of the
Maine
State College, and another young man sailed
for Europe in July last..
They purchased a
small yacht in London, have had a variety of
adventures, sailed down the Thames, across
the Channel, up the Rhine, down the Danube,
and propose to

greatly

extend their tour.

Pedestrianism.
At Miss Sherman’s tournament last evening the hotel waiters “had the floor” for an
eight mile walk. There were four entries,
Messrs. Hughes, Ennis, Carr and Libby. The
first prize, a blood stone ring, was won by
Libby, who made the distance in lh, 26m.
Ennis was second, time not taken.
In the second race, distance fivo miles, Miss
Sherman and Mr. Halpin were the contestants.
Miss Sherman was to “go-as-you-please,” Mr.
The latter, after
Halpin square heel and toe.
walking two miles, gave way to Cloutier, who

completed the distance.
the race by one lap, in lh.
Toole is in town, and
tournament this evening.

Miss Sherman won
3m.
will take part in the

He and Miss Sherfifteen mile race, the
former to walk square heel and toe, and the
latter to go-as-you-please.
Previous to this there will be a five mile
man

will contest in

a

amateur race.
The attendance was good during yesterday
and last evening.
E. II. Murphy of Augusta
and
E. G.

Brackett of Portland will walk 2o miles for
the State

championship

Augusta Saturday

at

evening.
Accidents.
Testerday at 12 M., a buggy with two men,
two women and a
twenty months’ child, drove
up to J. H. Rines & Co.’s, Middle street. The
adults got out and went
away, leaving the
child alone for some time.
At length it fell
off the seat into the bottom of the
buggy and
in its struggles to rise fell out and struck its
head against the curb stone. It was
picked up

by a passer-by,

not

seriously irjured. When
the parents returned they appeared astonished
that anything should havo
occurred, and did
not thank the crowd for certain
uncomplimen-

tary comments.
Yesterday afternoon

of Burnham’s ice
ran over a little
boy, aged

teams accidentally
8 years, named Conley,

uring

a

leg.

one

on

DANA.

witness called

The competency of the doctor as an expert
admitted but for the purpose of having his
qualifications appear upon the record ho testified to them. Ho was shown the bottle containing a small quantity of liquid, the same
that Annio Small testified Dr. Witliam gave
her. The witness said:
I would say that was the fluid extract of
ergot. It is obtained from a diseased growth
called spurred rye.
Its
upon rye—what is
most important medicinal property, perhaps,
is to quicken the uterine contraction, and to
aid the womb in which the process of expulsion of its contents has been commenced to
cannot; say mat it is
complete me process,
sure to produce abortion; there is no drug sure
to do that, but I do not know that there is one
remedy that is more likely to produce that
result. Ergot is sometimes given for tlio purpose of reducing tlie
activity of tho great
nerve centres, reducing tlie amount of circulation in the brain and

Center street, fract-

spinal

chord.

When it

is partaken of to a poisonous degree it reduces
extremely tlie activity of tlie brain and lowers
and diminishes the vital power of tlie system.
I heard the testimony of Annie Small and
I heard the testimony of
Margaret Smith.
Annie Small as to the instrument used on her.
This instrument shown mo is what is called
a uterine sound.
The use of tlie instrument
as described by Miss Small
could only be for
one purpose and have one tendency and that is
to produce an abortion.
Taking the description to he true as testified
to by Margaret Smith it would indicate to my
mind that the child was six or seven months
old and the ordinary significance of her description of it as “whitish"would bo that it had
been bleeding.
Tlie wound in tho neck as
described by her would
be over tlie carotid
and
Tlie opening anil
artery
jugular vein.
closing of tlie mouth of the child Indicate tho
existance of life.
Blood coming from the
wound under the ear indicates life.
A child
die
after
its
may
premature birth solely from
tlie operation upon tlie mother.
On cross examination in reply to Mr. Strout
tlie witness said
tlie mother is sometimes
deceived as to tlie fact of pregnancy.
He did
not think tlie feeling of shame or disgrace in
an unmarried girl would have
much more
tendency to cause the child to he born dead
at six months than as though she was a married
woman and the child horn at the same
age.
Ergot was administered by tlie profession when
labor lias begun to accelerate the action of the
womb. It is a very easy matter to deprive a new
born child of life.
It might bo strangled or
smothered.
If a child was born alivo and
for
breatli
tlie
effort would probably he
gasped
attended with some motion of tlie throat or
chest. If the child was horn dead and placed
on its hack tlie moutn might fall open, but it
would not close again. I should not say that it
would be in the line of professional duty for a
physician to take a still born child away. I
suppose it would be a matter of taste.
Upon redirect examination by tlie County
Attorney tlie witness said he did not think it
justifiable for a physician to administer ergot
until labor had begun, except in rare instances
where it is necessary lo produce abortion to
save the life of tlie mother.
Court took a recess of ten minutes.
OTHEK

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

I)r. George F. French
caueu,

was

tlie next witness

anu m me mam corrouorateu

xno

testi-

He did not agree with
mony of Dr. Dana.
him that the paleness or “whitish” appearance of the child indicated the loss of blood.
Doctors Frederick II. Gerrisli and Stephen
II. Weeks were then called and their testimony
corroborated that of Dr. Dana.
TESTIMONY AS

TO

HANDWRITING.

Thomas P. Haskell and Stephen Scamman,
both selectmen of Cape Elizabeth, and Rev. E.
A. Harlow, were called and produced specimens of the handwriting of Dr. Witharn.
Margaret Smith was recalled and testified as
to the arrangement of her house.
TESTIMONY

OF

CARRIE BRYANT.

Mrs. Carrie Bryant, for whom Annie Small

worked,

terial.

living

was

call hut testified

to

nothing

ma-

She said that Annie’s mother was now
in Macliiasport.
ANNIE SMALL RECALLED.

Annie Small was recalled by the governShe said that when she was asked if she
had a father and mother living and she answered no, she did not mean that they were
hotli dead. Her father is dead hut mother
living. She identified a letter as received by
her through the mail.
She said that Dr.
Witharn told her he was going to New Gloucester on a visit and if lie was gone a week he
would write to her; that she received the letter
and after the doctor got home he told her he
had written and asked her if she received it
and she told him she did. The counsel for the
defence objected to the letter on the ground
that it had not been sufficiently proved that it
was the letter of the defendant and that it had
no tendency to prove the crime charged. The
court ruled that whether or not it was the letter
of the defendant was a question for the jury
and admitted the letter. The letter was dated
“Woods ten miles from any house, Oct. 5,
Friday,” and addressed to “Dear Annie” and
signed “Charles.” It is ill the same vein as
tlie one published yesterday. It winds up with
the injunction to “be a good little girl.”
Court adjourned until this morning.
The report of the expert testimony given
above does not do justice to the physicians but
ment.

its character was

journal would

Megunticook sailed for South America
yesterday afternoon. She carried out Captain
Hemenway and bride, and a large number of
friends went down ,tlic harbor on the vessel

m me

DR.

Dr. Israel T. Dana, the next
by the State, testified.

more

than

a

necessarily

not

ho

such that

a

daily

justified iu publishing

bare outline.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Geo. S. Woodmau of Maine is on the Finance
Committee of the Supreme Dodge, Knights of
Honor.

emu,

TRUE.

OF DP..

Dr. William H. True testified:
I was called to attend Annie Small at the
house of Mrs. .Margaret Smith on the loth of
She was laboring
April last.
under considerable mental exaitement and complained
of pains through the right and left breast and
the region of the womb.
(He described his
treatment of her.)
I was attending a man in
the same house, and
I was called by Mrs.
Smith to see this girl.
Saw her two or three
times afterwards.
On cross examination
he said ho knew
nothing about the birth of the child, but was
told Miss Small had been delivered clone. He
had seen Annie around the house. Mrs. Smith
asked him if
he
did not think Annie was
pregnant but he made no reply. Did not have
an interview with Annie before
he was called
to see her.

retorts

The

Wednesday.—Samuel Kenneff. Intoxication—
2d offence. Sixty days. Committed.

firm Mill

Up

Congress to Free, through Free, Middle and
Temple to Congress, to City Building—where
the City Government and invited guests will
be received, down Myrtle, through Cumber-

v.

Bear This in Mind.
The proprietor ol Dr. Cummings’ Compound
Extract of Sarsaparilla and Dock, begs leave to
state that one bottle of the above named com-

Blues.

Boswortli Post,
and will march over the following route:

IU.11U,

The Court room was crowded to excess yesterday and the door-ways were filled with
men eager to catch
the odds and ends of

was

Police.
Chandler’s Band.
Chief Marshal,
Winsor B. Smith.

Baby

Chas. Day, Jr. & Co.
187 Middle St.

—————

DECORATION DAY.

PRESS.

THE

FREAKS.

produced ljy the Criterion Company at Portland Theatre last evening, does
not differ specially from McKenna’s version of
Whims, and both are adaptations from the
German comedy of Dr. Wespe.
Like Whims
Freaks is a roaring farce in four acts very well
acted and eliciting shouts of laughter. Both
Freaks

as

uvvivio

Hopper

noil/

and

IIV11

Mackay,

|1V»11«JI/U

but neither

UJ

1'IUOTIO.

gentlemen

up to the gentle men who assumed the
same characters in Mr. McKenna’s Co., neither
was Miss Sylvester as funny as Miss Stuart in
the part of the old maid. The other gentlemen
and ladies of the company compared more
favorably. The audience insisted upon the
raising of the curtain at the close of each act.
came

lantics of this city, proved to he a closely con"
tested and exciting contest.
The clubs are
pretty evenly matched, at least the game yesterday indicated it. The Bates outbatted the
Atlantics a little, while the Atlantics excelled
in fielding.
Tlio Atlantics took the lead, scoring a run in the third and fourth innings; the
game standing at the end of the fourth inning
2 to 0 in favor of the Portland hoys. In the

two base hit between left and centre fieldsThis ended the run-getting until the ninth inning, when Corridon scored on errors of the
Bates inficldcrs and a base hit by J. Doherty.

The game was well played considering tlio
condition of tlio grounds, which are unfit to
If it is intended to use
play baso ball on.
these grounds for a ball field, they must be
put into better shape, and this can be-done at a
trifling cost, and the club or individual who
lias enterprise enough to furnish seats for the

spectators could “put money in liis purse.”
Few persons care to stand two hours even to
see a game of base ball. We append the score:
BATES.
An.

Sanborn, lb.
Lombard, 3b.
Wilbur, c.
Norcross, rf.
Parsons, p.
Foss, ss.
Hoyt, If.
Rowell, c-f.
Nevens, 2b.

piano-forte served as accompaniment, and
in the evening the orchestra was reduced to
four pieces besides the piano.
Miss Ellani
took the |'art. of Josephine in the afternoon
and Miss Corelli in the evening.
Miss Burt
assumed the character of Little Buttercup, instead of Miss Claire who was absent.
The
evening performance was rather tame and no
for
actors
are
human
and
a
small
wonder,
audience is not much incentive to effort.
OUR BOYS.

The

entertainment

the
Thursday
Club
at
Rossini
Hall
last
Night
evening was well attended
by
avery
large and enthusiastic audience. Byron’s
sterling comedy, in three acts, “Our Boys,”

by

given in a ruly artistic manner, each
actor entering into the spirit of the play, and

was

their efforts were received with numerous
rounds of applause. It is hard to particularize
where all do so well, yet we must congratulate
Mr. Bradley upon his excellent rendition of
the character of Mr. Middlewick. The followis the cast:
Sir Geoffrey Cliampneys.Mr. E. P. Pavson
Talbot Cliampneys.Mr. G. E. liiril
Mr. Middlewick.Mr. \V. II. Bradley
Charles Middlewick.Dr. C.'E. Banks

Kempster.Mr.

,1. A. Emery
Poddies.T.Mr. W. W. Boot
Clarissa Cliampneys.Miss A. Paine
Mary Melrose.Miss E. W. Barrett
Violet Melrose.Miss E. Starr
Belinda.Miss A. Merrill

The orchestral selections were highly appreciated. Miss Dodwell sang exceedingly well,
and in
response to a hearty encore sang
“Sweethearts.”
WE ATHERSB Y-GOOD W IN.

Next Tuesday evening these popular actors
will appear in Portland Theatre in their ex-

ceedingly funny extravaganza
which so delighted our jieople

“Hobbies,”

and crowded
Music Hall last year. Since their former visit
Miss Elina Delano has succeeded Miss Fisher
as Constance, and Harry Phillips Mr. Bowser
as Major Bang.
The press throughout the
country have been profuse in their praises of
this excellent combination. The evening performance will commence with the farce “Under the Rose.” Tickets will be ready in the
box-oilice Saturday at !> a. in.
Fire at East Hiram.
The house and barn owned and
R. G. Greene at East Hiram was

occupied by
totally destroyed by fire Tuesday night, caused by the
explosion of a lamp in the barn. The furniture was mostly saved. Insured for #1,200 in
the JGtna at Col. Millctt’s agency.
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ATLANTIC'S.
A».

J. Doherty, 3b.
Riley, p...
Doherty, fs.
Billings, if.
Dooley, 2b.
Lynch, c..
Rosa, If.
Corridon, lb.
Mercier, cf.
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FOOD-KEMEDY,

ECONOMIZERS,

PHOSPHATINE!

Hunters and all Others,
LEND A LISTENING EAR!

Bargain
.flake

almost certain

PULMONARY

cure

for

CONSUMPTION,

All Dervou* Disease*.
The new chemical food is not a nauseous medicine
but is as pleasant to the taste as a
glass of good wine.
It can be and is taken at meal time in the same
way
as the juice of the
grape. Its use is recommended
by leading physicians.
PHOSPHATIDE
is a remedy which will cure
Consumption and Dyspepsia, and should therefore attract the attention of

committee made their report, which
will not interest the public at present.
The
Home is in excellent condition.
It is under
the charge of Rev. Mr. Andrews and Mrs.

Scattered

what it lias done for them.
PHOSPHATIDE

the true tonic for women afflcted with
and uterine diseases of whatever character
is

weakness

PHOSPHATIDE
immediately benefits puny and sickly children and
that most terrible disease. Rickets, is siieedilv cured
by it. PHOSPHATINE is fully described in our
Pamphlet, which shows that many diseases hitherto
considered incurable, come within the easy range of
this valuable Food-Remedy. BSP’Send for a copy.
Prepared by Dr. Gro. L. Austin & Co.,
79 JUilk St., Boston.
Wholesale Agents—,I ohu W. Perkin* & Co.
W. F. Phillip* A Co., Portland.
Sold at retail by all druggists
throughout the State.
my22
eod3m

as

required, and who shall bring testimonials

as

to

their character.
“REV.” MR. STEADMAN.

Another Interesting Chapter in His Career.

A Dexter correspondent of the Bangor
Whig gives another interesting chapter in the
career of “Rev.” Mr. Steadman of Dover.
Two weeks ago last Saturday Steadman wrote
a letter to Rev. A.
Battles, of Bangor, and
pastor of the Universalist church there, announcing the fact that he had concluded to
resign his pastorate at Dover, and thereafter
preach the Gospel of salvation from a Universalist standpoint.
He said that he should
make announcement accordingly to the conmain in Dover, as the effect would he disastrous to the Baptist church of which he had
been pastor, and as “a man of honor” he could
not do anything that would bring about such a
result. He claimed that he had thought upon
the matter for years, and that it was not a
hasty step that he was about to take, but one
taken after the deepest thought and the most
mature deliberation.
He wrote that he was
thought to be very liberal in his ideas at the
time lie was ordained, but that it was thought
that “time and practice” would bring him
around all right. He furthermore stated that
in his sermons he had avoided all the points
upon which his mind was in doubt.
Mr. Battles is one of those gentlemen who
are blessed by the Croator with a
good degree
of hard, common sense, and on inquiring about
the matter, concluded that Steadman was not
of the class that he should encourage to enter
the Universalist ministry.
The next day after this letter was written to
Mr. Battles, the Baptists at Dover shut Steadman out of their
pulpit for palming off as his
own sermons what he had stolen
bodily from
different divines of great eminence and learn-

committee

on

fi-

nance reported a resolve
appropriating §213,05G.70 for the year.
Orders—For wateriog fountain for horses at
the junction of Webster and Pine streets, (referred); for gasoline light on Park street near
Henry Read’s stable, (passed); for stone crossing on Chapel street, (laid over); for stone
crossing- on Chesnut street, curb stones and
brick sidewalk on Lincoln street, (referred); to
make a loan of §10,000 to meet bills for May
and interest falling due in May and June,
(passed); authorizing the city clerk to bid off
any real estate of delinquent tax payers when
offered for sale if necessary, (passed); for curbstones on Lowell street, and also
crossing
across Middle street, (passed).
Petitions Referred—John Sullivan for §100
damage to person by defective sidewalk in
Aug., 1877; John Nelligau for §100, land
damages caused by cutting down Hammond
and Winter streets, hearing granted; for street
lamp at junction of Pine, Orange and Sabattus
streets;for a sewer on Upper Main street, from
Mountain Avenue to Jepson Brook; for free
use of city small hall
evening of May 29tli for
reunion of graduate and members or Normal
practice class, granted; for acceptance of street
across property of Mrs. D. J. Gdfcler, from
Skinner to Sabattus streets.

Invitation

was

received

from

the

Fairfield, May 18.
But little is being done in this village this
Somehow
year in the way of new dwellings.
the business outlook does not warrant a large
in
this
direction.
outlay
J. A. Gilley is building a very fine barn, to
meet the wants of his increasing stock of full
blooded sheep, swine, poultry and horses. Mr.
Gilley has within the past week lost a very
line thoroughbred mare.
New logs are running and good reports come
from the drivers.
The LTniversalist Society have unanimously
called Miss Lorenza Haynes to
a
pastorate
here and she will enter upon her labors June
1st.
Amos L. Hinds, Esq. of Benton, delivered a
very fine temperance lecture in our
village
Sunday evening, dealing with the subject in a
rather
than
a
restricted
sense.
general
We hear that Rev. Mr. Pope closes his labors
with the Baptist church in this village the last
Sunday of this month.
Memorial exercises will be held Sunday afternoon, June 1st, at 4 o'clock.
Address by
A. M. Spear, Esq. of Hallowell.
Seth.
STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN

are

We Claim to be

a

Live

,,

n‘y*3__

Special

inducements for the next thir-

THIS

of
license from tlio Judge of Probate
BY Ivirtue
will sell by public auction
the auction
of
a

at

nr 4 ■

cri.

in the good old days of

even

IsoO.

Also a few oil
and engravings.
D. W. FESSENDEN, Administrator.
P. O. BAII.EV A' CO., Auctioneers.
dtd

"iyl5__

Fruit and 'Ornamental Trues
nuiMi. iwayz.m, at 1U
o'clock, at salesroom 3.r> Exchange
Street, we shall sell bv order of John D. Braillee &
Co., the old and reliable
nurserymen of Boston, Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Small Fruits and Vines, Clematis in
variety, Weei*mg and Purple Leaf Beach, Rhododendrons, Mag-

U-'

Assignee's

Sale of Real Estate.
authority from the Probate Court I shall sell
BY by public auction all my right, title and inter-

Them With What You Have

same as

AT

FROM $10.00 TO

my8

a

Frocks ami Sack Suits. These goods were
Suit, and arc well worth the money.

50e

Corsets, 37c,
75c Corsets, 50c.
$1.00 Corsets, 75c.
$1.25 Corsets, $1.00.
$2.00 French Corsets,
500 Gone, $1.62.
Tliesc are special bargains and
the goods will not last long.

Carlton Kimball,

the

body, sound digestion and nervous
tranquility. It is the best possible substitute
for that terrible drug, mercury.
For sale by
all Druggists.
Oxygenated Bitters cure Dyspepsia.
dlw
my!2

To Eet.
house No. 273 Congress
upper tenement,
the head of India,
THEStreet,
occupied by
M. P.
Possession

We

can

now

France.

be had on short notice.
to MltS. .J. \V. SWETT,

can

Terms reasonable.
on the premises.

Apply

my22__

Fine Dress Suits
$18.00, $20.00, $22.00 and $2,5.00.

at

4 oiing men should examine these
ments.

Allen

Mission Chapel
Locust Street.,

WE
the

as

F.

Building,

AUCTION.

shall sell on MONDAY, May 2(ltli, at 12 in..
the Wooden Building on Locust St., known
Allen Mission Building
Terms casn.

O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
dlw

iuy2Q_

ON

by Auction.

WEDNESDAY, May 28tli,

at 11

o’clock,

we

shall sell at the marble works No. 3 Preble
street, all the manufactured work of said establishment, consisting of Marble Monuments, Tablets,
Gravestones, Mantel Frames, Shelves &c. Sale pos
itive and without reserve.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*,
my 15
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MOTHERS!
Be Sure

and

Visit

our

j

Waists,

PARENTS!
Children’s

25c.

Tliiii

the Back, Side or
and all Diseases
III of the Kidneys, Bladder
■fc ■
aQ§ ok n U ays*' ■ // aiul Urinary Organs,
H n in M I
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes> ^right's Disease of
Wm mu Vr Bm B
the Kidneys, Retention

Urine,

Nervous

Diseases,

Female

Weakness, and Excesses; HUNT’S KE.tlEDY
is prepared EXPRE88LY for these diseases.
From Rev. E. G. Taylor, D. D., pastor First BapR. L. Jan.

8,1879.

testify to the virtue of HUNT’S REMEDY

in Kidney Diseases from actual
much benefited by its use.

trial, having

been

G. Taylor.

E.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 19,1878.
Wm. E. Clarke,—Dear Sir:
Having witnessed
the wonderful effects of HUNT’S RE )IEDY, in my
own case, and in a great number of others, I recom-

mend it to all afflicted with Kidney Diseases or Dropsy. Those afflicted by disease should secure the medicine which will cure in the shortest possible time.
HUNT’S REMEDY will do this.
E. R. DawleyJJ 85 Dyer St.

HUNT’S BEfflE. ss h * n » ■ BOSS 4
is purely Vegeta§ U feA y a£WJ
hie, and is used by the MB' g gj Lftgfcj 3 & Ek

gig

advice of physicians. It
lias stood the test of
time for JIO years, and
the utmost reliancemay
he placed in it.
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Pamphlet

WM. E.

■
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CLARKE, PROVIDENCE,

Ii.

UNDER PREBLE
my!2

STATE OF MAINE.

I.

CUMBERLAND;
is to

ss.
May 21, A. D. 1870.
give notice that on the thirteenth day
of May, A. D. 1870, a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued by Nathan Cleaves,
Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
to estate of

THIS

GILMAN L. REED of Portland,
in said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor
on his own petition, tiled on the thirteenth day of
May, A. D. 1870, to which date interest on claims is
to be computed; That the payment of any debts to
or by said debtor, and the delivery or transfer of any
property by him are forbidden by law; 'J bat a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to prove their
debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at
the Probate Court room in said Portland, on MONDAY, the second|day of June, A. D. 1879, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand

Deputy Sheriff,

vency for said

my22

the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN.

Messenger of the Court
County of Cumberland.

as

of Insol-

St
street.
gress, Portland,
Mechanics and laboring men desiring lots of moderate cost, for building purposes, can obtain any and
all necessary information by inquiring of the Committee.
GEORGE WALKER, Chairman,
ALBERT H. WAITE,
WM. T. SMALL,

May

GEO. H. COYLE,
M. S. GIBSON,
NATH’L HASKELL.
21, 3 871).

■«|

Liver Complaints,
Bilious Complaint,

tjylO

FANCY
—

W. E.
my21

MRS. ALBERT

Stable I

of Boston

ami New York

SPRING AND SUMMER

ONE DOLLAR.

SPECIAL AGENTS!

l,lli,8oin

day, May 10th.

habit of

in a Boat.

feet Hampton fishing boat, decked, trunk
for 4 persons; magnificent sea boat; new
perfect; anchors, roads, sails, everything comfitted
for a yacht; will be sold at a great barplete:
gain if applied for at once. Apply at 337 Commercial street,
my!7dlw*

dlw

my 22

J. Henry Rines& Co.,

TELL.
After

241
myiedtf

VIcu'm Straw lints 40c.
Ladien Bathing Hat* 4th*.
Boys’ Wool Ha Cm 1 for Ml.
lUen’M Good Working Hat* 40c.
A Good Trunk for Ml.
Our Ml UnuNnrpriM- All.
IVIeu’M Black Fa*tiug t'np« 1.1c.
Traveling Bag* 75c up.

Power.

ROOM

Furnished House to Lrt.
URN ISHEI) house No. 0 Gray street is for lease
for a term of years. Enquire of PERCEVAL
BONNEY, City Building.
my22d2w

reading the following, everybody will know
where to buy.

Boy*.* New Mlyle Straw Hats 14c.

with Steam Power to let in the central
part of the city. Address Box 035.
eod2w
my 22

%

exchange the BROADWAY MILK HAT
for $3.00—others charge $3.50. We can show

We

specialties in tine MOFT HATH,
the largest
kept by ns only. Also
in

some

retail stock

An immense

FANCY HOSIERY.
can

always rely

on our

goods.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

MIDDLE ST.
my'J

493 CONGRESS STREET.

dtf

Maine.

stock of Straw Hats and Hammocks.

COE,

The choicest styles. We sell sit
the Lowest Prices.
You

dlw

PRICES

dtf

shown for the first tine this morning.

Worsted Ulsters as low as $3.00.
Linen l’roni $1.25 upwards.
New Linen Suits to arrive Mon-

Plummer,

Center Street.

II

to be

OF

THE

sun-

]\TICE pleasant and sunny rent of 7 roons, up one
Xl flight. A good place for an invalid that wants
sunlight. GO DANFORTH STREET, old number,

Steam

GOODS
—

CXAPP’M BLOCK.

S. WAY.

To Let.

NEW STYLES

Faces

435Congress St.,

with

Also

my22

e^l3m

French

1.1c, 40c, ‘45c anil upwards. Special prifor a dozen yards.
Remember you can save money by buying your

rates.

Evergreen Landing, Peak’s Island.
quire at 187 MIDDLE STREET.

a

Blood.

Bargain

Me.

This Popular Resort will re-open July 1st.
GEORGE ALLEN, Proprietor.

JIAYIK E FOR SALE.

myl2

W.F. Phillips & Co. & J.W.Perkins & Co.

room

Black

Especial attention
called to my line of

nt

HESORT.

Cushing’s Island, Portland,

my22d3t

is

my22eod3\v

SEASIDE

third floor at low

PARASOLS,
prices that defy competition.

at

ces

**^^OTTAWA HOUSE.

rooms on

you buy if you want

Gloves, Ties, Worsteds,

HOUSE FOR SALE OR TO LET at
En-

For sale by all Druggists.

2.3

iCommittee.

ASHBEL CHAPLIN,

before

KID AND LISLE

on

AT small side room—to let with hoard.

Its action is almost immediat,. and its results are
certain. No one can fail to receive a benefit by its

on

sure and examine
save money.

to

on

Desirable Rooms.
corner Free Street—parlor
chamber

Catarrh,

receipt of price.

25 PER

CORSETS!

dtf

mv22

Through the Pores of
the Skin.

Sent by mail

Co.,

C. L. JEWELL,

Dyspepsia,
Ami any Diseases arising from
Disorder of the Stomach

exception

without

line of these goods is now complete, and I
shall offer the BEST BARGAINS at 30c,
7&c, $1.00 nnd upward*, ever shown in Port-

Unimproved Real Estate of
THEtheCommittee
ConCity of Portland offer for sale lots
Grant and
John

dlaw2wTh

PAD!

Female Weakness,

are

My

CITY OF PORTLAND.

my22dlf

Rheumatism,

goods

30o.

O

KIDNEY

Price,

These

CENT. CHEAPER than aiiy[ever offered in
and will not last long.

Congress Street.

HOUSE,

ny

Fever and Ague,

*

Be

O. D. B. Fisk &

DR. DURKEE’S

Kidney Disease,

UNDERWEAR !

15c, 17c, 20c and Upwards.

Also Dr. Warner's, ill ail a I nr Foye,
and Abdominal Corsets.

eod&\vly3

LIVER

CHILDREN S

Portland,

low grades of Children's Garments.
We liave Inter goods which will please the most fastidious.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
ja7

It Acts

Coats,

1 LOT

onr

tist Uhurch.

Providence,

20 CENTS EACH.

land.

Loins,

Incontinence of

both LONG AND SHORT SLEEVES,
at the unheard of price

Department.

dtf

B ,1<
real
If °y'•
and Liver
HR W Kidney
Medicine
cures
Pains
HVI I in

■

1 LOT

LADIES’ UNDERWEAR

BOYS’ SAILOR BLOUSES AT $1.00.
The above represents only

Portland, including

in

We have many novelties w hich will please you, not only as to style
but also price.
.**.1';" SUIT for a boy from 4 to lO years of age we have the
GARIBALDI SUIT at $1.50.

Sliirt

I have just received the CHEAPEST line of
SUMMER UNDERWEAR ever offered in

goods before buying custom gar*

1 M 1 •HUNT’S. REHE>

//AHB I

( i 11 Li W
1 H
nil H

A
and

$IO

sold less than

less.

show the finest line of Suitings to he seen in this State, onr
which is at least from $2.00 to
^la*0o,°
very lowest.

In

near

niliii

never

or

more

KV^s.,!l.se,r.wm
$4.00 hclow the

d3t

or

liver, the stomach, and the bowels when they
are put in order with
Dr. Mott’s Vegetable
Liver Pills, a supremely effective and sure
alterative, cathartic and blood depurent which
promotes thorough bilious secretion, a regular

nine acres,

For Business Men !

495 CONGRESS STREET.

iny22

COUNTY.

The house, ell and barn of Mrs. E. M. Thomas, of Belmont, were destroyed by fire last
Sunday. Cause of tire unknown. Insurance
on buildings, furniture, etc., $1200.

Jordan, containing

piece containing one-half acre, lying directly
opposite of the above described lot, on the opposite
side of Spurwink River.
J. H. FOGG. Assignee.
iso. 42Vs Exchange street
F. O. BAILEY A CO.,Auctioneer*.
Portland, May 7, 1870.
my22d3t

dtf

UDRSETST

Send for

rooms

on Saturday, the twenty-fourth
day of May, A. B. 1879, at ten o’clock a. in.,
the following real estate, to wit: A piece of lan 1 (S ilt
marsh) situated in Cape Elizabeth, Maine, bounded
north by Spurwink River, east by John Goddard s
marsh, south and west by land owr.ed by Charles

Marble Works

Cassimere Suits.

Fancy

auction at the auction
I SHALL ofsellF, atO.public
Bailey & Co., No. 35 Exchange

BY

$6.00,

497 CONGRESS STREET.

can

Shoddy, $2.50.

Mail's Complete Suit, Fancy Cottonadc.
Just tlie thing for Farmers.

Owen, Moore & Co.,

I

not

d3t

St., Portland,

Edwin
Also a

Pants, $1.
Wool,

sold to close consign-

Assignee's Sale of Real Estate.

a

Three Styles of

10 A. M.

my22_

$18.00,

GREAT BIG BARGAINS!
for

Me.

Saturday at

Second-hand Carryall.
New Slide Bar Top Buggy,
ment.
6 New Harnesses.
2 Second-hand Harnesses.

$10.00.

Genuine Vermont Gray Pantaloons, $1.00.

BOYS,

or

at

A CONDENSED LIST OF SPECIALTIES !

$3.00

Street, Portland,

Saturday, May 24, at IO o’clock,
6 Horses, good workers and good drivers.
Second-hand Phaeton.
Second-hand Box Buggy.

Men’s Middlesex Yacht Cloth Suits.
Men’s Working Cotton Pants, 60c.
Men’s Double ami Twist Fancy Cottonade
Overalls and Jumpers each 25c.
All Wool Pantaloons, we mean long

CO.,

Agent* for the Celebrated Concord llurnc**

genuine bargain.
Sold elsewhere

a

Plum

Auction Sale Every

Blue Flannel Suits.

Indigo
*

_INFANTS.

dlw

AUCTIONEERS,

others sell for $1.50.
In sizes from 31 to 12.

Sack Coat,

LADIES,
GENTS,
MISSES,

in.
Double house, No. 14 Gray street, eight (8) rooms
in each half* gas and
Sebago, newly repaired, rents
for $300 per year, will be sold on FRIDAY, May
at
3
m.
p.
23,
House No. 19 Tyng street, rents for $240 per
year, 12 rooms, will be sold on FRIDA Y, May 23.
1879, at 3.30 o’clock.
Store No. 203 Middle street, rents for $950. will
he sold SATURDAY, May 24, at 12 o'clock noon.
Sale subject to all incumbrances.
Terms made
known at time of sale.
GEO. F. HOLMES, Assignee.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

myl‘>

$7.00,

Men’s

MEMO !

Happy.

HANDSOME, STYLISH WHITE DUCK VESTS,

dim

UNDERWEAR!

assignee in and to the real estate hereinafter
virtue of an assignment to me of .Ian.
on the premises at tl»c times named here-

24, 1879,

St.

OWEN, MOORE & CO

as

described, by

$1.00,
Tlie

—CUBES—

last WednesG. A. Clark’s
barn on Court street, Houlton. doing considerable damage.
Lightning also struck F. W.
Stimson’s store in New Limerick, demolishing
the chimney, ripping out one gable-end end
and smashing glass. Several persons were in
the building, hut no one seriously injured.

est

Seen,

F. 0. BAILEY &

MEN'S

5, 0, 8, 10, 12 and 16
cents we are selling some very
handsome Hamburg Edges. Our
stock of line Hamburgs and Nainsooks will be closed out very
cheap. Good assortment Torchons
and Irish Crochets.

O. BAIIjEY & i'O.. Auctioneer*.
d3t

F.

offered before less than $1*2.00.
Made Single and Double Breasted.

ere never

AUCTION.

my21_

MEN'S BLACK DIAGONAL WORSTED COATS AND VESTS,

HALL L. DAVIS,
Exchange

miscellaneous literature.

nolias, Roses &c.

BELOW WE APPEND A FEW.

W

53

F. O. Bailey & Uo., No. 35 Exchange St

rooms

AT

WEEK

We shall liresenl the t'nllnwii," list ni'
P!?E BARGAINS were never equalled

One of the largest and best selected
stocks in the city, of New and Stylish
Designs. Call and examine.

my22

dtd

Administrator's Salt;.

Team, IJp and Doing?.

and attractive inducements from time to time that are
Presenting
so persuasive that the public are
pleased with each and every one.

$3.30.

ty days.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

than

T. A. JOSSECYN,
Assignee of A. I>. Whiddcn.
Portland, May 12, 1878.
P',®' BAII.EV A CO., Auctioneers.

umes of

new

—AND—

During the heavy shower
day afternoon, lightning struck

regular

delivery

paintings

ROOM PIPERS!

COUNTY.

little three-year-old urchin fell
into the canal lielow Lincoln street in LewisA milkman passing saw the accident,
ton.
and throwing off his coat plunged in, and in a
few seconds placed the little fellow in the arms
of his weeping parent.
She received the boy
with outstretched arms, placed him across her
knee and spanked him as only an affectionate
mother can.

Clock Work is not more

thereof subject to all incumbrances. Terms cash
of Deed. Deposit of #100 required
upon
at time of sale.
Property may be seen at any hour
up to the time of sale.

THURSDAY, May 22, 18711, at 10
Portland,
o’clock A. M., the
library of the late Aland R.
Mitchell of Portland, consisting of about 450 vol-

THEIR WAY IS NOT OUR WAY.

a

WALDO

with Sebago, Uas ami all nmdern
Will be sold at three o'clock p, m
The sale will be of all right title and Interest which
the said Whldden had In and to said
property at the
time said assignment was made and all the

thousands of merchants who pur.

Call and Examine Them and be Made

t-n.t,...

Post inviting the city council to attend Memorial services in a body.
The following appointments were made:
Foreman steamer 1, T. H. Longley; steamer
4, 15. F. Pray; Reems Hook and Ladder (jo.,
Geo. B. Graves.
Sealer of weights and
measures, C. F. Gow; city weigher, H. P.
Donnau and E. S. Hunt; surveyor of lumber
and logs, Andrew Hall.
Adjourned for one week.

Monday

supiilled
improvements.

rooms,

on

REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Wednesday, May 21.
At a regular meeting of the Lewiston city
government this evening, the following busiThe

this country

goods at third and fourth hands, leaving for themselves
scarcely an edge of profits, otherwise compelling them to sell at such
that
figures
soon drives them out of business.

Compare

_

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

transacted:

Malnefvlz

rignt
title and interest therein, which X have by virtue

Read Them Over Carefully,

has 12 boarders.

ing here for the purpose of teaching or engaging in business, who shall pay their board

was

over

ciiasc their

work is similar to that of the Young Men’s
Christian Association for young men coming
to Portland. It is not an intelligence office.
It is a boai'ding house for young women com-

ness

From

Directly

estanTdisposed
1

Integrity is tile vital spark of commercial life, Brain the big cog
by the tireless engine, and cash the solid material that will
buy anything nuder the sun.

PHOSPHATIDE

There is,
among many of our people, a misunderstanding in regard to the object of the Home. Its
general purpose is to introduce those young
women who come to Portland from Christian
homes and influences in other places,to Christ*
ian privileges and acquaintances
here.
Its

ing.

Purchases

our

Assignee's Sale of Real Estate,
T>\ authority from the Insolvent Court for Cumkfrland County, 1 shall sell by public auction
22d day of May, unless
T,iursday
of by **rivate sale. the following
real
situated in Portland in said
County, be[nnahfff
I). Whldden
fnso
n«htrr0,,tai0
ot, AIexander
Insolvent
and assigned
Debtor,
to me in accordance
the Insolvent
•* °f S*ction 3<»
Law of
'I ho two story wooden house ami
lot No ‘>87
Spring Street, located In one of the tim-st'sections
ot the City, said
house containing la
Hnlsbed

wheel run

the entire world.

is a great boon to nervous
people. Hundreds of business men in Boston and elsewhere are loud in
their

praises of

\

HEAD-QUARTERS.

Ami

0—4
1—3

visiting

and

An

7

Women’s Christian Association.
The quarterly meeting
of the
Women’s
Christian Association was held at
Congress
street Methodist church yesterday afternoon,
Mrs. Dalton, the President, in the chair. The

Andrews,

AUCTION SALES,

ib.

l'U.

Fairfield.

a

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

fifth the Bates got in one and in the sixth they
sent three of their men over the home plate,
mainly through errors of tlio Atlantics, although Hoyt “assisted” by putting in a fine

PINAFORE.

The Laurent-Corelli Company drew ordinary
liousps at City Hall at their matinee and evening performances yesterday. In the afternoon

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE
197
my!7

HATTER,

lliddlc

Street,
ecUU

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

Jottings by^Press Correspondents.

Wednesday, May 21.
A caucus of the Auburn National Greenbackers will be held Saturday next.
Auburn’s appropriations this year are

BATH.

$2,700

Wednesday, May 21.
The grass is “inching along.”
Fifty odd fishermen front down stream came
up this morning.

rive until 6.30 a. m.
Last evening, while Mr. Peter Pushaw, the
driver of the city team, was for the first time
using a curry comb upon Fred, one of the city
iron
shoe
span, the horse kicked, the sharp

striking

Mr. Pushaw a heavy blow under his
left eye inflicting a fearful wound.
Had the
blow been struck an inch further back death
would have resulted instantly. Mr. Pushaw is
con-

Haley, Esq., one of Bath’s old
respected citizens and successful men,died
this morning.
Samuel L.

Bootlibay.

Yesterday afternoon a horse belonging '(
Mr. Coombs of West Bath, ran from the city
scales up Water street, colliding with the corner of Mr. Mason’s blacksmith shop, tearing
(iff the corner moulding and damaging tin

Yearn.

iii.uk

ns

wiuuub

aim

uras

furnisliings is a thing of beauty. He hai
refused an offer of $103 for the craft.
The Knickerbocker brought back to Gosi
and Sawyer’s yard for repairs the new sehoonei
Charles H. Trickcy, which parting a hawsei
when outside while being towed to Horst
Island harbor, received injuries to the sten
rail, boat and hull which necessitated he:
being brought back to this city.
Foster is fitting up an ice cream saloon 01
Center street near the Sagadahoc.
At the yards—At Rogers’ yard the easteri 1
barge will be launched next week. Work wil
then begin on a schooner.
Work upon tin
keel of a bark has already begun.
At Gos:
and Sawyer’s the 500 ton whaler is near];
timbered out. The Quaker City is being rig
ged and fitted for sea. The saw mill at tlx
upper yard is well along. The small schoone
is being framed.
At Chapman and Flint’!
yard the 1500 ton ship is partly ceiled. At tin
Morse yard their 500 ton schooner is timbered
out. At Deering and Donnell's the 300 tot
fruiter is being caulked and will launch tin
last of May.
There will be services at Grace churcli
Thursday at 10.30 a. m. and 4 p. m.
The High School Cadets had their first strec
drill this season Tuesday afternoon.
They
presented a veteran-like appearance.
The band shook every building on From
street at its rehearsal last night.
ROCKLAND.

Wednesday, May 21.
Real estate transfers

yesterday:—Hannah

Ludwig to Sophia B. Robbins, land at
Rockland; Lemuel Ludwig to Geo. W. Rawley, laud at St. George; Walter Philbrick tc
Mehitable A. West,
land and building at
C.

Rockland.

Achom, Hastings & Veazie arrange goods
plate glass windows as tasty as

in their fine

any other firm in Rockland.
They received
an invoice of goods yesterday.
Mr. Fred Smith, son of Capt. Jacob Smith,
aged about 22 years, died at his home Tuesday
morning of hemorrhage of the lungs.
Quack doctor are again circulating their
circulars about town.
Potatoes retail for $1.20 per bushel.
for 25 cents per box a(
Strawberries sell

Mather’s.
The best

$12 per

of hay can be obtained foi

quality

ton.

Mr. Leauder Thomas is the first man to
have potatoes up in the city this season.
Our citizens are mowiner their lawns, addina

beauty to their fine residences.

Lameyer is at Kailway
piece of new rail and

Schooner Edward
wharf

receiving

a

plank.
A daring burglary

was
perpetrated at the
hardware store of J. P. Wise & Son last night.
Mr. Wise generally goes through his store
before locking up, but omitted it last evening,

and it is supposed the robbers were secreted
in the second story, as no place could be found
where they entered. They took a dark lantern
from the window, filled it with oil, and after

lighting it an explosion occurred, blowing it to
pieces, and it is quite probable somebody got
his fingers scorched.
They deposited the
lantern in a basket of cuttle fish, setting them
afterwards
carrying it to the sink and
fire,

on

extinguishing it, probably saving a destructive
city property. This was certainly very
thoughtful for robbers. They carried away
Mr. Wise’s entire stock of revolvers, plated
cutlery ware, shears and all of his best pocket
fire to

ware; also opened the money drawer taking
several dollars in coppers, and obtained quite
an amount of postage stamps, postal cards and
money from Mr. Wise's desk, all valued at
about $250. They escaped from the store by
unlocking a door opening on Main street. No
clue has yet been obtained, and it is thought
they are the same ones who entered One’s
time
store a short
City Marshal
ago.
for the robbers pretty
Crockett is looking
sharp, and if he succeeds in capturing them it
will be quite a feather in his cap.
A meeting of the Young Men’s Christian Association will be held at their ball in Jones’
Block to-morrow evening.
Schooners are in the harbor loaded and
D. II. Ingraham,
ready for sea as follows:
2,510 casks for Kichmond; J. R. Bodwrell,
with granite from Vinalhaven for Washington;
Lucy Ames, with lime for New York; Olive
Avery, Ruth Ilodgdon, Susan and Monticello
ditto: Florida with lime for Haverli ill; Tennessee, with coal for Hurricane.
At a Greenback caucus last evening the
following delegates were selected to attend the
held at Portland,
State Convention to be
J. F. Hall, G. L. Snow, L. R.
June5d:
A. Pcrrigo, E.
H.
S.
GHobbs,
Campbell,
Spear, T. W. Hix, Jr., Edwin Sullivan,
Gilbert Ulmer, F. C. Cobb, S. G. Prescott,
John Carr, G. O. Payson, Jonathan Spear, S.
W. McLoon and F. L. McLaughlin.
Messrs. John F. Fogler and Geo. E. Tony
had quite an
experience with an Indian
woman in the latter gentleman’s store
yester-

i’UII

10
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VHJ

would

that he has just received
Fresh and Stylish stock of

announce

GENTS’ LIGHT

<

between the Classical school nine of Hallowell and the Pinafores of Augusta. The
game resulted in a draw and will be played
again next Saturday.
Mr. Wm. Walker, the city bill poster, is
erecting new bulletin boards amounting to

and tlie

Spring

T.

WOODWARD,
COAL. !

W. A.

or

Single Ton.

Telegraph Building, BATH,
P. O. Box

my 9

an

If you

extensive sale.

have any idea of buying Furniture, Carpets, Window
Shades, Feathers, Mattresses or Bedding, don’t fail

to

give us

a

fie.

d3w

myl2

LEIGHTON,
A

1,

Dr. L. J. Crocker has sold his drug stand
at the corner of State and Winthrop streets,
to Mr. Chas. Guppy and Mr. F. W. Kinsman, Jr., and will hereafter be known as
the firm of Guppy & Kinsman. Mr. Gup-

py has had over seven years’ experience,
and Mr. Kinsman has had four. Both parties are endorsed by all the leading physicians as being competent to compound and
meaicines

uispense drugs,
with the greatest accuracy. The young
gentlemen have our hearty wishes, hoping
they may have a liberal share of the public
ana

chemicals

patronage.
A

CENTRE ST

thunder shower visited our city
Wednesday noon. The rain poured dowrn
in torrents, mingled with hail stones-nearly
as large as marbles.
The lightning was
sharp and the thunder was terrific.
There is to be a grand walking match between Edw. Murphy of this city and E. G.
Brackett of Portland. Mr. Brackett is a
very fast walker, having won every match
he ever walked. It will no doubt be a very
interesting match, as neither of them ever

known

Yachts Antelope

organized in Saco;

and Edwin B. Smith

launched to-day. The frame of the
Yacht Club’s boat house on Proprietor’s
wharf is nearly ready for raising.
Somebody seems to have a strong antipathy to the dogs on Common street, Saco,
three were poisoned yesterday and two this
morning. There are some on Pleasant
street that can be spared as well as not.
They certainly would be missed.
The Saco Steam Fire Engine company
were presented to-day with about thirty feet
were

of small rubber hose for use in and about
their engine room. The lady donor will
please accept the thanks of the company
not only for the gift but for the thoughtfulness which prompted it.

The dwelling house of Joseph G. Deering on Main street, Saco, was entered by
burglars last night, who carried away from
fifty to one hundred dollars worth of solid
and plated silver ware and a pocket book
belonging to Mr. Deering containing a few
dollars.
It is supposed the burglar or
burglars must have entered at the usual entrance door on the southwest side of the
house, as there w-ere no indications that
any windows or any other door had been

opened.
HALLO WELL.
Mr. Alexander Doyle lias returned to this
city from New Orleans, w'liere he has been
modeling a soldier’s monument.
The county convention of the Good Templars
commenced this (Wednesday) morning, and
will hold its meetings during the day and evening.
The building committee of the Congrega.
tional church have advertised for proposals for
a granite church, open until
May 31.
A temperance meeting will be held at City
Hall, Thursday evening, May 22.
One of the J. B.’s attending the Classical
School has been preparing a declamation, and
on Monday last went into a certain barn to try
his vocal organs and practice his gestures.
There was but one other inhabitant of the
barn, that being a setting hen. He commenced, lie warmed to his work, when with a heartrending shriek, the hen flew from her nest.
The J. B. stopped then and there, and it is
feared that his nerves have received a permanent shock, as he goes home on Saturday next.
The hen has not returned to her nest.
We hear that there is to be a ten mile walking match at City Hall on Saturday evening
next, between John Tracy and John McLaugh-

lin?

AFTER YEARS OF SUFFERING.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mock, of Salem, N. C.,
writes under date of March 26th, 1878, that she
suffered for many years with dyspepsia, comThe pain was so
plicated with neuralgia.
severe that she could not rest day or night.
Several physicians attended her without benefit, or even relief. She was considered incurable. By reading the People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, she learned that Dr. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y., successfully prescribed his
Golden Medical Discovery in such cases. She
commenced its use. The pain gradually subsided and digestion became more natural. She
persevered, and in a few weeks was perfectly
and permanently restored.
Her case is a
wonder to all who knew her. Jfi the face of
such testimony, is it not foolish to condemn
Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines, simply because
some almost unknown nostrum
has failed?
Supj)ose you have purchased shoddy goods of
one or two merchants, is it fair to condemn all
merchants as swindlers, and all goods as
shoddy? Those who once try Dr. Pierce’s
Family Medicines ever afterwards speak in
their praise.

J. W.

DUUDVtlW*,

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
jan-'4_

dtf

_

Technology,

Boston.

in Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering, Chemistry, Architecture, Natural
History, Science and Literature, &c. Sc hool of
MECHANIC arts for elementary and manual instruc-

COURSES

tion.

Entrance examinations June 2 and 3 and
and 25, at 0 A. M.
ROBERT H. RICHARDS, Secretary.
WILLIAM B. ROGERS, President.

myl3

PAPER HANGINGS, CURTAINS,

thoron
a scientific basis.
course in Civil
Engineering.
Necessary expenses
very low. Address the President or PROF. E. R.
RUGGLES, Hanover, N. H.
apl7d2m

L. F.

m.¥ovey,

PINGBEETNo.

28

High St.,

(Old No. 8) Portland, Me., Manufacturer of Artificial Limbs and Surgical Apparatus,
Gynechological
Operating Table and Chairs, Double Bass viols,
’Cellos, violas and Violins made and repaired. Also
Spirit Levels, Patterns, Models, and all jobs requiring skill and experience, at prices adapted to the
times.

my2d&wlm

Dixon’s American Graphite
everlasting axle grease.
The Bent Known Lubricator.
Trial Package Free.

Warren W.
manufacturer*’ Agent,

n»yl7

$1
Proportional

Cole,

4S Exchange St.

returns every week

eodtf

Stock Options of
$20, $50, #100, $500.
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address,
T. I’ottcr Wight & Co, Hankers,
35 Wall St. New York.
mhldly
on

20_dlw*
Eo Ect.

UP Corner.tenement
Seven
Sun all
stairs

in new house at Woodford’s
rooms with all modern im-

my3eodtf

TT

having

11

Congress

been

secured
for
O
Dances, Parties, Lectures, &c., by applying to E. A.
SAWYER, 161 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHITNEY, 178 Middle St.oc7dtf

The United States
or all proposals.

reserves

the right to reject any

A. S.

KIMBALL, Captain and
my!7

ANNUAL

A.

Q. M., U.

S. A
d(3t

MEETINGS^

Portland Company.
Annual

Meeting.

Stockholders of the Portland Company are
hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of this
corporation will be held at the office of the company
at their works, on TUESDAY, the 27th day of May,

THE

at 3 o’clock in the
poses. viz:
1st—To act on the

afternoon,

for the

following

pur-

report of the Directors and Treas-

urer.

2d—To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
3d—To see if the Stockholders will restore to article
2d of the By-laws the following, viz:
“No business shall be transacted or votes passed at any
meeting of the stockholders, excepting a vote to
adjourn to some future time, unless there be present in person or by proxy, stockholders
holding
and representing not less than seven hundred anu
fifty shares in the capital stock.
4th—To act on any other business that may come before the meeting.
RUFUS D. BEAN,
Clerk.
Portland, May 12, 1879.

myl3
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Maine Eclectic Medical Society.
Meeting the Maine Eclectic
will be liolden at the Preble
THEMedical Societythe
4tli
of

House, Portland, on
28th inst., at 10 o’clock
requested.

Per

of May, the
A full attendance is
J. L. WRIGHT,

Wednesday

a. m.

order

myl4d2\v*

Sec’y.

Patent Papyrograph
is a new and useful invention for the rapid
production of fac simile copies of any writor other
ing,
work which can be
done with pen and ink.

drawing

Autograph Letter**
Papyrograph Slide in
o dmary Letter Press.

The

Circulars,

&c.,

are

first written upon a
sheet of paper In the
usual way, and from

an

3

Sebago. Apply

to

Street.
L. W. FILK1NS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, New York.
President,
octldtf

white

TIIOUBANDS are already in successful use in
Government Offices, Colleges, Academies, Public and
Private Schools, Railway and Insurance Offices, also
by business men, Clergymen, Sunday School Superintendents and others.
O. K. Gerrish, Esq, of Portland, says:—“The
Zuccato’s Papyrograpn purchased of you about a
ypar and a half since has not only proved entirely
Mati»fa< tory, in warranting all that was claimed
for it, but has become as it were, a necessity in my
office, the remark of clerks having often been ‘Don’t
know how we could get along without that Papyrograph.’ I take pleasure in recommending it.”
For specimens of work, Testimonials, Price List
and further information, please address

THE PAPYROGRAPH CO.,
&

43

MHETrt'KGT

NTKEET,

my2dtf

on

premises.

the

PLEASANT KOOMS TO LET.
second floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air and water. Heat and gas furnished.
of

of

rooms on

one room on

dress L. E.

sun-

third floor. References exchanged.

T., Daily

je!2

Through

Tickets to New

J. B.
mli31

CDlTIiE, Jr.,

MT.

DESERT
SOIMER

a

rooms

The above
good cultivating land.
will be let together or separate to a responsible party.
Also a brick house on Fremont Place containing 13
rooms, divided for two families. Terms moderate.
Apply to E. Ponce, at his new cigar store, No. 127
Federal St., under U. S. Hotel.
ap26tf

REAL

Hojt, Fogg

&

Farm for Sale in West Falmouth.
of

now

NO. 193 MIDDLE STREET,

House Cleaning

a

ME.

eod3y2m

Pleasure!

WASHING DAYMADE EASY.

COALINE!
A new article which has no
equal for Washing
Clothes, Cleaning Paint, Window Glass, Marble, Geld
Frames, Oil Carpets &c.; will also Remove Sta
and Grease Spots from
Clothing and Carpets,
cheaper than soap. No lady after she has onceuis
Coaline win be without it. For sale
by all Grocers
at 40 cento
per

Cinllon.

Call for Circular.

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
lOO Commercial Street.
Proprietors for the State of Maine. Caurnmr,
wanted m ever, town in Mnine.
mhlldSm

Vaults (’loaned and Ashes Removed
AT SATISFACTORY

PRICES.

?*■ promptly attended to, by calling

ing

oc2dtf

R,

GIBSON,

excellent

land, altwo-story house,

acres
anew

a wood lot of 12 acres,
with wood house and carriage house attached, barn
40x55 with shed. Abundance of water indoors and
out. Said farm is within 7 miles of Portland, within
two minutes walk of depot on the M. C. R. R., also
close by one of the best schools in town. Near
so

factory &c. Cuts about 40 tons of first-class hay.
First-class pasture with plenty of water. For further particulars inquire of \V. It. Anthoine. 48 Exchange St., or Benj. W. Swett, on the premises.
d3t&wlt*
my20__

$3000

LOOK !!
in the western part of the city, containing nine rooms, bath-room and wash-room,
cemented cellar, furnace and water closet, gas fixtures, Sebago and brick cistern all in good order,
pear trees and grape vines in bearing condition. If

HOUSE

will be rented.
Inquire of M. C. Merrill at 220 Spring
between 12 and 1 or after six o’clock, p. m.
soon

my20_

HOUSE

street,

SALE.
of double House No. 770 Congress
ONE-HALF
Street, now completed and re« Jy for occupan-

cy. Said house is first class in every respect.
room, sitting room, bath room and kitchen finished
in hard wood. Plumbed for hot and cold water.
White marble mantles, grates, &c., &c. Cemeuted
cellar and everything first class, and will he sold at a
A. M. SMITH,
very low price. Enquire of
aulOeodtf
End of Portland Pier.

Dining

Woodford's, Three

Near

Minutes Walk from Horse Cars and M.
C. R. R. Station, One Mile from Portland.

desirable residence known as the “Cobb”
House, has recently been put in thorough repair and will be leased as either single or double
tenement on very reasonable terms. Stable attached
to the house. Address or apply to EVERETT
SMITH, 100 State Street, Portland, Me.
eodtf
ap22_

THE

All
on or

Friday Evening

sewer

drainage

cottage house,

No.

and

Seoago

WM.

Vt0 loan

water.
Terms
H. JERRIS.
dlw*

011

FOR

Peaks’ Island. Enquire of
BRACKETT, at Greenwood,

To Let

J. W.
ap29eodtf

on

Peaks’ Island.

Country Residence For Sale.
In the pleasant village of Yarmouth, 30 minutes ride from Portland, a Cottage House and Stable,
acres

orders
address-

588 Congress St.

at

excellent

land

and

leave Portland at 11.1 o p. m.
Commencing May 2, CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.
Mw. K. Dennison, will leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, every Houilny, Wednesday ami Friday
at lO o’clock, or on arrival of Steamevening*,
boat Tram from Boston, for Bangor, touching at
Rockland, C'aimlen, Uucoluville, Bela*t,
Sieaiv-port, Sin ml v Point. Ruck*uort. Winter port, and
Hampden, arriving m Bangor
about 10 o’clock the next morning.
Returning will leave Bangor every Holiday,
Wednesday and Friday Horning*, at 0

o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
about 5 p. m., connecting with Portland and Boston
Steamers, and Pullman Night Train and Early
Morning Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E.

CUSHING. General Manager,

Portland, May 17th,

1879.

ALLAN

no2dtf

LINE.

The

Shortest Possible Sea Route Betu
the United States and Fuglaud.

SPEED

SAFETY

COMFORT

&

eeu

myl2d3w*

Residence for Sale.
large two-story House with ell and stable atabout twrenty
TH tached,
of tillage land with
situated at

Oak Hill,
young orchard,
Scarborough,
near the Thornton Mansion, and belonging to the
estate of the late Emery Moody, deceased.
The
above is one of the most attractive and desirable locations in this vicinity for a Summer Residence,
commanding a fine view, and being within a fewr
minutes walk of the P. S. & P. R. R. depot, as also a
short drive of either Portland. Saco, Old Orchard or
Libby’s Beach. For terms ana particulars enquire of
I*. .1. LARRABEE, Administrator,
mli24tf_IQil 1-2 Middle St.

REAL ESTATE For Sale at No.
C. H.

SMITH

dtf_231i and 238 Middle St.

A story and half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blacksmith
Shop, all in good repair and nearly new.
Lot contains about one acre, excellent
garden and well of water. This property is situated about four miles from Portland on the Gray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for $075.00,
and is the best bargain in Deering.
Inquire on the premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOHN C. COBB, 311-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
All but $200 can remain on Mortgage,
mil 2 5

d&wtf

MOne

FOR SAFE.
both of the elegant Brick Dwelling

or
on

Houses

the corner of Pine and Carlton
Streets, in this city.
The Houses are now being finished and are
open for inspection.
For particulars apply to

FAHHETT, Architect,
Centennial Block, Ezehauge Street.
dtf
Portland, Aug. 5, 1878._
F. II.

Mew Two Story House for Sale.
No. 8 Ellsworth street. 10 rooms, good

cellar and
HOUSE
terms

Wharf, Boston.

FOR THE ISLANDS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New
Australia.

Zealand

NEW YORK AND

TIIE

to said Committee. Parties desiring to
furnish the same will notify the undersigned, or
Street Commissioner.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS.
Chairman Committee on Streets &e.
21
tf
my

To the Harbot' Commissioners of
tlie City of Portland.
undersigned are desirous of building a
whart with a sea wall or dam and water gate,
across the outlet of Barberry Creek on the south side

TIIE

ask the consent of your board
D. W. CLARK, & CO.
Portland, May 19, 1879.

of Fore River and

Portland, May 19,1879.

On the
meet the

it is ordered
foregoing petition
and such others

terested,

on

petitioners

that

we

are

in-

as

Tuesday. May 27th,

at 4 o’clock p m.
or Fore river at the outlet of
And it is further ordered that the
above petition together with this our order thereon
be given by publication in two of the daily papers
published in Portland for seven days at least
C. H. FARLEY.
previous to the hearing.

the South side

Commencing May 19, 1879.
TICKETS BETWEEN BOSTON AND

New York

Harbor Commissioner.

my20d7t

Walnut and Fox Streets.
Elm, from Cumberland towards Congress St.
Congress Street, east of Lafayette and west of

drainage. Lot 38x75. The most
liberal
offered, viz: one-third cash, balance on
6
a term of years at
per cent, interest. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Reale Estate, or Canal
National Bank.
mhldtf

Returning,

steamer leaves Pier 40, North River,
at 5.30 p. m., arriving in Boston 6 a. m.
Stateroom* at usual prices. Berths Free.
Supper 50 cents.
Connecting train makes no stop at any* station between Boston and the boat. No stop-over allowed.
Tickets good only on
of sale for continuous passage and by connecting boat.
CHARLES P. CLARK,
A. C. KENDALL,
General Manager.
Gen. Pass. Agent,
eod3m
my 17

day

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia &
England

Hew

Cumberland St., from Washington to North St.
West Commercial Street.
North St., continuation to Quebec St.
North St., continuation to Congress St.
Middle St., towards Hancock St.
Portland St., from Grove St. to Weymouth St. and
up Weymouth to Congress St.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
AUeat:

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

CITY OF PORTLAND SS.

FROM
in

conuection with

BOSTON,
COLONS’
ROAD.

OLD

RAIL-

BOSTOjNT to the south,
Semi-Weekly Eiuc, Quick Time,
Rate*, Frequent Departures.

Low

forwarded daily to FALL
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamers, sailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C., Washington, D. C., (George-

City Clerk’s
To

whom it may

C.j Alexandria, Va.,

Lines.

Office,

May 15, 1879.

)

}

concern:

Nqtice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
order, -which is made a part of this notice.
Attest:
If. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
myl6,23,30&je2
CITY OF PORTLAND.
proposals will be received by the Committee on Public buildings for the plumbing to
be done in the new School House corner Pine and
West Sts., according to plans, to be seen at the office of F. H. Fassett, 93 Exchange street.
Address proposals to Committee on Public BuildillCS.
GKO. WAT.TCKT? Cliairninii
dlw
my20

SEALED

and all Rail

Through Rates named and Bills of Lading given
from any point in New England to Philadelphia.
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
190 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Win. P. Clyde & Co., General
Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware
Ave.. Philadelphia.
x
febG
tf

THE

CITY OF PORTLAND.
proposals will be received by the Comon Public Buildings for
furnishing
heating apparatus for heating with steam, the new

SEALED

School House corner Pine and West Streets, according to plans to be seen at office of F. H. FASSt.
Address proposals to
SETT, 93

Exchange
Committee on
my20dlw

Public Buildings.
GEO. WALKER, Chairman

City

of Portland.

May 17, 1879.
order passed the City Council May
10, 1879, for such purpose, the Joint Standing Committee on Finance of the City Portland will
receive proposals

BY

virtue of

Until
the

an

12 o’clock HI. of June 16th, 1879,
Purchase of the City’* Interest in

8tock*9

Bonds and

Mortgages

Portland and Rochester Railroad

of the

Company,

exclusive of the Accumulated Sinking Fund, said
road being 52 Vc miles long, extending from Portland, Maine, to Rochester, N. H.
The City Couucel reserve the right to reject any or
all bids not believed to be for the Interest and advantage of the Cty.
Information in regard to the condition of the interest of the City in said stocks, bonds and mortgages may be obtained of the Mayor, Chairman of
the Committee.

GEO. WALKER, Mayor,
WILLIAM T.

1870,

Corns, Bunions and
without pain, and satisfaction

CHENEY,
Dentist,
II.

H. Hay’s.

All operations in dentistry performed at prices to
suit ths times and warranted first-class.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of Nitrous
Oxide Gas, which we manufacture ourselves and always have on hand fresh.
Pleasant St.

dly

ocl4_

JOY to SUFFERING HUMANITY
Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
glad that there is ONE that can CURE all vour diseases, or greatly modify your sufferings, without tho
use of POISONOUS DRUGS.

T7WILDE,

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
Located at the IT. S. Hotel, Portland, He.,
has had unparallelled success in ALL Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to. for the last five years in Portland, as many
will testify. Go and see for yourselves. Consultation Free. Patients from out of town can be furnished with board at reduced rates. P. O. Address

ap23d3m

AM still U. S. Claim Agent, and collect arrears of
Pensions under late law for soldiers or their
heirs from date of discharge or death. Widows, dependent Mothers and Fathers aref entitled from date
of discharge or death.
My lone service of fifteen years in the Claim business enables me to guarantee settlement of all claims
entrusted to my care.
Suspeuded or rejected Pension Claims or any
claims against the Government successfully prose-

I

ii.

PORTLAND.

_

fe5

d&wtf

HEALTH LIFT-ROOMS,
Street,

middle

PORTLAND, MAINE.
J. H.

—on—

Eastern Railroad,
—AND—

SOUND

a. m.

PASSENGER

74

$4.50!
York, and the 1.00 P. M. trains with the Fall River.
Providence and Norwich Lines.

OFFICES:

EXCHANGE

Ntnlcrooni*

ST.,

—AIS'D—

GAUBERT,

Proprietor.
dtf

ja22’_

“Maine Blackwood”
To

Lot !

For the season of 1879 to a thoroughly responsible
party, at a reasonable price. Address
J. H. SMITH, Sherwood House,
44th St., and 5tli Aye., N. Y. City
mylGdltv

Eui;ntf«Mt iii Ailvnure.

TO NEW YORK

DEPOT AT FOOT OF I ADI A ST.

VIA

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

ALL

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
inaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Sau Franci*co,
and all points in the

KAIL

Including transfer

across
as

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

lines.

TICKETS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

MONDAY,

Feb.

trains

—AND—

3.30 p. m.
7.15 a. m. runs through to Burlington and Swanton, connecting at Wing Road, for all points on
Boston, Concord & Montreal R. R.; at St. Jolinsbury with Passumsic R. R. for Newport, Sherbrooke, &c.; at East Swanton with Central Vermont R.R. for St. Johns and Montreal; at Swan.
ton with Central Vermont for Ogdensburg via

& Lake Champlain R. R.
3.30 p. m. runs to Upper Bartlett.
Trains arrive in Portland from Upper Bartlett
intermediate stations at 11.00 a. m.
From Vermont 8.45 p. m.

TO

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, San Francisco,

3, 1S79

leave Portland for
gja^Upper Bartlett, Fabyan’s and inter■■
mediate stations at 7.15 n. in., and

"

above,

Trains leave Portland via Boston & Maine R. R. at
8.45 a.m., 1.00, 3.30 p.m.; via Eastern R. R. at
3.05, 8.45 a. m., 1.00 p. m., connecting with all rail

fe!5___dtf
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R

Passenger

LINES,

Boston in carriages,

$8.00!

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Commencing

DINES

Including transfer across Boston In any carriage stationed at the depots. Trains leaving Portland at
8.45 A. M. connect with Stonington Lino for New

All

Points South

Principal

and

West,
For Mnle

at Oilier, in Depot., Commercial
Street, anil at Allen’. C'aioa FnM.cnger Ollier, \JS Exchange SI.
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.

and

JAS. T. FURBER, General Sup’t B. & M. R. R.,
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
Janl8
dtf

J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
Portland, Jan. 31,1870.
febldtf

Portland and Worcester Line.

HOTELS.

PORTLAND A’ RDrWFKTFR R R
NOVEMBER

ALDRICH

1878.

Leave Preble

R. I.

FIRST-CLASS HOTEL. Rated reduced
Travellers,
JbwjfSjjRto 83 per day for Commercial
May 1st. This Hotel is two
UJrijrif
Ugcomineneing
■MMOimiiiutes walk from the General Passenger Depot, and near the Steamboat landing.
JA.U

in.

7.30 A. M.

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car for Boston, via Nashua and Lowell.
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads). At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Cowell
12.15 p.m., Roston l.lop.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and
YVorcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
trains South and West.
1.00 P. Ml. Steamboat Express for New
London.
Through Car for Lowell and
Roston. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great Falls, at Epping for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua for
Cowell and Boston, at Ayer Junction
for Fitchburg and the West, via lloosac
Tunnel Eiue, at Worcester with Boston
&
Railroad for New Y ork, at Putnam with “Boston & Philadelphia
Express
Line’’ for Philadelphia, Raltimore and
YVashington, at New Condon with Norwich Line Steamers, due at Pier No. 40,
North River, New Y'ork, at 0.00 a. m.
From Preble Street.
5.30 p. m.
Mixed for
Rochester and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 0.45, 11.00 a. m., and
8.50 p. m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m.,
1.15 and 11.00 p. m.
Close connections made at YVcstbrook J unction
with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

a

A. W

ALDKK'H,

my2dlm

I’roprictor.

SlieiiflT’s

Sale.

CUMBERLAND,

SS.
oil execution ami
auction on the seventh

will be sold at. public
day of June, A. D. 1879,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriff’s Office
in Portland, in said county, all the right in
equity
which Louisa H. Connitt, of said Portland, in said
county, had on the fifteenth day of January, A. D.
1877, at two o’clock and ten minutes in the afternoon, to redeem the following described mortgaged
parcels of real estate situated on Cross street, in said
Portland, one of said parcels being described as follows, to wit: Beginning at a tree formerly standing
by said Cross street, in the center of the lot formerly
owned by William Codman and Jo'shua Kodgers;
thence southwesterly through the centre of the
dwelling house formerly on said lot and to the rear
lot formerly owned by said Codman; thence southeasterly by the Codman lot to land formerly of Ebonezer Owen; thence by said Owen lot to Cross
street; thence northerly by Cross street to the first
bound. Being the same premises conveyed by deed
of the Maine Bank to Edward Howe, deceased, dated Nov. 15, 1815, and recorded in Cumberland
Registry of Deeds. The other of said parcels being
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at a post formerly in the southeasterly corner of the original lot
above described; thence running southwesterly by
said lot two hundred and two feet and two inches
more or less, to land formerly
belonging to Mary

TAKEN

Albany

—

street.

J. M.

HOUSE,

PROVIDENCE,

Trains will run as follows:
Leave Grand Trnuk Depot,
Portland, at 7.30 a. ui. aud
1.00 p. in.
St. Station at 7.40 a. m., 1.12 and 5.30

__~

p.

18,

Hall; thence southeasterly sixty-seven feet, more or
less, by said Hall lot to a court or passage way twenty feet in width, Laid down on a plan of said land;
thence northeasterly by said passage way one hundred and eighty-five feet, more or less, to Cross
thence northwesterly by
said
Cross
street;
street to the first bound fifty-five feet, with the right
in .said passage way. Being the same premises conveyed by deed of Samuel T. Thomas and others by
deed dated Sept. 14, A. D. 1846, duly recorded in
said Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book
199, page
180, saving and excepting what has been conveyed
to Joshua Richardson, and also a small strip of land
sold by said Edward Howe to Thomas Cummings
and others by deed dated Sept. 22, A. D.
1866, and

LUNT, Supt.

MAINE RAILROAD.
ARRANGEMENT.

Monday, Feb1N79, Trains will
PORTE AND FDR
BOSTON at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
arriving at Boston at 1.30, 5.30, 8.00 p. m.
leave
Boston at 7.30 a. in., 12.30, 3.30
eturning,
p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10, 5.10, 8.00 p. in.
F'or Scarborough Reach, Pine Point, Old
Orchard Reach, Saco, Biddcford and
Kcnucbunk at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45 p.
On and after

17,

recorded in said Cumberland Registry of Deeds,
346, page 370,
Dated at said Portland this sixth day of May, A.D.
1879.
E. R. BROWN, Deputy Sheriff.

book

m.

For Wells, No. Rcrwick, Salmon Fulls,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter, Haverhill, North Audovvr, Law-

_Piy8__

law3wTh

BAVKRI'PTCY.—District Court of the
rence, Amlover aud Cowell at 8.45 a. m.,
United States, District of Maine. In the mat1.00, 3.30 p. in.
ter of Charles H. Fling, Bankrupt.
For Rochester, Farmington aud Alton Bay
This is to give Notice that a petition has been preat 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
sented to the Court, this seventh day of May by
For Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence) !
Charles
H. Fling of Portland, a Bankrupt, individuat 8.45 a. m., (via New Market Junction) at 3.30
ally ami as a member of the firm of H. & C. H. Fling,
p. m.
The 8.45 A. M. train connects with the Stoning- I praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from .all his debts, individual and co-partnerton Line for New York, and the 1.00 P. M. with
ship, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon
the Fall River Providence and Norwich Lines.
The 3.30 train from Portland mnncpta
all
Rail lines for New York.
Through Ticket* to nil E’oiut* South aud
Went nt lowest rate*.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, East port, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrenco and Bostou.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points Vest and
South may be had of Iff. ■>. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Allen'.*
Union Ticket Office, 28 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,

felo_

IN

reading said

I
I

5,

dtf

1

12.35, and 11.45 P.M.
For Nkowhcguu at 12.30, 12.35 and 11.45 p. m.
For
Hallowell, Gardiun- ami
Brunswick at 7 a. m., 12.3o, 5.20 and 11.45 p.
m.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Ijcwi*toii via Brunswick, at
7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. in.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.35 and 5.20 j>. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Wiiithrop,
Rcadticld, Wc*t Watcrvillc aud Wutcrvillc via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

Passenger Train, leave at 12.30 and 5.13 p. m.
The train leaving at 11.45 p. m. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland Junction with a mixed train for
Lewiiion, Auburn,
winthrop mill WutervHlc. The 12.30 p m
is the day train and 11.43 p. in. is the
Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping ear attached;

White A*h

PAYSOX TUCKER, Sup’t
Portland, May 1st,- lajy.
fclotf

i

NEW.

Kindling*.

AI*o, Cargo Nova Sroiia Wood, and
Rock .Maple, ttrst quality.
And Urci'U Hard Wood.
FOB MATE CHEAP!

close connection at Bangor for all stations on the E. & N. A.
Railway, and for Ml.
John aud Halifax. The 11.43
p.,m. train
makes close connection at
Bangorforallstations
on Bangor tk
Pisrntnquis B. It.. Boulton, H ood.toc!,, Mt. Andrew*, Mt.Mlephen,
frrederiehlou, Port Fnirlield, and C aribou.

t

LET,

SOMETHING

making

_

BE

family

Au^UNta,

intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
& L. R. R. ai 0.25
From Lewiston at
p. m.
5.55 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at
1.55 a. in.

thirty

of which are wide and important avenues
through
which horse car lines run to all parts of the
city and
suburbs.
This hotel is directly opposite the Boston and Albany depot and within two minutes’ walk of the Old
Colony depot; it presents a tine appearance, is in excellent order, has a large billiard and bar room and
barber shop on the ground
floor, a passenger elevator and the modern improvements.
As a
hotel it has always been a favorite,lias
a large number of
permanent boarders, and has always maintained the highest reputation.
The hotel, with the furniture &c, which also belongs to the corporation, will be leased upon terms
suited to the times.
An examination of the premises will show that an
excellent opportunity is here offered.
None but persons of experience and means, with
the best of references, need apply.
For particulars call upon or address
GEORGE G. CROCKER,
Treasurer of the United States Hotel Co.
Office 14 Pemberton square. Hours for U. S. Hotel business, from 1 to
p. m.
myl7eod2w

leave PortPnMfui^pr
lor Bangor. Dexter. Bclfa«t aud Wutervillc ait 12.30,

P;
K.

k..i

n

This Hotel, the largest in the city, having
3,
Heafour hundred rooms, including three
hum
rooms, is within five minutes’
JUfUldred guest
of the business centre and the
liljHiliV'valk
leading
theatres. It encloses a large
open area, and
is bounded by Beach, Kingston and Lincoln sts. all

1819.

Pamenger Train, arrive in Portland a*
follows: The morning trains from
Augusta. GarBath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
a* m*
The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
mi#
Belfast, Skowliegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all

tl.nt

■

Train*

™

r.iurl

the seventh day of July, A. D.
1871), before the Court in Portland, in said District
at 10 o’clock A. M. and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the bust publication
to be
days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be
\VM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
law3 wTh&w 1 wit)
>ny8•

TO

RAILROAD.
MAY

l»v tli<»

same, on

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
BOSTON.

Maine Central
MOXDAY,

Petition

It ia

upon the

DRinrmo^D, For Lewiston and Auburn.

NO. 88 EXCHANGE STREET,

337

Boston & Maine R. R.

follows:

as

Lewiston Junction.
12.50 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.15 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.30 p. m. from So. Paris (Mixed).
0 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

BOX 1953, Portland, Me.

Bounty and Pensions

d.

—VIA—

leave

&m.,

of

corner

will

fe-^iL E A V E

lay,

Residence, 28 High,

New Yorli.

ARRIVALS.
from Lewiston and Auburn.
Passengers from Gorham connect with this train at
8.30

Finance.

lB«

over

trains

passenger

Portland

SPRING

MEDICAL.

KIDDLE ST.,

—TO—

7.10 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
8.00 a. m. for Gorham (Mixed).
12.25 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.30 n. m. for Tslsunl Pond OiipW 'MYtntrnal nml
west.
5.30 p. m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

}*!?!!!???!:v5£i>,|,«*,y

No. J.»S

TICKETS

and after MONDAY, Feb. 17th,

On

__

DR. C. J.

^EXCURSIONS.

On and after ITIouilay, Feb. 17,
Trams will leave as follows:
Leave Canton at 4.30 and 0.20 a. m.
Returning leave Mechanic Falls 7.05
a. m. and 3.15 p. in., Lewiston at 1.50 p. in., Portland at 1.30 p. m.
febl7tf
1. WASHBURN, Jit., President.

B0ST0jT&

mayl7dtd

Bad Nails removed

mylutf

HAXLHOiix>.

oc

WILLIAM M. MARKS,
GEORGE II. ABBOTT,
JAMES E. FICKEIT
on

Tickets good only on day of sale for continuous
passage on train leaving Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, at I P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) and steamer from New London connecting therewith.
Tickets and Staterooms secured at Grand Trunk
Depot and Preble Street Station.
No Carriage Transfers.
Mure Connection*
Baggage checked through.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LI NT, Supt.
mhldtf

ROUTE!

AV. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.

J.

chai

SMALL,

JAMES CUNNINGHAM,

Joint Standing Committee

NEW

—VIA—

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

mittee

received and

town, D.
and N\ ater

Portland & Worcester and Norwich Lines

Ogdensburg

cuted.

STEAMSHIP LINES

Leave Poston & Lowell R. R. Depot, Boston, at
8.00 a. m. and 5.35 p. m., arriving in Portland at
1.10 p. m. and 10.55 p.m.
Tickets for sale in Portland at Depot Offices and at
Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange Street; in Poston at
Poston & Lowell R. R. Depot.

arriving

RETURNING,

Lafayette.

Dr. R.

Sold only at 205 Washington st.. at depot foot of
Summer st., Boston, and at Pier 40, North River,
New York. Train leaves Summer st. depot, Boston,
at 6 p. m., week days, connecting at Allyn’s Point
9,15 p. m. with steamers City of New York or City
of Boston, arriving in New York at <3 a. m.

MewYorls.

1.15

a. m. and 1.10 p. m.,
p. m. and 0.35 p. m.

axd

ORDERED,

$4.50

in Poston at

7.40

Cincinnati, St. Eouin, Omaha, Sag-

Aldermen, 1
May 14tli, 1870. )
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in the “Portland Daily Press,” of tins City, for
three weeks successively, that this Board, on MONDAY, the 2d day of June next, at 7V-2 o’clock p. m.,
at the Aldermen’s Room, will hear all parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the following
streets, namely:

°"L1

$4.50

Leave
Grand Trunk Depot. Portland, at
7.30 a. m. and 1.00 p. m., Preble Street Station at

To

City of Portland.
In Board of Mayor

EITHER WAY, FOR

ONE DOLLAR.

Two Through Trains Each Way Daily.

Creek.

I he

LIMITED

FARE REDUCED.

satisfactory

and

JwTNGIiND RJ,

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates at Depot ticket office. Commercial street,
ami at Allen’s Union Passenger Office, 28 Exchange
street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Meats nud
Berth* at Ticket Olliee.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
fel4dtf

AO C IIAVOK of CA RS

Streets &c will pay 90c per
ton for 500 tons more or less of Cobble Paving
Stones delivered on Galt’s Wharf,said stones being

CORNS.

Steamers sail from New York on the 20tli and 30th
of each month, carrying passengers and freight for
San Francisco, as below:
S. S. Colon, May 20 | S. S. Acapulco, Sat’y, May 31.
Connecting at Panama with steamer for San Francisco. The Passage Rates by this line INCLUDE
SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, MEALS and all
necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zealand aud
Australia sold at greatly reduced rates. Circulars
giving full information regarding the climate, soil
and products of all the above countries and the prospects for settlers, sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT & CO.,
10 Broad Nt., Boston.
mli25dly

I.enve Boston at 7.MO n.ita., 14.MO and 7.00
p. m., eonueetiug with NIniue Central
and E. A N. A. Railway for Mi. John nud
Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

$4.50.

$4.50.

on

JAPAN, CHINA,
Islands,

Trip

in.

RETURNING,

Tickets

Grand Trunk It. B. Co. of Canada.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Committee

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

Sandwich

I. INI p.

Night Express with Mleeping Car, for Boston, nt 4.03 a. in. every day (except Mondays).

LPHTED

Good for ten days from date of sale, only

$4.50.

ARRANGEMENT.

PA88ENCJER TRAINS leave Portland
tor Scar boro, Maco, Biddeford, Kentiwbunk, Well*. North Bern irk, Month Ber
wick, C onway Junction, Eliot, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Newbury port, Malem, Lynn,
Chelsea ami Boston, at 8.13 a.
aud

Rumford Falls & Rack field

will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
Jones’ and Trefetben’s and Hog Island Landings at
6.45, 8.30, 11 A. M., mid 1.45 and 5.15 P. M., leaving the Island immediately. Fare for the round trip,
2octs.; Children, lOcts.
C. H. KNOWLTON.
ap28dtf

acres

Enquire

53 Central

For the

The first-class iron mail steamof this line sail from Halifax every alternate Tuesday for Liverpool via St Johns,
N. F., and Queenstown From
Baltimore every
alternate
Wednesday.
From Quebec every Saturday, to Liverpool
via of Londonderry.
Only Five days actual ocean travel via Quebec, and
but Seven via Halifax.
Cabin Passage, $70 and $80 according to location
of Room: Intermediate. $40; Steerage: to British
Ports, $28; London, $31; Hamburg, Bremen, Paris
and Scandinavian Ports, $32. Return and Prepaid
Tickets to and from all parts of Europe at reduced
rates.
For Maps and Sailing Schedule apply to WM.
ALLEN, Jr, 28 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or
LEVE & ALDEN, Gen. Pass. Agents for New
England and Middle States, 271 Broadway, N. Y.
eodtf
ap20

E

of

Washington

210

STEAMER TOURIST

COMBINED.

ers

SPRING

$2.50!

$2^50!

SPECIAL

Round

17, 1870.

LOWELL.

VIA

$2.50!

Railroad,

FEB.

Special limited single tickets, good for two days from
date of sale, only

TRY

ml7tf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

located near

premises._

Davison, Agent,

M. W.

Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

Railroad Wharf.

more

the Post Office and about five minutes walk of the
G. T. Depot. Aj*ply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, Portland; or to I. C. WELCOME, on the

135 Vaughan St.
jftl

R.,

lO

iston will

27

COTTAUELOTjT
or

MACIIIAS.

Eastern

Rich-

street, Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

FOR CALIFORNIA

first class Real Estate
Fi JL
Security, in Portland, or Vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379V2 Congress Street.
no5eodtf

Sale

AND

ARRANGEMENT.

Winter

my2()_
1LTiAlVT
i-TL\Fl.i

dtf

©’clock, or on arrival
of express trains from Boston, for Rockland,Ca*tiue, Deer I«lc, Sedgwick, Mt. DESERT,
(So. West nud Bar Harbor,) Hillbridge,
J one-port nud Hachia*port.
Returning, will leave Hachiasport every Holiday nud Thursday Horning at 4.30 o’cl’k.
Ult. De-crt at 10.00 a. in., arriving in Portland
same evening,
connecting with Pullman Night
train for Boston.
Commencing July 1st the Lew-

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
pleasantly located
THEPine
street, opposite

and

To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line,
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington Street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio

The Favorite Steamer LEWISTON, Capt. Chas. Deerixg,
Master, leaves Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every Tue*«lay and

d2w*

FOR

FORSAFET

Donhaiu, Agents,

PORTLAND,

ESTATE.

the best farms in Falmouth is
offered
ONEfor sale.
Said farm is situated in the center of
the town and contains 46
of

in each,
to suit.

Agent.

Commencing May 30.

Saloon, Bowling Alleys and Billiard
DINING
Room; also New Cottage containing 5
with 6
of

Spriug St.,

General

STEAMBOAT CO.

TO LET ON LONG ISLAND.

on

via the various

Portland, Bangor & Macliias

dtf

NEW

A'ork,

Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.

rooms

ap29

Petersburg

North

corner

not sold

forwarded from Norfolk to

Barberry

after Monday, March 31,1879, the Steamers
JOHN BROOKS and FOREST CITY will alternately
leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, and INDIA
WHARF, Boston, daily, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
(ESP* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.

R.

mond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,

thereto.

Ad-

dtf

or
a

LOOK !

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake. Freight

Press Office.

To Let with Board.

NORWICH, CONN.,
oit

STEAMERS.

On and

TWO-STORY house with eight rooms, near
Evergreen Landing, on the easterly part of
Peak’s Island. Enquire of
J. STERLING,

Steamship*.

JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. CRANE,
WM. LAWRENCE,
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TEEMDAY
and SAT EBB AY.

on

ana small iruiis oi tne nest varieties,

This is the most Simple, Rapid and
Economical Process yet Discovered.

43

Friday,

li.

Each way between

Washington

Flu**

CITY

W. W. CARR.
197 Newbury St.

ap4tf

Baltimore &

Route

SMALL tenements from 5 to 9 dollars each,with

3

or

Inside

ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
and with the eleMonday, Wednesday and
gant and popular Steamer Stonington, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advauce of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins
Adams*. '22 F.ychange St., and \Y. I). Little & Co.’s, 4lJMi Exchange

than 200 fruit trees, grape vines

500 COPIES PER HOUR

OTHERS.

Point Judith.

BOSTON

St., contains a
parlor, sitting-room, bed-room and kitchen on first
floor and two good chambers, with two windows

ZUCCATO’S

Only

the

acres

Payment for the supplies depends upon a future
appropriation for the purpose by Congress.
One copy of this advertisement must be securely
attached to each triplicate proposal, and be mentioned therein as comprising part of it.
Blanks for proposals and specifications containing
detailed information as to quantity and quality of
supplies required,and full instructions as to the manner of bidding and conditions to bo observed by bidders, may be obtained at this office. A copy of the
specifications must be securely attached to such
triplicate proposals and must be mentioned therein as comprising part of it.
A preference will be given to articles of domestic
production, conditions of price and quality being
equal.
The successful bidder will be required to
enter
into a written contract with the United States, with
good and approved security, in a sum not to he less
than one-fifth, nor more than the entire value of the
fupplies bid for, as near as can he ascertained beforehand. within thirty da vs after beimr notified of
tne acceptance of his proposal.
Proposals must be enclosed in sealed envelopes,
marked “Proposals for-” and addressed to
the Post Quartermaster, 159 High Street, Boston,

AEE

To Let.

June,

Mass.

OF

set
trays
laundry, with hot and.
cold water connections to all parts of the house.
Can be arranged for two tenements.
G. M. ELDER, 478 Congress St.
my!2d2w

High Street, Boston, Mass., May 14,1879.

Independence,

NEW YORK.

Avoiding

ToTLet.

Stable To Let.

17th day

LINE

No.

will be vacated
two very desirable
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, addressed to ONE
in
few days at the well-known boarding house
the undersigned, will be received at this office,
SEALED
26 PARK STREET,
of
Gray (new No. 88.)
until 12.15
P.
the
of
on

a. m.

23 Chestnut street, first block below
the church. Has all modern conveniences,
HOUSE
wash
and
boiler in

Situated in the western central part of city.

1879, at which time and place they will be opened
in the presence of bidders, for furnishing and delivering such Coal, Wood, Corn, Oats, Hay, Bran, and
Straw as may be required during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, at the Posts of Forts”Warren
and
Mass.; Preble, Me., and Boston

This is

declGdtf

STEAMSHIP FINE,

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

slied and office lately occupied by
Mooney & Means. One of the best locations in
the city for the coal and wood business.
For particulars inquire at the office of
H. M. PAYSON,
No. 32 Exchange street.
my!7d3w*

Also

PROPOSALS FOR FUEL, FORAGE
AND (STRAW.
Post Quartermaster’s Office,

FOR

M. G. PALMER.

coal

THE

at 10

one-half the rate of

STO\l\«TO\
AHEAD

St.,

and

bailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pa**agc Eight Dollar*.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. NAMPMON, Agent,
de31tf
lO Long Wharf, Ho*tou.

LET.

rooms over my store 132 Middle
a family of two.

Wednesday

Wharfage.
Philadelphia,

[

my3d3w*

of 5
Aflat
very convenient for

PROPOSALS.

M.,

Exchange Street.

Boston.

From LongWharf, Boston, 3 p.
m.
From Pine Street Wharf,

Address with references,

day.

A

~

mill9

COMPENSATORY ART.

THE

To Let.

would call your attention to his new and elegant line
of Paper Hangings and Borders which will be Mold
low for caali, extra care having been given in making selections of the Latest Styles. We have the
largest stock in this County. H. HI. BOVEY,
my8d3w FRONT STREET, BATH, BE.

a

liberal education

Green street, second
above the hay scales. Ten rooms in nice order,
gas,’Sebago water and furnace. Fine large lot
A very
containing
pear and plum trees.
pleasant location, rent $300.
WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate
Agent.
my

CORDS, TASSELS, Ac.

o’clock,

steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, §4; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

R.

Vo

Insurance

brick house No. 2G

d3w

_myl_d2a\v4wM&Tli
Dartmouth College.
Chandler Scientific Department offers

Saturday.

A GOOD TENEMENT TO BE LET.

FOGG, FRONT STREET, BATH.

Sept. 24

THE
ough
Full

with

may

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
IUV

Everybody pleased
the goods and prices.

be printed upon any kind of dry paper
cloth with a common copying press.

EDUCATIONAL.

UJ

Boys’ Suits,

We still have time to wait on a few more customers.
If they come too fast we will engage more

14tli Annual

_

pillow

and

ALL KINDS AND PRICES.

Mass.

Wednesday, May 21.

*v»

ME.

,

FOGG’S CLOTHING EMPORIUM.

159

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 0
P. M., ami leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these

Norfolk,

RAILROADS.

FARE REDUCED!

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Wharf.

Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every

To be Let.

d3w

“the hole in the wall” and will

as

lead the band soon to be

A

KLIPPEL,

myl4

ii.

Wednesday, May 21.
Mr. Ezekiel York, formerly of Biddeford
and leader of the bands in this city,for over
twenty years, has returned to Saco, occupies the cobbler’s shop on Pepperell Square

d3w

FRONT ST., BAT

lost a race.

SACO AND BIDDEFORD.

Mby Suits.

New Stock, just opened.
No Sh *Uly.
Each garment warranted to fit and weai
Full line of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Oil and Rubber
Goods, Trunks, Valises. Late styles
Spring and Summer Hats just in.
Sneoialtv of Fine Gents’ Shirts

help.

STUBBS, Agent,

R. R.

_RAILROADS.
& Rochester

Liue to New York.

Semi-Weekly

of

or

A. R.

PHILADELPHIA

situated in
PLEASANT,
the Western
or without
furniture. Address
P. O. BON, 730, Portland Me.
my21d3t*

provements.
B., Press Office.

BATH,

Styles.

Men’s, Youths’

Co.)

—AND—

sunny residence, well
part of tlic City. With

A.

Popular Clotlilcr

severe

Insurance

To Ect.

TO

JOHN

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston, St
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.; Shedtac,
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I.; Frederiektown, N. B., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
(^“Freight received day of sailing until 4
o'clock p, m,
For Circulars, with maps of P.outes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean

To Eet at Cape Elizabeth Depot.
A TWO-STORY house with ell (furnished or unJ\. furnished) containing 10 finished rooms, all in
excellent repair. Good stable attached and land for
Situated within one or two minutes walk of
epot. Apply to Nutter Bros. & Co., Market Square
Portland.
-fhy21dlw*

apple,

Merchant Tailor,
myl4

and Thursday, at G P. M., for Eastport and
John.
Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same

St.

TO LET.

call.

A. D. STETSON,
Opposite City Hall, Ceutrc St., Hath.

Latest

Monday

garden.

Extaordinary Bargains
such

Ad-

dtf

Maine Steamship Company.

urt.

shall still offer those

given us

eapi-

A convenient RENT of 5 or e
rooms, for a family of three.
Address “B,”” Press Office, giving
location and price.
dtf
my7
Boarders Wanted.
,>
CONGRESS STREET. Newly furnished
^4eO rooms, with or without board, to gentlemen, or gentlemen and tlieir wives; very sunny and
my9d3w*
pleasant; terms moderate.

ME.

ONLY TEN DAYS
Which have

On and after Monday, March
.‘id, the Steamer New Brunswick
Capt. I>. S. Hall, and City of
Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, everv

mhldtf

d3w

I

AliRANGEMENT.

TW O TRIPSPER WEEK.

WANTED.

Ki:\T

and Summer OVERCOATINGS.

By tlie Cargo

a

thousand dollars.

SPRING-

1915, “BUSINESS.”

my20_

Latest Manufactures for

Offers stylish and durable suits for 81 S.OO. Every'
suit warranted. Call and examine goods.
Quirk Sales, Small Proflis, m SNOW’K,
Neal’s Block, opposite P. O.
my8d3w

S.

to

Partner Wanted.
old established paying business, with

an

Nobby Patterns
PANTALOONINGS.

feet of surface.

3,500

Mass. Inst.

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder from tilt
Wine district of France.
Always uniform am
wholesome. Sold only in cans by' all Grocers. A
cun
be
mailed to any address, postage free, or
liound
receipt of 00 cents. KOVAL BAKING POWDEB
171
Duane
CO.,
St., New York. Most cheap powders contain alum;
dangerous to health; avoid them
especially when ottered loose or in bulk. apSOdly

Clean,

a

Eastport, Calai*, St. John, N. IS., Annap1
olis, U'imKor and Halifax, N. S,,
Charlottetown, P. £. I.

Z. THOMPSON, JR.
492 ami 494 Congress street.
my20
_dlw

SUITINGS, IN ital of from live to six
in
dress
P. 0. Box

Latest and

FAS

Wednesday, May 21.
advertising car will arrive to-morrow noon (Thursday). The 'exhibition will be given June 7th.
A game of base ball was played Saturday

Carriage painter. Apply

0.,Batli.

STEAMERS.

international STEAMSHIP CO.

WANTED.

P. T. Barnum’s

i'JUWOimi

and policemen to show their spunk and catch
the robbers who have infested our city so long,
and who the old force were not able to capture.
The people
much
reliance in Mr.
place
Crockett, and they are quite sure he will look
into the matter with shrewdness and pluck.

BLOCK, Opposite

AUGUSTA LOCALS.

day.

Steamer Pioneer arrived at Carver’s harbor
from Portland yesterday afternoon, and is expected here to-day.
An entertainment is to Ire given at Washington Hall by Limeroek Valley Lodge, I. O. of
G. T., next Thursday evening.

was

ant street to-night, resulted most unsatisfactory for the aqueduct company. It was
found the supply was very defective, feeding only one engine at a time. It is quite
probable at an early day a connection will
be made with the Lewiston pipes.
One-legged Robinson has received a response to his challenge from a Portland
party. The walk will occur in Lewiston
at an early day.

At Richardson’s mill throe oil tanks, with a
capacity of 2300 gallons each, await shipment
to Gallup & Holmes’ porgy works
East
at

wim

body

thus far this month.
The Auburn water supply is creating
A trial of two enconsiderable agitation.
gines drawing from the hydrants on Pleas-

and

uoat which

over

SNOW,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
NEAL’S
P.

St. Joseph’s church.
Thirteen marriage intentions in Lewiston

The editor of the Times devotes a six line
jiaragraph of nonsense to knocking down a
man of straw ascribed to our manufacture.

The Creedmoor this morning took the government crew of men that is to work upon
navigation improvements in Back river to upper Hell Gate. Work was commenced this afternoon.
Wm. W. Whipple,agent for the U. S. patent
grates for locomotives, was in town today.
The schooner Adriana, Capt. Sloman, with
lumber from Hallowell for Sing Sing, passed
down river this noon.
The agent for the State Directory has beet
making investigations about town the past feu
days. lie reports many business changes.
At the clothing-emporium of Wm. li. Fogg
at present there is a very extensive assortment
of stylish suits, nobby gent’s furnishing goods
and hats of the latest spring and
suinmei
styles. Mr. Fogg always uses taste in selecting
and
does
on
the
business
square.
goods
Juvenile fishermen frequent the wharves.
A very high tide this noon.
The click of croquet is again heard in the
land.
At Newcastle y-esterday afternoon Edw ill
Perkins lost by fire his barn, hay and farmin j
utensils. Loss $600; insurance $300.
Capt. Dunbar has just completed a pleasurt

inquest

The

concluded
The jury exonerate the
Tuesday night.
railroad company from blame, and charge
the cause of the accident to the victim’s
own carelessness.
The nuptials of Woodbury Pulsifer, son
of J. D. Pulsifer, Esq., of Auburn, with
Miss Addie C. Pennell, occurred Tuesday
morning, at the residence of the bride’s
father, R. C. Pennell, Esq. A brilliant
company of over one hundred guests were
present, and the affair was the leading sociThe toilettes of
ety event of the season.
the ladies were elaborate. The bride’s costume was of catdinal and., white check.
Over eighty presents were made by friends.
Rev. G. S. Dickerman conducted the ceremony. The bridal party started Tuesday
on a tour to New York, up the Hudson to
Albany, returning via Boston.
Owen Dealey has been elected sexton of
Patrick Goggins’

Freight—M. C. R. R., east 10 cars, west 13;
K. & L. R. R., east 13, west 8.
Mr. Charles Tarbox has gone to Augusta tc
learn the plumber’s trade.
Owing to thick weather the Star did not ar-

quite comfortable this afternoon, though
fined to his house.

less than in 1878.

A. J.

STEAMERS.

WANTS.

BATH ADVERTISEMENTS.

MAINE CITIES.

Birch

MOUSE & PICKETT, 19 Plum St.
niy7_ __dtf

*20.000
On

[

LOAN-

TO

First C'la*.* Alortgage*

or

4«ood

Note*.

and Stores For Sale and To Let. Apply to
WALDRON, Real Estate Broker, 180 .Middle
J”*
Street, Up Stairs.
sep‘J4-eodtf
Houses
II*

VAULTS

4 LEANED

